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SprintCom, Inc. and WirelessCo, L.P., through their agent, Sprint Spectrum L.P., NPCR,

Inc. d/b/a Nextel Partners and Nextel West Corp. (collectively, “Sprint”), hereby take exception

to the ALJs’ resolution of most of the issues addressed in the Proposed Arbitration Decision filed

on April 26, 2013 (“PAD”). The most discouraging part of the ALJs’ analysis is their

willingness to accept AT&T’s company line, without critical analysis, on every key issue

presented, thereby recommending the adoption of contract language that will benefit the

dominant ILEC and hurt competitors. Given AT&T’s standard practice of taking extreme,

unlawful, anti-competitive positions, the Commission should be highly skeptical of a PAD that

would decide every key issue for AT&T, and should presume that the decision will not serve the

pro-competitive federal and state policy goals that underlie the Act.

Making matters worse, as the Commission reviews the PAD, it will note that the ALJs

fail to analyze or discuss most key legal authorities, and instead simply accept the view of AT&T

without critical analysis. This is the first arbitration following the FCC’s 2011 Connect America

Fund Order1 – an order that transformed the intercarrier compensation regime, ordered good

faith negotiations for Internet protocol (IP) interconnection, and re-wrote the rules applicable to

the application of access charges – and it would be unfortunate for a final Commission order to

lack thoughtful analysis of how the applicable statutes, rules, and orders bear on these important

issues. The Commission should do the work that the ALJs did not.

A significant portion of the PAD is based on the ALJs’ decision that the 47 U.S.C.

§ 251(c)(2) obligations imposed on AT&T extend only to calls that involve an AT&T

“customer,” i.e. “end user.” See, e.g., PAD at 9 (“A call between a Sprint customer and an IXC

does not involve an AT&T customer and, thus, is not Section 251(c)(2) traffic.”). On May 1,

1 In the Matter of Connect Am. Fund, 26 FCC Rcd. 17663, Report & Order & Further Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking (2011).
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2013, following the issuance of the PAD, the Second Circuit Court of Appeals decided that

AT&T’s “end user” argument, which was accepted by the ALJs, is wrong as a matter of law. S.

New England Tel. Co. v. Comcast, Docket No. 11-2332 (2nd Cir. May 1, 2013) (“SNET v.

Comcast”) (attached as Appendix 2). At issue was the provision of Transit Service, and AT&T

had argued that Transit Service could not be a Section 251(c)(2) service because it did not

involve an AT&T end user. The Court rather easily rejected AT&T’s argument:

AT&T argues, because transit service does not involve AT&T end-users, we must
conclude that it cannot constitute an interconnection obligation under § 251(c).
However, nothing in the language of § 251 suggests that the interconnection duty
relates only to the transmission and routing of traffic between a CLEC and the
ILEC’s end users.… Therefore, the obligations associated with interconnection
are not limited to situations where AT&T terminates the traffic.

Id. at 16. If the Commission affirms the PAD, it will run afoul of this federal case law on a point

that directly impacts Issues 19, 20, 21-22, 24 and 43, and indirectly impacts many others. Given

the timing of this decision, it would be reasonable for the Commission to remand the case back

to the ALJs with instructions to implement the Second Circuit decision and rewrite the PAD.

In the alternative, the Commission should, on its own, conform the PAD to this

persuasive federal decision. As the Commission is aware, it has no obligation to accept

erroneous holdings in a PAD. To the contrary, the Commission is obligated by federal law to

resolve open issues and implement contract language that is consistent with the 1996 Act and the

FCC’s rules and orders. There is much work to be done to meet this standard. In its exceptions,

Sprint will provide relevant background, explain the legal errors made by the ALJs, and identify

its specific exceptions. Sprint’s proposed revisions to the PAD, as required by ILL. ADMIN.

CODE, tit. 83, § 761.430, are contained on Appendix 1 filed herewith. In addition, Sprint relies

on all arguments it made in its Post-Hearing Brief and Post-Hearing Reply Brief, which Sprint

hereby incorporates by reference into these exceptions.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND REQUEST FOR ORAL ARGUMENT

Sprint has provided its competitive wireless services in Illinois for many years, and

interconnects with AT&T today under the terms of interconnection agreements entered into

between 1999 and 2003. Since that time the competitive environment has changed significantly.

AT&T’s corporate parent has acquired many of its former competitors, resulting in a

reformulated Ma Bell, now with a wireless affiliate. Sprint competes vigorously with AT&T and

its affiliates in every facet of the communications business – wireless and wireline, wholesale

and retail – and the industry is constantly changing. The reality of today’s competitive market is

that the series of consolidations that produced the “new” AT&T has created a powerful force that

looks much like the AT&T regulators broke up in the 1980s. As much as ever, AT&T

understands that its dominant market position can be fortified by dictating its competitors’ rates

and terms for interconnection. AT&T has the motive, and wants the Commission to give it the

means. See Sprint Ex. 1.0 (Burt Direct) pages 6-8.

Three significant events led to Sprint’s decision to re-negotiate, and, ultimately, arbitrate

a new interconnection agreement with AT&T, the largest legacy monopoly provider in Illinois.

First, in June of 2011 the U.S. Supreme Court resolved a split in the Federal Circuits by holding

that a competitive carrier like Sprint could lease certain facilities, referred to as “interconnection

facilities,” at cost-based rates in accordance with the statute. Talk Am., Inc. v. Mich. Bell Tel.

Co., 131 S. Ct. 2254, 2257 (2011). As discussed below, AT&T attempts to avoid the

implementation of Talk America, and has convinced the ALJs to transform its bitter defeat in that

case into a victory here.
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Second, in November of 2011, the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) issued

the “Connect America Fund Order,” also referred to as the “CAF Order.”2 The CAF Order

significantly reformed intercarrier compensation rules and principles, and also required carriers

to negotiate in good faith in response to requests to interconnect using Internet protocol (“IP”)

technology that will soon dominate the industry. Based on this significant FCC action, Sprint

and other competitive carriers have started to bring interconnection agreements in line with

current law.

And third, the pace of technological change and network evolution has accelerated. As

discussed below, the telecommunications industry is moving toward IP technology, Sprint is

decommissioning one of its two wireless networks, and Sprint is building a new 4G wireless

network to deliver basic and advanced services to its customer base. Companies like Sprint (and

AT&T) must ensure that its networks incorporate technological advancements so that services

are delivered efficiently and effectively.

This arbitration should provide Sprint with that which it is entitled by law: contract rates

and terms that implement the Act and the FCC’s rules, including the new rules enacted in the

CAF Order. Such terms will ensure that Sprint can engineer its network and interconnect with

AT&T in a way that is efficient and forward looking. Commission arbitration decisions issued

before these important changes in law and technology do not necessarily remain sound. The

Commission should decide the issues here by applying current law to existing facts and industry

standards. As demonstrated below, the ALJs propose contract language for the parties’ final

Interconnection Agreement (“ICA”) that, for the most part, fails to meet these requirements.

2 Supra n.1.
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A. Sections 251 and 252 of the Act Impose Obligations on AT&T to Facilitate
Fair and Efficient Competition by Carriers Like Sprint

1. Section 251

Section 251 of the Act (along with the FCC’s rules) establishes the substantive

obligations to be enforced in arbitrations under the Act. Section 251(a) imposes a very basic

requirement on all “telecommunications carriers” to “interconnect directly or indirectly with the

facilities and equipment of other telecommunications carriers.” 47 U.S.C. § 251(a)(1). Section

251(c) imposes more stringent obligations on “incumbent local exchange carriers,” or “ILECs,”

like AT&T, including the obligation to provide for the:

facilities and equipment of any requesting telecommunications carrier,
interconnection with [AT&T’s] network (A) for the transmission and routing of
telephone exchange service and exchange access.

47 U.S.C. § 251(c)(2)(A). The FCC has interpreted this interconnection obligation as follows:

The interconnection obligation of section 251(c)(2), discussed in this section,
allows competing carriers to choose the most efficient points at which to
exchange traffic with incumbent LECs, thereby lowering the competing carriers’
costs of, among other things, transport and termination of traffic.

First Report & Order, ¶ 172.3 Sprint is a “requesting telecommunications carrier,” and has

requested “interconnection” with AT&T’s network for the “transmission and routing of

telephone exchange service and exchange access.”

2. Section 252

Section 252 establishes a procedural process by which Section 251 duties become

enforceable contract terms. Once a requesting telecommunications carrier makes a request for

Section 251 services, the parties are obligated to negotiate and may enter into a binding,

voluntary agreement. 47 U.S.C. § 252(a)(1).

3 In the Matter of Implementation of the Local Competition Provisions in the Telecomms. Act of
1996, 11 FCC Rcd. 15499, First Report & Order (1996).
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If parties do not agree on all terms, either party may petition the state public utilities

commission for compulsory arbitration of open issues. 47 U.S.C. § 252(a). In arbitration, a state

commission must:

(1) ensure that such resolution and conditions meet the requirements of
section 251 of this title, including the regulations prescribed by the Commission
pursuant to section 251 of this title;

(2) establish any rates for interconnection, services, or network elements
according to subsection (d) of this section; and

(3) provide a schedule for implementation of the terms and conditions by the
parties to the agreement.

47 U.S.C. § 252(c) (emphasis added). A final arbitrated interconnection agreement will be

rejected if it:

does not meet the requirements of section 251 of this title, including the
regulations prescribed by the [FCC] pursuant to section 251 of this title, or the
standards set forth in subsection (d) of this section.

47 U.S.C. § 252(e)(2)(B).

Although courts review state commissions’ interpretation of federal law de novo, they

show significant deference to a commission’s resolution of factual disputes. Most arbitrations,

including this one, require the state commissions to make findings of fact. Because courts

review such findings under a deferential “arbitrary and capricious” standard, this should be done

with great care. Mich. Bell Tel. Co. v. Strand, 305 F.3d 580, 586 (6th Cir. 2002); Ill. Bell Tel.

Co. v. Wright, 245 F. Supp. 2d 900, 905 (N.D. Ill. 2003).

Finally, Section 252(e)(3) reserves a state commission’s authority to establish or enforce

in an arbitrated agreement other requirements of state law, commission rules, or considered

policy determinations that the commission would follow in matters wholly within its jurisdiction.

47 U.S.C. § 252(e)(3). This power must be exercised, however, in a way that does not create
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inconsistencies with federal law. See Ind. Bell Tel. Co. v. McCarty, 362 F.3d 378, 392 (7th Cir.

2004); WorldNet Telecomm’s, Inc. v. P.R. Tel. Co., 497 F.3d 1, 7 (1st Cir. 2007).

3. The FCC’s Implementing Rules

As noted supra, Section 252 requires the Commission to apply the FCC’s implementing

rules. Two portions of the implementing rules merit immediate discussion.

First, the FCC adopted 47 C.F.R. § 51.305 to flesh out ILECs’ requirement to offer

“interconnection” to requesting carriers under Section 251(c)(2). That rule compels ILECs to

provide “any technically feasible” interconnection, identifies several points that are per se

technically feasible, and provides that the list is not exclusive. 47 C.F.R. § 51.305(a)(2) (2012).

The rule also provides that a carrier may not obtain interconnection solely for non-Section 251(c)

purposes. 47 C.F.R. § 51.305(b) (2012).

Second, the FCC adopted a pricing methodology based on an ILEC’s “total element long-

run incremental cost” or “TELRIC.” A TELRIC cost study determines the costs of a

hypothetical network – a commission must assume an efficient network configuration and use of

the most efficient telecommunications technology that is currently available (as opposed to that

which is currently in use by the ILEC). 47 C.F.R. § 51.505(b)(1) (2012). In setting rates, the

FCC prohibited state commissions from considering embedded costs, retail costs, opportunity

costs, and revenues to subsidize other services, although it did allow rates to include a

“reasonable profit.” 47 C.F.R. § 51.505(d); 47 U.S.C. § 252(d)(1). The FCC also assigned the

ILEC the burden of proving its proposed rates do not exceed forward-looking costs. 47 C.F.R.

§ 51.505(e); Ill. Bell v. Wright, 245 F. Supp. 2d at 906.

4. Section 252 Requires the Commission to Advance Policy Goals

When a state commission applies Section 252, it must remember the policy goals that

underlie Section 251. The Seventh Circuit has stated:
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The duty of the state commissions in arbitration is to uphold the Act and the FCC
regulations promulgated under it, ensuring that the interconnection agreement
works to foster competition and benefit the public, without discriminating against
other would-be entrants.

Ind. Bell Tel. Co., 362 F.3d at 383. Similarly, the Eighth Circuit noted:

[I]f a provision of the Act is vague we are inclined to interpret the provision in a
manner that promotes competition. It is undisputed that Congress passed the Act
with the intention of eliminating monopolies and fostering competition.

WWC License, L.L.C. v. Boyle, 459 F.3d 880, 891 (8th Cir. 2006). As a result, the Commission

should resolve open questions in this case with an eye toward advancing Congress’s goals of

fostering competition and eliminating monopolies. This is something the ALJs have

unquestionably not done.

B. Regulatory Background

In this section, Sprint will summarize additional regulatory background that is relevant to

its exceptions.

1. Sprint’s Status as a CMRS Provider

For purposes of Section 252(a), Sprint is a “requesting telecommunications carrier.”

Sprint is also a “commercial mobile radio service” (“CMRS”) provider. CMRS providers –

known colloquially as “wireless providers” – are regulated by the FCC by operation of 47 U.S.C.

§ 332. The FCC has designated CMRS providers as “requesting telecommunications carriers”

entitled to the benefits of Section 251. First Report & Order, ¶ 33. CMRS providers are not

LECs, and are not subject to the obligations imposed on LECs in Section 251 or elsewhere. First

Report & Order, ¶ 1003.

2. The FCC’s First Report & Order

In 1996, the FCC released its First Report & Order, in which it adopted rules to

implement the 1996 Act. Those rules have been modified over time, but the First Report &
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Order, as modified by the CAF Order, remains a significant source of guidance on issues that

arise in arbitrations.

3. The FCC’s CAF Order

In the FCC’s words, the 2011 CAF Order was intended to “comprehensively reform[]

and modernize[] the universal service and intercarrier compensation systems to ensure that

robust, affordable voice and broadband service, both fixed and mobile, are available to

Americans throughout the nation.” CAF Order, ¶ 1. The keystone of its comprehensive

intercarrier compensation reform was “a uniform national bill-and-keep framework as the

ultimate end state for all telecommunications traffic exchanged with a LEC.” CAF Order, ¶ 34.

In a bill-and-keep arrangement, carriers do not pay each other for calls; each carrier must recover

the costs of completing calls from its own customers. CAF Order, ¶ 743. The FCC concluded

that bill-and-keep “best promotes our overall goals of modernizing our rules and facilitating the

transition to IP.” CAF Order, ¶ 34. The FCC imposed bill-and-keep on an expedited basis for

CMRS traffic, but established a longer transition for other types of traffic. 47 C.F.R. § 51.701

(2012).

In moving to bill-and-keep, the FCC rejected what it had previously described as a

“calling party’s network pays” regime. In that regime, regulators would allow the carrier whose

customer received the call to charge the carrier whose customer made the call. The FCC

determined that regime no longer reflected reality because both carriers (and their customers)

benefit every time a call is made:

Moreover, we reject the notion that only the calling party benefits from a call and
therefore should bear the entire cost of originating, transporting, and terminating a
call. As a result, we now abandon the calling-party-network-pays model that
dominated ICC regimes of the last century.
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CAF Order, ¶ 34; see also id. ¶¶ 744, 748. Therefore, following the CAF Order, the previous

legal rulings that relied on the “calling party’s network pays” principles, and focused on the

direction of traffic are no longer relevant. The ALJs have given little consideration to the CAF

Order, and it appears to have had no impact on their proposals.

C. Request for Oral Argument

Sprint respectfully requests that the Commission hear oral argument on these exceptions.

ILL. ADMIN. CODE tit. 83, § 761.450 allows the Commission, on its own motion, to hear oral

argument from the parties to an arbitration. This case is well suited for oral argument for two

primary reasons. First, oral argument will give the Commission the opportunity to hear from the

parties (including Staff) on the meaning and applicability of the Second Circuit Court of

Appeals’s SNET v. Comcast decision that was issued after the PAD. If the Commission follows

SNET v. Comcast, the PAD will change dramatically. If the Commission does not follow SNET

v. Comcast, the PAD will be at odds with the only federal appellate court decision (not to

mention the only two federal district court decisions) on a key, threshold issue. The Commission

would be well served by hearing from the parties on this new federal authority.

Second, the Commission’s final order in this case will be its first chance to interpret and

implement the CAF Order, and address issues of first impression like IP interconnection. The

ALJs have, as noted, gone out of their way to accept AT&T’s position on every key issue. Oral

argument will give the Commission the opportunity to examine the parties and decide for itself

whether it wants to serve as a sponsor for AT&T’s telecommunications policy objectives going

forward. This is critically important to the state of competition in Illinois, and, ultimately, to

serve the interests of the Illinois consumers.
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II. USE OF INTERCONNECTION FACILITIES (ISSUES 13, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24 AND
30)

The issues addressed within this section relate to the use of the “Interconnection

Facilities” that connect Sprint’s network and AT&T’s network. The Commission’s resolution of

issues in this section will determine how Sprint can use TELRIC (i.e., cost-based) facilities, and

the extent to which Sprint must purchase facilities at above-cost access rates. The parties agree

that Interconnection Facilities are facilities that AT&T must make available under Section

251(c)(2), and that those facilities will be used for the mutual exchange of traffic so that Sprint

can provide telephone exchange service and exchange access (“Section 251(c)(2) Traffic”). The

parties disagree about what traffic qualifies as Section 251(c)(2) Traffic, whether non-Section

251(c)(2) Traffic can also be delivered over the Interconnection Facilities, and the

appropriateness of several other terms related to the use of these facilities.

The ALJs have recommended that these issues be resolved, almost entirely, in AT&T’s

favor. PAD at 3-20. The ALJs held that AT&T’s Section 251(c)(2) obligations extend only to

calls that “involve an AT&T customer.” PAD at 9. This conclusion, if accepted by the

Commission, would require Sprint to use above-cost facilities on many calls for which AT&T’s

switch is necessary to Sprint’s provision of telephone exchange service and exchange access

service. This cannot be squared with Section 251(c)(2) or federal caselaw. Moreover, the ALJs

agreed with AT&T that cost-based facilities must be used exclusively for calls involving an

AT&T customer. PAD at 10. This would require Sprint to maintain a second set of facilities for

non-Section 251(c)(2) Traffic, which is inefficient and contrary to a longstanding FCC Rule that

was reaffirmed in the CAF Order.
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The ALJs’ erroneous conclusions are the product of two fundamental errors of law that

must be corrected by the Commission. In this section, Sprint will explain these two fundamental

errors, and then identify, by issue, Sprint’s exceptions.

A. The ALJs Have Proposed that the Commission Make Two Key Errors of
Law

There are two key questions to be answered by the Commission as it determines how

Section 251(c)(2) Interconnection Facilities will be utilized. First, the Commission must decide

what kinds of calls are either “telephone exchange service” or “exchange access” traffic

exchanged between the parties’ networks. While there is disagreement about what AT&T

switched traffic falls into those two categories, it is undisputed that all such traffic exchanged

between Sprint and AT&T is Section 251(c)(2) Traffic and can be routed on Interconnection

Facilities that will be priced at TELRIC. Second, the Commission must decide whether such

Interconnection Facilities can also carry other AT&T switched traffic that is not Section

251(c)(2) Traffic, referred to as non-Section 251(c)(2) Traffic. There is no dispute that TELRIC

pricing is not available for backhaul facilities that carry traffic between two points without being

switched by AT&T.4

The answers to these legal questions have important financial and technical ramifications.

If the scope of “telephone exchange service and exchange access” exchanged between Sprint and

AT&T is narrowed as recommended in the PAD, Sprint will be forced to purchase more facilities

at higher tariffed rates. See Sprint Ex. 2.0 (Felton Direct) page 20, lines 416-420. And, if Sprint

is required to establish separate connections to deliver non-Section 251(c)(2) Traffic, its costs

will increase, while its efficiency will decrease. Sprint Ex. 5.0 (Felton Rebuttal) pages 2-3, lines

41-48.

4 Sprint has conceded that the portion of such facilities used for backhaul (as Sprint properly
defines that term) is not subject to TELRIC pricing. That is addressed infra in Issue 45.
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This battle over costs and efficiency emanates from the FCC’s decision in its TRO5

decision to protect competitors’ ability to obtain and use Section 251(c)(2) Interconnection

Facilities despite eliminating ILECs’ obligations to provide “backhaul” facilities on an

unbundled basis. Talk Am., 131 S. Ct. 2254, 2258-59. In 2011, the Supreme Court affirmed the

FCC’s decision to protect competitors’ access to cost-based Interconnection Facilities, rejecting

AT&T’s many unfounded arguments. Id. at 2261-65. Having lost its attempt to bar competitors

from obtaining any cost-based Interconnection Facilities, AT&T has cut its losses by convincing

the ALJs – based on Talk America – to restrict the scope of those facilities significantly and

choke the life out of the FCC’s ruling and the Supreme Court’s affirmance. The Commission

must correct the ALJs’ apparent belief that AT&T won a significant victory by losing at the

Supreme Court. Instead, the Commission should find that the TRO and Talk America benefitted

competitors, and accept Sprint’s proposed contract language that implements those benefits.

1. Calls delivered between Sprint’s switch and AT&T’s switch qualify as
Section 251(c)(2), and are not Backhaul

The Commission is obligated to adopt contract language that implements the FCC’s rules

and orders. 47 U.S.C. § 252(c)(2)(B). Section 251(c)(2) imposes on AT&T:

The duty to provide, for the facilities and equipment of any requesting
telecommunications carrier, interconnection with the local exchange carrier’s
network—

(A) for the transmission and routing of telephone exchange service and
exchange access.

To implement this section, then, the Commission must adopt language that requires AT&T to

provide “interconnection” for the “transmission and routing of telephone exchange service and

exchange access,” which the parties agree will be at cost-based (i.e., TELRIC) rates. To identify

traffic that qualifies, there is a two-part test: 1) the facilities over which the traffic is transmitted

5 In re Review of Section 251 Unbundling Obligations of Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers,
18 FCC Rcd. 16978 (2003) (“TRO”).
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must enable the networks to be “linked” for the “exchange of traffic” between such networks,6

and 2) the competitor must use the facilities to provide telephone exchange service or exchange

access.

Congress has defined “telephone exchange service” as the provision of service by a

carrier (i.e. Sprint) within a designated local calling area, or the functional equivalent of such a

service. 47 U.S.C. § 153(54). The parties agree that Sprint provides telephone exchange service

when it originates and terminates intra-Major Trading Area (“IntraMTA”) calls to and from its

end users. Sprint Ex. 2.0 (Felton Direct) page 7, lines 122-130; AT&T Ex. 1.0 (Pellerin Direct)

page 33, lines 739-742.

Congress defined “exchange access” as “the offering of access to telephone exchange

services or facilities for the purpose of the origination or termination of telephone toll services.”

47 U.S.C. § 153(20). A local provider (like Sprint or AT&T) provides exchange access to

interexchange carriers, also known as “IXCs,” so that IXCs can complete long-distance calls to

or from the local provider’s end users. Sprint Ex. 2.0 (Felton Direct) page 15, lines 302-312;

Sprint Ex. 2.0 (Felton Direct) page 16, lines 330-335. A competitor like Sprint must have the

ability to provide exchange access to IXCs so that it can receive long-distance calls and compete

with an incumbent provider like AT&T. Sprint Ex. 2.0 (Felton Direct) page 15, lines 302-312.7

Congress has not defined “backhaul,” but that has become a key term in this case. In

fact, the ALJs use the term “backhaul” several times, but never define it, nor do they explain the

parties’ competing definitions of backhaul. A “backhaul” facility is generally understood to

6 47 C.F.R. § 51.5 (2012) (“Interconnection is the linking of two networks for the mutual
exchange of traffic.”).
7 Outbound calls are not implicated because Sprint, as a CMRS provider, does not have equal
access obligations and does not direct traffic to IXCs through AT&T’s switch. Sprint Ex. 2.0
(Felton Direct) page 14, lines 288-290; id. at page 17, lines 337-342.
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mean a leased incumbent facility that connects points within a CLEC’s network. That type of

connection does not involve the exchange of traffic between the parties’ networks. Talk Am.,

131 S. Ct. at 2259 n.2. As stated by the Indiana Commission in a case involving AT&T,

backhaul is internal to a CLEC’s network, while interconnection connects two carriers’ switches:

The “entrance facilities” that are no longer available as UNEs at TELRIC prices,
and the “entrance facilities” that are used for “interconnection” and continue to be
available, are distinct facilities used for distinct purposes. Mr. Cadieux states
these “entrance facilities” can be used for two different purposes:

(1) For backhaul purposes by the CLEC, i.e., as part of a transmission
path between a CLEC’s customer and its switch (through the ILEC wire
center serving the customer), providing the customer with dial-tone for
outbound calls and a path for terminating traffic for incoming calls; or

(2) To provide a transmission path between the ILEC’s switch and the
CLEC’s switch for the exchange of traffic between the two networks.

In the Matter of the Ind. Utility Regulatory Comm’n’s Investigation Of Issues Related to the

Implementation of the Federal Commc’n Commission’s Triennial Review Remand Order and the

Remaining Portions Of The Triennial Review Order, Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission,

Cause No. 42857, 2006 Ind. PUC LEXIS 40, at 70-71 (Jan. 11, 2006) (emphasis added) This has

been confirmed by a federal court in Illinois, which recognized that interconnection provides “a

transmission path between the ILEC’s switch and the CLEC’s switch for the exchange of traffic

between the two networks.” Ill. Bell Tel. Co. v. Box, No. 06 C 3550, 2007 WL 2815924, at* 5

(N.D. Ill. Sept. 21, 2007), aff’d, 526 F.3d 1069 (7th Cir. 2008) (emphasis added). Even AT&T’s

witness Albright admitted that the absence of switching was the key characteristic of backhaul.

Tr. pages 570-572.

The ALJs did not use this accepted understanding of backhaul, and instead agreed with

AT&T’s argument that “backhaul” traffic is any traffic not involving an AT&T end user, even if

the traffic is switched by AT&T. See, e.g., PAD at 9 (“A call between a Sprint customer and an
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IXC does not involve an AT&T customer and thus is not Section 251(c)(2) traffic.”). That

unprecedented conclusion then became the springboard for a decision that vast amounts of traffic

exchanged between the switches is “backhaul” outside the scope of Section 251(c). See PAD at

8-9, 11-12, 16. The Commission must correct both the premise and the conclusions to enforce

Sprint’s rights to obtain and use cost-based facilities.

a. Sprint proved that the calls between Sprint and AT&T meet this
two-part test and are, thus, not backhaul

The ALJs erred by failing to recognize that all calls delivered between a Sprint switch

and an AT&T switch qualify as either telephone exchange calls or exchange access calls. And,

because they are delivered between the parties’ switches,8 they are not backhaul, but instead are

“exchanged” between the parties’ networks as Section 251(c)(2) traffic. This includes (i)

IntraMTA calls between customers of both parties, (ii) calls from third parties through AT&T’s

switch to Sprint, and (iii) calls from Sprint through AT&T’s switch to third parties. Calls that do

not go through AT&T’s switches are not exchanged between the parties and, thus, do not meet

the test. The following table shows what calls qualify, with the shading representing calls for

which the parties are in agreement.

Ex. Description of the Call What Service is Sprint
Providing?

Networks Linked for
Exchange of Traffic?

Does it Qualify?

1 IntraMTA call between
a Sprint user and an
AT&T end user

Sprint is using the
Interconnection
Facilities to provide
telephone exchange
service to its end user.

Yes. The call is
exchanged between
Sprint’s switch and
AT&T’s switch.

Yes.

2 IntraMTA call between
Sprint and a third party
LEC that transits
AT&T’s switch.

Sprint is using the
facilities to provide
telephone exchange
service to its end user.

Yes. The call is
exchanged between
Sprint’s switch and
AT&T’s switch.

Yes.

3 InterMTA call from
Sprint end user to
AT&T end user.

Sprint is using the
facilities to provide
telephone exchange

Yes. The call is
exchanged between
Sprint’s switch and

Yes.

8 AT&T witness Pellerin agrees that AT&T’s switching and routing functionality is used. Tr.
page 363.
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Ex. Description of the Call What Service is Sprint
Providing?

Networks Linked for
Exchange of Traffic?

Does it Qualify?

service to its end user. AT&T’s switch.
4 Locally dialed

InterMTA call from
AT&T end user to
Sprint end user.

Sprint is using the
facilities to provide
telephone exchange
service to its end user.

Yes. The call is
exchanged between
Sprint’s switch and
AT&T’s switch.

Yes

5 Inbound long distance
call from an IXC
through AT&T’s
switch and then to
Sprint

Sprint is using the
facilities to provide
exchange access
service to the IXC.9

Yes. The call is
exchanged between
Sprint’s switch and
AT&T’s switch.

Yes.

6 Outbound 911 call from
Sprint to AT&T’s
Selective Router.

Sprint is using the
facilities to provide
telephone exchange
service to its end user.

Yes. The call is
exchanged between
Sprint’s switch and
AT&T’s switch.

Yes.

7 Outbound 911 call to a
non-AT&T selective
router that routes
through an AT&T
facility but does not go
through an AT&T
switch.

Sprint is using the
facilities to provide
telephone exchange
service to its end user.

No. The call is not
exchanged between
the Sprint switch and
the AT&T switch;
therefore networks are
not linked.

No - it is not
exchanged
between the
parties’ two
switches.

8 Call between Sprint’s
switch and Sprint cell
site that routes through
an AT&T facility but
does not go through
AT&T’s switch.

Sprint is using the
facilities to provide
telephone exchange
service.

No. The call is not
exchanged between
the Sprint switch and
the AT&T switch;
therefore networks are
not linked.

No - it is backhaul
traffic internal to
Sprint’s network
and not exchanged
between the
parties’ two
switches.

The Commission should reverse the PAD and hold that Section 251(c)(2) Traffic includes not

only the chart’s call examples 1 and 6,10 but also call examples 2, 3, 4, and 5 – all of which

involve the linking of the Sprint and AT&T networks, the exchange of calls between those

networks, and Sprint’s provision of telephone exchange service or exchange access.

9 AT&T witness Pellerin agrees Sprint provides exchange access service in this call scenario. Tr.
pages 372-375.
10 The ALJs properly determined that call example 6 is Section 251(c)(2) Traffic. PAD at 11.
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b. The ALJs have proposed a “requirement” that Section 251(c)(2)
Traffic must be exchanged between the parties’ end users rather
than their networks

The ALJs have proposed to exclude call examples 2 and 5 on the basis that such calls are

backhaul because they are not exchanged between a Sprint customer and an AT&T customer,

despite the fact that they are delivered over the very facilities that link the parties’ two switches,

and involve Sprint’s provision of telephone exchange service or exchange access. See, e.g., PAD

at 16. On call example 2, for example, the ALJs specifically found that “Sprint is providing

exchange access to the IXC in this scenario.” PAD at 16. Yet, despite finding that Sprint is

providing “exchange access” – the precise term used in Section 251(c)(2) – the ALJs found the

call to be excluded from Section 251(c)(2) based on AT&T’s proposed “end user” limitation on

Section 251(c)(2). Id.; see also AT&T Ex. 1.0 (Pellerin Direct) page 26 (explaining AT&T’s

“end-user” argument).

This remarkable error in the PAD must be corrected. There is no legal authority to

support the ALJs’ understanding of backhaul, or the proposition that Interconnection Facilities

must link only the parties’ “end users” for there to be the mutual exchange of traffic. The

definition of “Interconnection” in the FCC’s rules refers to the linking of “networks,” not end

users. 47 C.F.R. § 51.5 (2012). Section 251(c)(2) of the Act refers broadly to the provision of

“telephone exchange service” and “exchange access,” which contains no “ILEC end user”

limitation. Indeed, the Commission will find no statute, rule, or FCC order that limits Section

251(c)(2) Traffic to traffic “between the parties’ end users.”

AT&T made and lost this same argument recently in federal court in Connecticut, and on

appeal to the Second Circuit. As stated eloquently in 2011 by the lower court:

AT&T Connecticut argues that when it acts as a courier between two CLECs, no
traffic is originating within its system, and therefore, there is no exchange of its
traffic.
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AT&T Connecticut misreads the regulation. Pursuant to the regulation,
interconnection is the “the actual physical ‘linking of two networks for the mutual
exchange of traffic.’” Bellsouth Telecomms., Inc. v. Southeast Tel., Inc., 462 F.3d
650, 652 (6th Cir. 2006) (quoting 47 C.F.R. § 51.5). A plain reading of the
regulation does not require that there be the mutual exchange of traffic originating
within each LEC’s network. Rather, the Court reads the language as requiring
only that the physical link between the LECs be capable of the mutual exchange
of traffic. AT&T Connecticut’s reading of the regulation would add language that
does not exist. Namely, that the traffic is originated within the AT&T
Connecticut system. As an incorrect reading of the regulation, the Court will
reject it.

The S. New England Tel. Co. v. Perlermino, No. 3:09-cv-1787 WWE, 2011 WL 1750224, at *6

(D. Conn. May 6, 2011). On appeal, the Second Circuit affirmed the Perlermino decision,

holding that “nothing in the language of § 251 suggests that the interconnection duty relates only

to the transmission and routing of traffic between a CLEC and an ILEC’s end users,” and “the

obligations associated with interconnection are not limited to situations where AT&T terminates

the traffic.” SNET v. Comcast, Docket No. 11-2332, slip op. at 16 (emphasis added). The Court,

thus, flatly rejected AT&T’s “end user” argument.

The ALJs ignored the plain language of the statute and the analysis of the Perlermino

court, and instead drew a conclusion with which the Second Circuit disagrees:

For Section 251(c)(2) Interconnection, the key for the Commission’s
determination is that CLECs - or CMRS providers - have access to an ILEC’s
customers. Therefore a local exchange carrier can lease entrance facilities at
TELRIC rates in order to interconnect its customers with the ILEC’s customers.

PAD at 8-9. This conclusion by the ALJs is contrary to the language of Section 251(c)(2), which

refers generally to a competitor’s ability to provide telephone exchange and exchange access

service, not to deliver calls to an ILEC’s customers. The Second Circuit agrees with Sprint that

Section 251(c)(2) should facilitate the exchange of traffic broadly, not only with the ILECs and

their customers. Nor do any of the other arguments made by AT&T and Staff, but not discussed

by the ALJs, support such an “end user” limitation. See Sprint’s Post-Hearing Br. pp. 18-20
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(neither the Commission’s MCI Arbitration Order, Docket No. 04-046911 nor the FCC’s Amicus

Brief submitted in the Talk America case12 establish an “end user” limitation on Section

251(c)(2)).

The Commission should reverse the PAD and find that Section 251(c)(2)(A) expressly

authorizes Sprint to use Interconnection Facilities to provide telephone exchange and exchange

access service whenever calls go over facilities connecting an AT&T switch with a Sprint switch

(in either direction). The Commission should also expressly recognize that “backhaul” facilities

will carry Sprint’s internal traffic and other traffic not switched by AT&T. The Commission’s

correction of the PAD will facilitate Sprint’s ability to indirectly interconnect with other local

competitors, and to compete with AT&T by providing the same “exchange access” to IXCs that

AT&T provides. Compare Tr. pages 360, line 5 – 361, line 15 (Pellerin describing how AT&T

provides exchange access to IXCs) with Tr. page 373, lines 6-21 (Pellerin describing how Sprint

provides exchange access to IXCs using interconnection with AT&T). If the Commission fails

to correct the PAD it will be adopting an unsupported concept of “backhaul” in Illinois and will

constrict the use of Interconnection Facilities in violation of the Act.

c. The ALJs improperly failed to find that Sprint provides telephone
exchange service when it delivers InterMTA calls between the
parties’ end users

The ALJs’ PAD excludes call examples 3 and 4 – which do involve AT&T end users –

on the basis that InterMTA calls are switched access calls that do not qualify as Section

251(c)(2) Traffic. PAD at 19-20. As explained for Issue 7, infra, Sprint is not an IXC. When it

11MCI Metro Access Transmission Commc’ns, Inc., et al. Petition for Arbitration of
Interconnection Rates, Terms and Conditions, and Related Arrangements with Illinois Bell Tel.
Co. Pursuant to Section 252(b) of the Telecomms. Act of 1996, Docket No. 04-0469, Arbitration
Decision (I.C.C. Nov. 30, 2004) (“MCI Arbitration Order”).
12 The FCC’s Amicus Brief was marked as AT&T Illinois Cross Examination Exhibit 1.
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delivers these InterMTA calls, it is providing telephone exchange service (a Section 251(c)(2)

service), not “interexchange” service.

2. Non-Section 251(c)(2) Traffic can be delivered over Section 251(c)(2)
Interconnection Facilities

After the Commission establishes what calls qualify as Section 251(c)(2) Traffic, it must

then decide whether other calls can be exchanged on the Interconnection Facilities. The ALJs

have proposed that Interconnection Facilities must be used “exclusively” for traffic between the

parties’ end users. PAD at 7-9.

There is no provision of the Act, and no FCC rule, that supports this proposed limitation,

and none is cited in the PAD. Instead, the ALJs accepted AT&T’s argument that the Talk

America decision – which was decided against AT&T and did not resolve that issue – imposed a

significant new limitation on competitors’ use of Interconnection Facilities. Talk Am., 131 S. Ct.

2254; PAD at 8.

By contrast, Sprint’s position on switched, non-Section 251(c)(2) Traffic has been the

law since 1996, when the FCC decided that IXCs could obtain interconnection for interexchange

traffic so long as some portion of the facility was used for Section 251(c)(2) Traffic:

A telecommunications carrier seeking interconnection only for interexchange
services is not within the scope of this statutory language because it is not seeking
interconnection for the purpose of providing telephone exchange service.

First Report & Order, ¶ 191 (emphasis added). This was incorporated into FCC Rule 51.305:

A carrier that requests interconnection solely for the purpose of originating or
terminating its interexchange traffic on an incumbent LEC’s network and not for
the purpose of providing to others telephone exchange service, exchange access
service, or both, is not entitled to receive interconnection pursuant to section
251(c)(2) of the Act.

47 C.F.R. § 51.305(b).
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This rule – neither cited nor discussed by the ALJs – means that a carrier providing some

telephone exchange or exchange access service can also use that facility for other traffic. The

FCC confirmed this rationale in the CAF Order:

Consequently, we make clear that a carrier that otherwise has a section 251(c)(2)
interconnection arrangement with an incumbent LEC is free to deliver toll VoIP-
PSTN traffic through that arrangement, as well, consistent with the provisions of
its interconnection agreement. The Commission previously held that section
251(c)(2) interconnection arrangements may not be used solely for the
transmission of interexchange traffic because such arrangements are for the
exchange of “telephone exchange service” or “exchange access” traffic – and
interexchange traffic is neither. However, as long as an interconnecting carrier is
using the section 251(c)(2) interconnection arrangement to exchange some
telephone exchange service and/or exchange access traffic, section 251(c)(2) does
not preclude that carrier from relying on that same functionality to exchange other
traffic with the incumbent LEC, as well.

CAF Order, ¶ 972 (emphasis added).

Accordingly, so long as a carrier delivers telephone exchange or exchange access traffic,

it is entitled to deliver other traffic, “as well.” The ALJs dismissed ¶ 972 of the CAF Order on

the basis that it “discusses VoIP traffic, which is not at issue here.” PAD at 8. Yet, the FCC’s

statement is not about traffic at all, it is about the interconnection facility. And, the underscored

language means that once the facility carries some Section 251(c)(2) traffic, it can (per Rule

51.305) also be used for any other traffic (including, but not limited to, VoIP traffic). The ALJs’

PAD would deny Sprint the right to use an Interconnection Facility for VoIP traffic or any

“other” traffic. As such, it is contrary to the CAF Order and certainly wrong. The Commission

should reverse the PAD to grant Sprint that which the FCC gave competitors in 1996 and

expressly confirmed in 2011: the right to deliver all traffic on a Section 251(c)(2)

Interconnection Facility so long as there is some traffic that is indisputably Section 251(c)(2)

telephone exchange or exchange access traffic.
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The Commission did not decide this issue in its TRO/TRRO Arbitration Decision.13 PAD

at 8. While the Commission did state that “entrance facilities should be available to CLECs if

used for the sole purpose of interconnection,” the issue decided by the Commission was how to

regulate facilities used “solely” for Section 251(c)(2) Traffic. TRO/TRRO Arbitration Decision,

Docket No. 05-0442 at 43. The CLECs in that case never asked the Commission whether

Interconnection Facilities were required to have such a limitation, and so the Commission did not

speak to that question. TRO/TRRO Arbitration Decision, Docket No. 05-0442 at 40, 43. The

Commission’s TRO/TRRO Arbitration Decision cannot have decided an issue that was not

presented to the Commission, and could not, in 2005, have considered the FCC’s 2011 CAF

Order.

Nor are the ALJs correct (PAD at 8) that the appeals following the TRO/TRRO

Arbitration Decision support their conclusions. Ill. Bell Tel. Co. v. Box, No. 06 C 3550, 2007

WL 2815924 (N.D. Ill. Sept. 21, 2007), aff’d, Ill. Bell Tel. Co. v. Box, 526 F.3d 1069 (7th Cir.

2008). Instead, the language used by the district court is completely consistent with Sprint’s

position: “CLECs must be given access to entrance facilities to the extent CLECs require them

for interconnection under Section 251(c)(2)….” Id. at *6 (emphasis added). The court was

restating exactly what the FCC said in its TRO Remand Order:

Thus, competitive LECs will have access to these facilities at cost-based rates to
the extent that they require them to interconnect with the incumbent LEC’s
network.

TRO Remand Order, ¶ 140 (emphasis added). And, because the Commission did not arbitrate

the question of whether facilities must be used “solely” for Section 251(c)(2) Traffic, the district

court did not address this issue either. The Seventh Circuit affirmed the district court. Like the

13 Access One, Inc. et al. Petition for Arbitration, Docket No. 05-0442, Arbitration Decision
(I.C.C. Nov. 2, 2005) (“TRO/TRRO Arbitration Decision”).
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district court, the Seventh Circuit was not concerned with the question of whether facilities must

be used “solely” for Section 251(c)(2) Traffic. Rather, the Seventh Circuit simply restated the

law “just as the FCC said in ¶ 140 [of the TRO Remand Order].” Paragraph 140, quoted above,

supports Sprint’s position, not AT&T’s position. The ALJs erred by construing these decisions

as having decided issues not raised, to Sprint’s great disadvantage.

B. The ALJs Have Disregarded Sound Policy Considerations

Sound policy considerations dictate that the Commission reverse the PAD on these key

legal issues. The ALJs’ proposed decision would require Sprint to maintain two sets of facilities

to obtain the benefits of Section 251(c) – one for IntraMTA Traffic between the parties’ end

users, and one for any other switched traffic. AT&T Ex. 1.0 (Pellerin Direct) page 24, lines 534-

536. It is undisputed that the facilities are identical and that AT&T performs the same network

functions on both sets of calls. Tr. page 428, line 2 (Pellerin, “The physical facilities are the

same”); Sprint Ex. 2.0 (Felton Direct) page 43, lines 912-920; Tr. pages 464, line 21 – 466, line 3

(Pellerin testifying about land-to-mobile InterMTA calls). AT&T does not claim that the calls it

deems non-qualifying impose any greater costs on it, nor does AT&T claim that costs will

increase if Sprint uses combined trunks rather than separate trunks.14

AT&T is attempting to require its competitor, Sprint, to maintain unnecessary,

duplicative facilities and pay unnecessary costs. One of the key goals of the Act was to

encourage efficient competition by ensuring that competitors were not required to build

duplicative networks to compete. See, e.g., Qwest Corp. v. Pub. Utils. Comm’n of Colo., 479

F.3d 1184, 1187 (10th Cir. 2007) (ILEC obligations should reduce duplication of facilities by

competitors); First Report & Order, ¶ 10 (“An incumbent LEC also has the ability to act on its

14 Common sense would suggest that AT&T’s costs would go down and efficiency would go up
if Sprint used combined trunks. Of course, AT&T’s revenues might go down, but the rule is not
intended to maximize AT&T’s revenues.
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incentive to discourage entry and robust competition by not interconnecting its network with the

new entrant’s network or by insisting on supracompetitive prices or other unreasonable

conditions for terminating calls from the entrant’s customers to the incumbent LEC’s

subscribers.”). The PAD would undermine this goal.

The Commission will best secure efficient competition consistent with the Act by

reversing the PAD and rejecting AT&T’s artificial distinctions.

C. Exceptions to DPL Issues

1. Issue 13

Sprint: Should this Agreement include provisions regarding indirect
interconnection?

AT&T: (a) Should the definition of Interconnection be based on both
Part 51 and Part 20 of the FCC’s rules? (b) Should there be a
distinction between “Interconnection”, as defined in 47 C.F.R. Section
51.1, and “interconnection”?

Sprint takes exception to the ALJs’ resolution of Issue 13. Sprint has requested the right

under the ICA to obtain whatever interconnection rights it is entitled to under the FCC’s Part 20

Rules. While Sprint does not believe there is a material difference between Part 20

interconnection and Part 51 interconnection, the ALJs believe Part 20 “is broader.” PAD at 5.

Sprint has only one chance to obtain an ICA with AT&T in Illinois. As such, whatever rights it

has under Part 20 must be woven into the ICA. Otherwise, the Commission will have forced the

formation of an integrated agreement that does not address all relevant and necessary terms. The

Commission should reverse the PAD on Issue 13.

2. Issue 19

Sprint: What are the appropriate definitions of “Facilities” and
“Interconnection Facilities” and, if necessary, Entrance Facilities?

AT&T: Should the definition of “Interconnection Facilities” reference
the FCC’s definition of “Interconnection” in 47 C.F.R. § 51.5?
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Sprint takes exception to the ALJs’ resolution of Issue 19. The ALJs resolved Issue 19

by accepting contract language that, on its face, might appear innocuous, but that creates an

extreme and unjustified limitation on competitors’ ability to obtain TELRIC-based

Interconnection Facilities. The ALJs improperly accepted AT&T’s proposal that Interconnection

Facilities be used “exclusively” for calls that involve an AT&T customer or end user. PAD at 8-

9. As noted above, there is no “end user” limitation on AT&T’s Section 251(c)(2) obligations,

and the FCC has ordered that once interconnection arrangements are used “to exchange some

telephone exchange service and/or exchange access traffic,” those same arrangements can be

used for other traffic, as well. CAF Order, ¶ 972; 47 C.F.R. § 51.305(b). The Commission must

reverse the ALJs’ proposed resolution of Issue 19.

3. Issue 20

Sprint: What is the appropriate use of Interconnection Facilities
provided by AT&T?

AT&T: (a) Should the ICA state that the Interconnection Facilities
available to Sprint at TELRIC prices be limited to those facilities used
“solely” for section 251(c)(2) interconnection? (b) Should the ICA
provide that Interconnection Facilities purchased at TELRIC rates
may not be used for 911 and Equal Access trunks?

Sprint takes exception to a portion of the ALJs’ resolution of Issue 20. The ALJs decided

that Sprint can use Interconnection Facilities only to deliver calls between the parties’ end users.

PAD at 11-12. To the contrary, Section 251(c)(2) Traffic includes all calls that are exchanged

via a link between Sprint’s switch and AT&T’s switch. Sprint’s proposed ICA § 3.5.3,

Attachment 2, affirmatively prevents Interconnection Facilities from being used either 1) as

UNEs under § 251(c)(3), or 2) for “backhauling traffic.” Thus, Sprint’s proposed contract

language effectively excludes from TELRIC pricing those facilities that Sprint might lease from

AT&T for the delivery of traffic that bypasses AT&T’s switch – e.g., facilities between a Sprint
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MSC and a cell site, facilities connecting a Sprint switch to a third-party’s switch, and facilities

connecting Sprint with a non-AT&T 911 selective router. For that reason, Sprint’s proposed

language would provide Sprint that which it is entitled to under the Act, whereas the ALJs’

proposal will unlawfully exclude calls delivered through AT&T’s switch.

Sprint does not take exception to the Commission’s decision that 911 calls to an AT&T

selective router are Section 251(c)(2) Traffic that can be delivered over the Interconnection

Facilities. PAD at 11.

4. Issue 21 and 22

Sprint: What provisions, if any, regarding Interconnection Facility
Audits should be included in the Agreement?

AT&T: Should the ICA permit AT&T to obtain an independent audit of
Sprint’s use of Interconnection Facilities?

Sprint takes exception to the ALJs’ proposed resolution of Issues 21 and 22. PAD at 14.

On Issue 21, The ALJs’ rationale is based on their erroneous conclusion that Interconnection

Facilities can be used only for the extremely limited purpose of exchanging IntraMTA Traffic

between the parties’ end users. PAD at 14. Because this argument is specious, AT&T’s

proposed audit provisions are unnecessary. Instead, the proper distinction between

“interconnection” and “backhaul” is that “interconnection” calls go through an AT&T switch,

while “backhaul” calls do not. It is undisputed that AT&T knows what facilities are connected

to, and switched by, its switch. See Sprint’s Post-Hearing Br. pp. 25-26. As such, there is no

reason for AT&T’s burdensome audit provisions.

Even if the Commission were to allow audits (Issue 21), Sprint objects to the proposed

enforcement provisions ordered by the ALJs (Issue 22). Those enforcement provisions are

unnecessarily punitive, and the otherwise applicable dispute resolution process is reasonable,

appropriate, and fully protects AT&T. See Sprint Ex. 2.0 (Felton Direct) page 12, lines 241-249.
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5. Issue 24

Sprint: Should Sprint be required to establish separate Type 2A Equal
Access Trunk Groups?

AT&T: Under what circumstances may Sprint use combined trunk
groups?

Sprint takes exception to the ALJs’ proposed resolution of Issue 24. The ALJs agreed

with Sprint that, when Sprint receives a call from an IXC through the AT&T switch, Sprint is

providing exchange access to the IXC. PAD at 16. Yet, the ALJs excluded that call from

Section 251(c)(2) Traffic on the basis that it does not reach an AT&T end user. PAD at 16.

Because Section 251(c)(2) requires AT&T to provide Interconnection Facilities to facilitate

Sprint’s provision of “exchange access,” and contains no “end user” limitation, the ALJs’

proposed resolution of Issue 24 violates the Act and the FCC’s rules. See also, e.g., First Report

& Order, ¶ 184 (“Congress made clear that incumbent LECs must provide interconnection to

carriers that seek to offer telephone exchange service and to carriers that seek to offer exchange

access.”) (emphasis in original).

In addition, the ALJs’ proposed contract language would require Sprint to use Type 2A

trunk groups to deliver all InterMTA Traffic – calls from Sprint’s own end users to AT&T’s end

users. See DPL, AT&T’s final proposed language for Issue 24. This Sprint-to-AT&T traffic is a

different category of traffic than the IXC-to-AT&T-to-Sprint traffic described in the paragraph

above. As Sprint explained, due to engineering issues, the interconnection trunks that Sprint

uses to deliver calls to AT&T end users (without using an IXC) may contain a small number of

InterMTA calls. Sprint’s Post-Hearing Br. p. 108. Sprint should be entitled to deliver such

incidental InterMTA Traffic on the Interconnection Facilities, and not via separate Type 2A IXC

trunks for four reasons. First, Sprint is not an IXC – a point to which the parties agreed in the

ICA. See, e.g., AT&T’s Post-Hearing Br. at 101 (admitting Sprint is not an IXC as that term is
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defined in the ICA). Second, all traffic delivered between the parties’ switches can lawfully be

delivered on the Interconnection Facilities. Third, as argued infra on Issue 40, Sprint delivers no

material amount of Toll InterMTA Traffic to AT&T, and, as such, the InterMTA Traffic it does

deliver is not “access” traffic. (Sprint will not repeat that argument here.) And fourth, the type

of compensation required simply does not drive how a call can be delivered – if compensation is

an issue for small amounts of InterMTA Traffic, that can be addressed through the application of

traffic factor percentages as specifically allowed by the FCC. First Report & Order, ¶ 1044. It

is neither necessary nor appropriate for the Commission to mandate the re-routing of this

incidental traffic between the parties’ end users.

The ALJs misunderstood the nature of the incidental InterMTA end user calls that Sprint

argued can be delivered over the Interconnection Facilities. PAD at 16. The ALJs believed that

Sprint has asked for “TELRIC priced Interconnection Facilities for it to exchange call with an

IXC” because Sprint does not assess its own customers “toll” charges to make InterMTA calls.

Id. The ALJs have mixed up two issues. First, Sprint has asked for TELRIC priced

Interconnection Facilities to receive IXC-to-AT&T-to-Sprint calls because Sprint is providing

“exchange access” to the IXCs, and there is no “end user” limitation in Section 251(c)(2).

Separately, Sprint has asked to send Sprint-to-AT&T incidental end user InterMTA calls along

with IntraMTA calls because of engineering realities, with compensation determined (if

applicable) by application of percentages. Sprint thus takes exception to the ALJs’ analysis and

conclusion, and asks the Commission to implement Sprint’s proposed resolution of Issue 24.

6. Issue 30

Sprint: Should AT&T’s language regarding the routing of Exchange
Access Service traffic be included in Agreement?

AT&T: (a) Should InterMTA Traffic be routed and billed in
accordance with Feature Group D? (b) Should the ICA state that the
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parties will abide by the Ordering and Billing Forum’s guidelines
regarding JIP?

Sprint objects to the ALJs’ proposed resolution of Issues 30 and 30(a).15 The ALJs begin

with Issue 30(a) (the “first” category of traffic) and conclude that InterMTA Traffic between

Sprint end users and AT&T end users “is undoubtedly switched access traffic that ought to be

carried over switched access facilities.” PAD at 19.16 This conclusion is incorrect because, as

argued above, Sprint’s originated InterMTA Traffic that Sprint hands directly to AT&T is either

“telephone exchange service” or “exchange access” – and both categories are within the scope of

Section 251(c)(2). And, because there is no “exclusivity” requirement, InterMTA Traffic would

(at least) be “other” traffic that Sprint can deliver along with Section 251(c)(2) Traffic.

The ALJs then jump to a legal argument Sprint makes on Issue 40: that Sprint’s

InterMTA Traffic is not subject to access charges because it is not “toll” traffic under the FCC’s

2011 intercarrier compensation rules. The ALJs reject that argument without ever citing or

analyzing the rules, simply opining that “the CAF Order does not change how InterMTA traffic

is handled,” and that “Sprint should not be able to avoid paying switched access charges for

interexchange traffic just because it does not charge its customers for long distance.” PAD at 19.

Sprint will address this in more detail, infra, but notes here the ALJs’ utter lack of analysis

supporting their conclusion, and their failure to cite, discuss, or analyze the rules that took effect

in 2011.

Sprint does not object to contract language that allows AT&T to use the Interconnection

Facilities to deliver AT&T originated calls that are destined to locally dialed Sprint numbers,

15 The ALJs discuss the “first,” “second,” and “third” categories of traffic, without describing
them. The ALJs appear to be referencing AT&T’s statement of position.
16 The ALJs appear to accept AT&T’s proposed § 4.8.9 for this reason. PAD at 19. However,
§ 4.8.9 addresses IXC to Sprint-to-AT&T-calls, of which there should be none. Sprint does not
take exception to the adoption of AT&T’s proposed § 4.8.9.
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when the Sprint customer is physically located in another MTA. PAD at 20 (discussing the

“second type of traffic”). Such traffic is telephone exchange traffic, and AT&T is providing its

customer with the ability to make a local call. Sprint does object to the ALJs’ statement that “if

AT&T is able to tell that a call is InterMTA traffic it should not be routed over Interconnection

Facilities.” Id. This statement is incorrect – to the contrary, AT&T is obligated by its local tariff

and dialing parity requirements in 47 U.S.C. § 251(b)(3) to treat that as local telephone exchange

service traffic. The ALJs’ decision would turn traditional local traffic into IXC traffic based

solely on the fact that Sprint has decided to complete a call to its mobile customer in another

MTA.

The third type of traffic is traffic Sprint receives from an IXC, of which there should be

none. Although Sprint originally objected to AT&T’s § 4.8.9 as unnecessary and duplicative,

those concerns are minor, and so Sprint does not take exception to the ALJs’ adoption of

AT&T’s proposed § 4.8.9.

As for the fourth type of traffic, the ALJs proposed to accept Staff’s “routed to or routed

from” language in the first sentence of § 4.10.3, Attachment 2. Sprint does not take exception to

approval of that clause. Sprint does object, however, to a requirement that IXC-to-AT&T-to

Sprint traffic calls (inbound from an IXC) be delivered only on special access facilities, as that

traffic is Section 251(c)(2) Traffic, i.e. exchange access traffic.

III. INTERCONNECTION FACILITY PRICING AND SHARING (ISSUES 44, 45, 46,
47, AND 49)

A. Introduction

In Talk America, the Supreme Court soundly rejected AT&T’s attempts to evade its legal

obligation to provide its existing Interconnection Facilities to competitors (such as Sprint) at

TELRIC rates. 131 S. Ct. 2254, 2260. Sprint’s objective as to Issues 44, 45, 46, 47, and 49 is to
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implement the decision reached in Talk America by obtaining TELRIC pricing for

Interconnection Facilities, proportionally discounted to reflect the parties’ joint use of such

facilities. As to most of the Interconnection Facility pricing and sharing issues addressed in this

section, the ALJs wrongly adopted AT&T’s position, thus failing to serve the pro-competitive

goals of the Act. The Commission should correct the PAD, as set forth below.

B. Legal Background

1. Interconnection Facilities may carry both Section 251(c)(2) Traffic
and other traffic

The PAD correctly reflects that certain Interconnection Facilities pricing and sharing

issues are closely related to Issues 19 and 20. PAD at 22 (rejecting Sprint’s position on Issue 44

because the ALJs had wrongly decided that “only Section 251(c)(2) traffic can be sent over

Interconnection Facilities”); PAD at 25 (rejecting Sprint’s position on Issue 45 for the same

reason); PAD at 30-31 (linking the resolution of Issue 49 to Issues 19 and 20). As explained,

supra, in Section II, the PAD’s analyses and conclusions as to Issues 19 and 20 were wrong in

many respects, especially in light of the Second Circuit’s recent SNET v. Comcast decision. The

Commission should reverse the ALJs’ proposed resolution of Issues 19 and 20, and conclude

instead that Interconnection Facilities may carry both Section 251(c)(2) Traffic and other traffic.

That reversal will clear the way for the Commission to also reverse the ALJs’ proposed

resolution of Issues 44, 45, and 49.

2. The costs of the jointly used Interconnection Facilities must be shared

Both AT&T and Sprint use the existing Interconnection Facilities, which are located on

Sprint’s side of the POI but owned by AT&T, to deliver traffic originated from their network to

the other’s network. FCC Rules 51.703(b) and 51.709(b) make clear that AT&T cannot charge
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Sprint for AT&T provided facilities used to deliver non-access traffic that originates on AT&T’s

network:

The rate of a carrier providing transmission facilities dedicated to the transmission
of non-access traffic between two carriers’ networks shall recover only the costs
of the proportion of that trunk capacity used by an interconnecting carrier [i.e.
Sprint] to send non-access traffic that will terminate on the providing carrier’s
[i.e. AT&T] network.

47 C.F.R. § 51.709(b) (2012). Thus, on its face, Rule 51.709(b) mandates that the cost of

Interconnection Facilities should be shared. To implement this rule, Sprint has proposed contract

language for Issues 46 and 47 requiring the parties to split the cost of these facilities 50-50.

Sprint’s 50-50 cost sharing proposal is also consistent with the CAF Order, in which the

FCC discarded the calling party’s network pays principle and replaced it with bill-and-keep. See

CAF Order, ¶ 775 n.1409 (“Under the bill-and-keep methodology the economic premise is that

both the calling and the called party benefit from the ability to exchange traffic, i.e., being

interconnected.”). Sprint’s 50-50 cost sharing proposal is logical and fair because both parties

benefit from the joint use of the Interconnection Facilities.

AT&T and Staff opposed Sprint’s proposal, arguing that the POI should serve not only as

the physical demarcation point for the parties’ networks, but also as the demarcation point for

allocating financial responsibility between AT&T and Sprint. AT&T and Staff relied on the

Sprint Communications Arbitration Decision, Docket No. 05-0402,17 in which the Commission,

adopting Staff’s position that FCC Rules 51.703(b) and 51.709(b) relate solely to reciprocal

compensation and not to facilities pricing, determined that each interconnecting party should be

financially responsible for facilities on its side of the POI. In response, Sprint relied on TSR

17 Sprint Commc’ns L.P. d/b/a Sprint Commc’ns Co. Petition for Consol. Arbitration with
Certain Ill. Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers Pursuant to Section 252 of the Telecomm. Act of
1996, Docket No. 05-0402, Arbitration Decision (I.C.C. Nov. 8, 2005).
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Wireless18 and the MAP Mobile Order,19 cases in which the FCC prohibited a LEC from doing

exactly what AT&T seeks to do here: charging a wireless carrier for shared facilities used to

deliver IntraMTA Traffic from the LEC to the wireless carrier. In the MAP Mobile case, all of

the traffic was one way (because MAP was providing paging services), so the LEC could not

impose any charges for the Interconnection Facilities at issue there. Here, because the traffic is

two-way, AT&T must reduce its charges to reflect the portion of the facilities used to deliver

AT&T’s non-access traffic to Sprint.

The ALJs concluded that the MAP Mobile Order and TSR Wireless are not applicable

here, because, in those cases, the POI was on the wireless carriers’ side of the shared facilities.

PAD at 27. Having rejected the MAP Mobile Order and TSR Wireless, the ALJs saw no reason

to depart from the approach taken by the Commission in the Sprint Communications Arbitration

Decision. PAD at 28.

The ALJs’ analysis is wrong because they failed to acknowledge key elements of the

MAP Mobile Order and TSR Wireless. As an initial matter, TSR Wireless specifically rejected

the rationale underlying the Sprint Communications Arbitration Decision and confirmed that

Rule 51.709(b) applies to the pricing of facilities, in addition to reciprocal compensation:

Defendants argue that section 51.703(b) governs only the charges for “traffic”
between carriers and does not prevent LECs from charging for the “facilities”
used to transport that traffic. We find that argument unpersuasive given the clear
mandate of the Local Competition Order….Since the traffic must be delivered
over facilities, charging carriers for facilities used to deliver traffic results in those
carriers paying for LEC-originated traffic and would be inconsistent with the
rules…. Indeed, the distinction urged by Defendants is nonsensical, because

18 In the Matters of TSR Wireless, L.L.C. v. US West Commc’ns, Inc., 15 FCC Rcd. 11166,
Memorandum Opinion & Order (2000), aff’d sub. nom. Qwest Corp v. FCC, 252 F.3d 462 (D.C.
Cir. 2001) (“TSR Wireless”).
19 MAP Mobile Commc’ns, Inc. v. Ill. Bell Tel. Co., Ind. Bell Tel. Co., Mich. Bell Tel. Co., The
Ohio Bell Tel. Co., Wis. Bell, Inc., Pac. Bell. Tel. Co., and Sw. Bell Tel., L.P., 24 FCC Rcd.
5582, Memorandum Opinion & Order (2009) (“MAP Mobile Order”).
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LECs could continue to charge carriers for the delivery of originating traffic by
merely re-designating the “traffic” charges as “facilities” charges. Such a result
would be inconsistent with the language and intent of the Order and the
Commission’s rules.

TSR Wireless, ¶ 25 (emphasis added). Accordingly, the Commission must reverse the ALJs’

conclusion and find that controlling federal law is a compelling reason to “overturn” the Sprint

Communications Arbitration Decision. If the Commission does not acknowledge that the

rationale of the Sprint Communications Arbitration Decision is contrary to federal law, it will

fail in its Section 252(c)(1) duty to accurately interpret and apply federal law as it arbitrates open

issues.

Next, the ALJs’ conclusion is wrong because they focus on the location of the POI in the

MAP Mobile Order. In so doing, the ALJs missed several essential points of that decision. First,

the MAP Mobile Order reinforces that Rules 51.703(b) and 51.709(b) control the question of

whether AT&T may charge for the Interconnection Facilities. MAP Mobile Order, ¶¶ 28-29.

The ALJs’ “Analysis and Conclusion” on Issues 15, 46, and 47 is fatally flawed because it fails

to even refer to Rules 51.703(b) and 51.709(b).

Another point missed by the ALJs is that AT&T’s position in this case would result in the

outcome that the FCC rejected in the MAP Mobile Order. The AT&T ILECs in the MAP Mobile

Order argued that, notwithstanding Rules 51.703(b) and 51.709(b), they could bill MAP for the

interconnection facilities at tariff rates. Id. ¶¶ 25-27. The FCC rejected their attempt to do so,

instead holding that Rules 51.703(b) and 51.709(b) prohibited the ILECs from imposing charges

for shared Interconnection Facilities. Id. ¶ 31. In this case, Sprint and AT&T agreed that 1)

Interconnection Facilities “connect Sprint’s network from Sprint’s Switch or associated point

within the LATA to the POI,” and 2) POI means a point “on the AT&T ILLINOIS network (End

Office or Tandem building).” See agreed-on portion of GTCs §§ 2.60, 2.88. Accordingly, the
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POI is the end of the Interconnection Facility that connects to the AT&T network. AT&T seeks

to use the location of the POI to force Sprint to pay for the entire cost of the shared

Interconnection Facilities – exactly what the FCC rejected in the MAP Mobile Order. The

parties’ agreement on the location of the POI cannot override the applicability of Rules

51.703(b) and 51.709(b), which are not dependent on POI location. The MAP Mobile Order

means that AT&T cannot force Sprint to be solely responsible for the cost of the jointly-used

Interconnection Facilities, regardless of how the POI is defined. Because the ALJs failed to

acknowledge and apply federal law, as set forth in Rules 51.703(b) and 51.709(b), TSR Wireless,

and the Map Mobile Order, the Commission should reverse the PAD’s resolution of Issues 46

and 47.

C. Exceptions to DPL Issues

1. Issue 44

Sprint: Should Interconnection Facilities provided by AT&T be priced
at cost based (i.e. TELRIC) rates?

AT&T: Should the ICA provide that Sprint is automatically entitled, as
of the Effective Date of the ICA, to TELRIC-based pricing on facilities
ordered from AT&T’s access tariff?

Sprint takes exception to most of the ALJs’ resolution of Issue 44. First, the PAD reflects

a misunderstanding of Sprint’s position on an “immediate” change in pricing. The ALJs assert:

“Sprint’s proposed language provides that AT&T will immediately charge TELRIC prices for

interconnection facilities as of the effective date of the ICA.” This is wrong: Sprint does not

seek an “immediate” (or, as AT&T framed the issue, “automatic”) change in the pricing of all

shared facilities as of the effective date of the ICA. Rather, for each specific facility that Sprint

wants to convert to TELRIC pricing, Sprint would send a notification to AT&T and AT&T

would then simply re-price those facilities through a billing records change. Sprint’s proposed
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language for this process starts with its proposed § 3.8.1, which remains subject to all other terms

of the agreement and, therefore, is subject to § 1.2.1.2 of Sprint’s transition language. Exhibit

RGF-6.2. The ALJs’ decision that “the change to TELRIC pricing cannot be immediate” thus

fails to accurately address the issue in dispute.

Second, the PAD incorrectly rejects Sprint’s position as to Issue 44 because the ALJs

accepted AT&T’s and Staff’s unfounded argument that “the facilities would need to be

reconfigured to separate the backhaul traffic.” PAD at 22. The ALJs were correct in noting that

“both parties agree [that backhaul traffic] will not travel over Interconnection Facilities.” PAD

at 22. (Although, as noted supra, the parties have vastly different definitions of “backhaul,” and

AT&T’s definition, accepted by the ALJs, is contrary to SNET v. Comcast.) But, as a factual

matter, the existing facilities can be used, without any physical reconfiguration, to separately

deliver Section 251(c)(2) Traffic and backhaul. AT&T conceded that “[i]n reality, if Sprint

intends to use the same physical facilities for Interconnection that it is currently using for

Interconnection, there will be no need to physically disconnect and reconnect the facilities.”

AT&T’s Post-Hearing Br. pp. 11-12 (emphasis added). And, Sprint explained how each DS1

represents either (1) a dedicated path for exchanging traffic between the parties’ networks (i.e.,

the path connects a given Sprint switch to a given AT&T switch) – referred to as an

Interconnection Facility – or (2) a dedicated path that does not connect the two switches –

referred to as a backhaul facility. Sprint’s Post-Hearing Reply Br. pp. 28-29.

As a legal matter, Sprint has explained supra, in the discussions of Issues 19 and 20, that

there is no legal requirement that the switched Section 251(c)(2) Traffic be delivered on separate

facilities from those facilities used for the switched non-Section 251(c)(2). When the Supreme

Court ordered, in Talk America, that AT&T “must lease its existing entrance facilities for
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interconnection at cost-based rates” (just as Sprint seeks here), it did not require the facilities to

be reconfigured to separate Section 251(c)(2) Traffic from all other traffic. 131 S. Ct. at 2260

(emphasis added).

The third paragraph of the ALJs’ recommended decision on Issue 44 again reflects a

misunderstanding of Sprint’s position. The ALJs state that “Sprint will have to comply with the

terms of the tariff.” PAD at 22. But, Sprint has acknowledged that it will comply with tariff

terms: “If an early termination fee is applicable for a specific facility that Sprint seeks to convert

to TELRIC pricing, Sprint will pay that fee.” Sprint’s Post-Hearing Reply Br. p. 27.

On Issue 44, the Commission should amend the PAD to (1) adopt Sprint’s proposed

language (§ 1.2.1.2) so that facilities can be transitioned from special access to TELRIC pricing

in an orderly manner; (2) reject AT&T’s and Staff’s arguments about the need to reconfigure the

existing facilities to separate backhaul from Section 251(c)(2) Traffic; and (3) instruct the parties

that, although Sprint should pay early termination fees (if applicable) and otherwise adhere to

tariff terms for facilities that have not been transitioned, going forward AT&T must convert

existing facilities to TELRIC pricing upon Sprint’s request.

2. Issue 45

Sprint: If the Commission agrees with Sprint that the answer to Issue
44 is yes, should Sprint’s proposed language governing
Interconnection Facilities/Arrangements and rates be included in the
Agreement?

AT&T: (a) Should the Interconnection Facilities prices be applied on a
“DS1/DS1 equivalents basis”? (b) Should the ICA reference specific
Commission Orders for Interconnection Facilities pricing? (c) Should
Sprint be entitled to different rates for Interconnection Facilities than
those set forth in the Price Sheet without amending the ICA?
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Sprint takes exception to the ALJs’ proposed resolution of Issue 45. The heart of Issue

45 – Sprint’s proposed “DS1/DS1 equivalents” language – is best illustrated in a passage and

illustration from Sprint’s pre-filed testimony:

Assume Sprint leases a DS3 facility. A DS3 has the capacity of 28 DS1s. If 7
DS1s (25% of its capacity) are used for Interconnection, and 21 DS1s (75% of
that capacity) are used for backhaul, then the price of that facility should be
weighted 25% TELRIC (for Interconnection) and 75% special access (for
backhaul), as shown in Diagram 1.

Sprint Ex. 6.0 (Farrar Rebuttal) pages 36-37, lines 836-846. Pro rata pricing for each DS1 in the

shared DS3 can be accomplished because there is no crossover; traffic on a backhaul DS1

(connecting a Sprint switch to a Sprint cell tower, for example) is never routed over a DS1

Interconnection Facility to the AT&T switch.

Sprint’s pro rata pricing proposal is necessary to properly implement the federal

requirement that AT&T must provide TELRIC pricing on Interconnection Facilities “to the

extent” that those facilities are used for the exchange of traffic between the parties’ networks,

i.e., interconnection. TRO Remand Order, ¶ 140 (“Competitive LECs will have access to these

facilities at cost-based rates to the extent that they require them to interconnect with the

incumbent LEC’s network.”). Otherwise, under AT&T’s approach, Sprint would never receive

TELRIC pricing on a given high-capacity facility unless the entire high-capacity facility is used

only for Section 251(c)(2) interconnection. This would necessitate wasteful and duplicative
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facilities, is at odds with common practice among telecommunications carriers, and would render

hollow the Supreme Court’s Talk America decision. Ignoring these arguments, the ALJs rejected

Sprint’s proposed language on Issue 45. PAD at 25.

The first problem with the ALJs’ resolution of Issue 45 is that their analysis is premised

on the mistaken notion that Interconnection Facilities must be “used exclusively for Section

251(c)(2) Interconnection.” PAD at 25. As explained supra, there is no legal support for this

position.

The second problem with the ALJs’ decision on Issue 45 is that the ALJs adopted Staff’s

argument that, if Sprint’s proposed DS1/DS1 equivalents language was adopted, AT&T would

have to provide service at below-TELRIC rates. Specifically, Staff argued that for those DS1s

used for Interconnection, Sprint would pay a pro-rated DS3 rate, which is lower than the stand-

along TELRIC rate for a DS1 established by the Commission. PAD at 24 (Staff argument), 25

(ALJs’ analysis and conclusion).

Staff’s argument, adopted by the ALJs, is incorrect. Sprint’s proposed language and

procedure does not result in “below-cost” provision of facilities by AT&T; to the contrary, it

ensures that the portion of the high-capacity facilities used for Interconnection is accurately

identified on a granular level, and is correctly priced at the TELRIC rates determined by the

Commission.

In addition, the pricing approach endorsed by AT&T and Staff would defeat the purpose

of the efficiencies gained by use of a DS3. When the Commission determined the TELRIC price

for a DS3 and a DS1, it presumably understood that use of a DS3 instead of a DS1, because of its

larger capacity, creates efficiencies that are reflected in a lower price per amount of capacity.

Requiring Sprint to break up existing DS3s and, instead, order stand-alone DS1s for
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Interconnection Traffic, and other stand-alone DS1s for backhaul, will result in inefficiencies and

overbuilding. The inefficiencies are compounded because, on Issue 16, the ALJs refused to

accept Sprint’s proposal that it be allowed to decommission POIs without AT&T’s permission.

PAD at 37. Sprint is being whipsawed between two illogical requirements: (1) on Issue 45, the

ALJs would require Sprint to order new facilities to avail itself of TELRIC pricing, and (2) on

Issue 16, the ALJs have impeded Sprint’s ability to make efficient network engineering

decisions.

The third problem with the ALJs’ resolution of Issue 45 concerns the ICA’s Pricing

Attachment and Price Sheets. Sprint suggested that the Pricing Attachment and Price Sheets

should specifically refer to the Commission Dockets (96-0569 and 96-0486) in which the

TELRIC-based rates were established. Neither AT&T nor Staff provided any convincing reason

to oppose this common-sense suggestion. The ALJs concluded, without any analysis

whatsoever, that “there is no reason to reference the Commission’s decisions,” even though

Sprint explained that identification of these dockets in the ICA avoids uncertainty and ensures

clarity.

The fourth problem with the ALJs’ resolution of Issue 45 relates to the procedure to be

followed if and when the Commission determines new TELRIC rates. Sprint originally proposed

that such new rates should be immediately available. See Sprint’s proposed § 3.8.2.2,

Attachment 2. The only objection raised by AT&T was that § 3.8.2.2 was one-sided. So, Sprint

proposed revised language that should be acceptable to AT&T:

3.8.2.2 Upon approval by the Commission of an AT&T ILLINOIS forward
looking economic cost study in any arbitration proceeding or other cost
proceeding subsequent to the effective date of this Agreement, such approved
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TELRIC-based Rates/Charges shall be immediately available to and binding on
Sprint and AT&T without amendment to the Agreement and or Pricing Sheets.20

The ALJs inexplicably rejected this simple proposal on the basis that the parties should instead

negotiate any new rates into the ICA. PAD at 25. The ALJs rejected Sprint’s argument that such

a process will likely be protracted and wasteful, opining instead that because the Commission’s

procedure for approving an agreed-on ICA takes three months, the entire process is not time-

consuming. PAD at 25. The ALJs’ argument is divorced from reality: the time-consuming part

of the process is not Commission approval, but the months or years of negotiations necessary to

reach agreement on an ICA amendment that can be submitted to the Commission.

On Issue 45, the Commission should entirely reverse the ALJs’ proposed decision. The

Commission should adopt Sprint’s proposed language on Issue 45 as set forth in the DPL, with

the caveat that Sprint’s revised bi-lateral version of § 3.8.2.2 should be used.

3. Issues 46 and 47

Sprint Issue 46: Should Interconnection Facilities cost be equally
shared (50/50 basis)?

AT&T Issue 46: Should the parties share the cost of TELRIC priced
facilities on Sprint’s side of the POI?

Sprint Issue 47: Should the Billing Party discount the invoice for
Interconnection Facilities by fifty (50%) to reflect an equal sharing of
the costs?

AT&T Issue 47: Should Attachment 2 contain billing terms specific to
Interconnection Facilities?

Sprint takes exception with the ALJs’ resolution of Issues 46 and 47.

To analyze Issues 46 and 47, it is necessary to begin by understanding the nature of the

existing network interconnection arrangement. AT&T argued that the parties’ existing network

interconnection arrangement is a “dual POI,” or “CMRS,” arrangement, in which Sprint delivers

20 Redlining reflects proposed change to Sprint’s original proposed Section 3.8.2.2.
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traffic to AT&T at a point on AT&T’s network, and AT&T delivers traffic to Sprint at a point on

Sprint’s network. AT&T distinguished this from a “Section 251(c)(2),” or “CLEC,”

arrangement in which there is one POI, located on AT&T’s network. This distinction between a

“dual POI” and a “Section 251(c)(2)” arrangement is a fiction created by AT&T – there is no

such thing under federal law as a “dual POI” arrangement. Sprint is a “telecommunications

carrier” entitled to interconnection pursuant to Section 251(c)(2). Accordingly, the existing

network interconnection arrangement between Sprint and AT&T conveys traffic pursuant to, and

is legally governed by, Section 251(c)(2). First Report & Order, ¶ 1022. In their analysis of

Issues 46 and 47, the ALJs properly ignored AT&T’s arguments about a “dual POI”

arrangement.

The ALJs did err, though, in their assumption that the POI is the physical and financial

demarcation point between the parties’ networks. The ALJs apparently relied solely on prior

Commission decisions, such as the Sprint Communications Arbitration Decision. As explained

above, the interpretation of Rules 51.703(b) and 51.709(b) in the Sprint Communications

Arbitration Decision was rejected in TSR Wireless and the MAP Mobile Order. Reliance on the

Sprint Communications Arbitration Decision and other Commission decisions to decide Issues

46 and 47 is misplaced. Consistent with Sprint’s position on Issue 15, the parties’ financial

responsibility for the shared Interconnection Facilities must be dictated by Rules 51.703(b) and

FCC Rule 51.709(b), not by the location of the POI.

Sprint’s proposed language on Issue 46 is consistent with Rules 51.703(b) and 51.709(b),

as interpreted in TSR Wireless and the MAP Mobile Order. The ALJs misinterpreted the MAP

Mobile Order and TSR Wireless, and instead declined to overturn the Commission’s previous
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decisions such as the Sprint Communications Arbitration Decision. PAD at 27-28. And, the

ALJs’ decision on Issue 46 does not even acknowledge FCC Rules 51.703(b) and 51.709(b).

Not only is Sprint’s position on Issue 46 mandated by federal law, it is equitable because

it equally divides the costs of facilities connecting the parties’ switches, and requires each party

to bear the costs on its side of its own switch. Under AT&T’s proposal, Sprint would bear 100%

of the cost of facilities that connect the networks, plus all costs on Sprint’s side of its switch,

while AT&T would bear all costs on AT&T’s side of its switch but 0% of the cost of the jointly

used facilities between the networks.

Issue 47 merely relates to the implementation of Sprint’s proposed cost-sharing. Sprint

has reasonably proposed that AT&T should bill Sprint only for Sprint’s portion of the

Interconnection Facility by applying a credit for AT&T’s portion. The alternative – for AT&T to

bill the full amount of the Interconnection Facilities and then require Sprint to seek a credit or

issue a “counter-bill” – is administratively inefficient. Neither AT&T nor Staff provided any

material opposition to Sprint’s position.

Accordingly, the Commission should reject the ALJs’ decision on Issues 46 and 47, and

should adopt Sprint’s proposed language.

4. Issue 49

Sprint: Should AT&T require Sprint to issue ASRs and be allowed to
charge Sprint for any billing reclassifications or changes to the
existing interconnection arrangements to receive TELRIC-based
rates?

AT&T: (a) Should the ICA include AT&T’s language to address the
interim period between the Effective Date and the implementation of
the section 251(c)(2) interconnection arrangements set forth in
Attachment 2? (b) What rates, terms and conditions should apply to
convert from the existing interconnection arrangement to the 251(c)(2)
interconnection arrangement?
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Sprint takes exception to parts of the ALJs’ decision on Issue 49, but agrees with other

parts. As Staff helpfully explained during briefing, Issue 49 contains a number of sub-issues,

each of which should be clearly addressed.

The first issue is whether a physical transition needs to take place for TELRIC pricing to

be implemented. Sprint’s position is that TELRIC pricing for Interconnection Facilities can and

should be achieved by simply modifying the billing for those facilities, whereas AT&T’s

language assumes that the existing facilities must be disconnected and new facilities must be

reordered. But, AT&T conceded that there need be no physical change to the existing facilities:

“The same facilities can be, and are, used by Sprint for both” Interconnection Traffic and non-

Section 251(c)(2) Traffic. AT&T’s Post-Hearing Br. pp. 4-5. Thus, the only reason why any

physical change will be required to implement TELRIC rates is the requirement, proposed by

AT&T and adopted by the ALJs on Issues 19, 20, 44, and 45, that Section 251(c)(2) Traffic

travel on different trunks than other switched traffic. As explained above, this requirement is

without basis in law. Consistent with Sprint’s exceptions on Issues 19, 20, 44, and 45, Sprint

takes exception to the ALJs’ decision on Issue 49 that: “In order [to] qualify for TELRIC pricing,

both Sprint and AT&T will need to perform network work to separate the facilities.” PAD at 30-

31.

The next subissue is whether some contract provisions are needed to address an “interim

period.” AT&T and Staff asserted that there needed to be an “interim period” between the ICA’s

Effective Date and some date in the future by which all of the Interconnection Facilities would

be reconfigured. Sprint’s position is that no “interim period” provisions are necessary because,

for each specific facility that Sprint wants to convert to TELRIC pricing, Sprint will send a

notification to AT&T and AT&T would then simply re-price those facilities through a billing
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records change. The ALJs did not explicitly address the issue of an “interim period” in the PAD;

thus the PAD implicitly rejected AT&T’s proposed transition language (AT&T’s § 1.2 et seq.)

except as to a few specified issues. Sprint does not take exception to this decision.

The next subissue is whether Sprint should be required to pay tariff-based early

termination penalties as specific facilities are converted from tariff-based pricing to TELRIC

pricing, if such early termination penalties are otherwise applicable. The ALJs determined that

such penalties should be paid: “the parties’ current arrangement is subject to termination charges

that are applicable regardless of this new ICA.” PAD at 30. Sprint does not object to paying

such penalties to the extent applicable. Thus, Sprint does not take exception to this aspect of the

ALJs’ decision on Issue 49. The ALJs’ adoption of Sprint’s proposed language for § 1.2.1.1.2

adequately addresses this subissue.

The next two subissues are whether Sprint should use ASRs as the mechanism for

notifying AT&T of Sprint’s desire to convert a specific facility from tariff-based pricing to

TELRIC-based pricing, and whether Sprint should pay the electronic service order processing

charges of $11.44 per order, as set forth in the parties’ agreed-to Pricing Sheet. The ALJs

concluded that Sprint should “be required to issue standard ordering ASRs to effectuate this

transition and bear the cost of processing these orders.” PAD at 30. Sprint does not take

exception to the ALJs’ decisions on these subissues. Sprint does suggest, though, that the

Commission should clarify which language it is adopting. Sprint’s proposed §§ 1.2.1.2 et seq.

and 3.5.4, set forth in Exhibit RGF-6.2, adequately address these subissues, and should be

explicitly adopted.

The next-to-last subissue under Issue 49 relates to somewhat vague costs and procedures

that AT&T sought to impose, under its proposed language for § 3.5.4, Attachment 2, and its
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proposed transition language, as part of the conversion process. The ALJs properly rejected

AT&T’s effort to impose these costs and procedures: “the Commission makes clear that AT&T

may not impose any non-recurring charges or termination liabilities on Sprint for the conversion

that have not been approved by the Commission of the FCC and/or agreed to by the parties.”

PAD at 30. Implicit in the ALJs’ decision is a rejection of AT&T’s proposed § 3.5.4 and

AT&T’s transition language; the Commission should take the opportunity to explicitly rule as to

the precise language being rejected.

Finally, Sprint argued under Issue 49 that it is critical that Sprint be allowed to control

which facilities are converted to TELRIC pricing, and the timing of such conversion. The ALJs

correctly decided this issue in Sprint’s favor:

Sprint will need to take the terms and conditions that currently apply to its
interconnection arrangements into consideration before issuing the appropriate
orders. Because of the need to consider these termination charges as well as the
need and right of Sprint to determine whether to convert facilities, the
Commission adopts Sprint’s language on § 1.2.1.1.2.

PAD at 30. Sprint does not take exception to this proposal.

IV. IP INTERCONNECTION (ISSUES 1, 11 AND 18)

Sprint takes exception to the ALJs’ decision not to address Sprint’s demand that AT&T

negotiate terms and conditions for Internet protocol (IP) interconnection. PAD at 34. The ALJs

note that neither the Commission nor the FCC has previously decided whether IP interconnection

can be compelled by Section 251(c) (id.), but fail to explain how that could justify a refusal to

answer the question now that Sprint has asked it. To the contrary, the legal issue has been

presented, facts regarding technical feasibility have been litigated (and improperly analyzed by

the ALJs), and AT&T has made clear that it will refuse to negotiate in good faith over specifics

unless it is compelled to do so.
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The SNET v. Comcast court explained why a state commission need not wait for

definitive FCC action to decide an arbitrated issue like this. The court stated:

Accordingly, Congress included a savings clause in the TCA
(Telecommunications Act of 1996) to protect state experimentation with
interconnection obligations. In that regard, “Congress expressly left with the
states the power to enforce ‘any regulation, order, or policy of a State commission
that … establishes access and interconnection obligations of local exchange
carriers; … is consistent with the requirements of this section; and … does not
substantially prevent implementation of the requirements of this section and the
purposes of this part.’” Global Naps, Inc., 427 F. 3d at 46 (quoting 47 U.S.C.
§ 251(d)(3)(A)-(C)). The TCA, then, permits state commissions to regulate
interconnection obligations so long as they do “not violate federal law and until
the FCC rules otherwise.” See Iowa Network Servs., Inc. v. Qwest Corp. 466 F.3d
1091, 1097 (8th Cir. 2006).

SNET v. Comcast, Docket No. 13-2332, slip op. at 8. Accordingly, the Second Circuit affirmed a

decision of the Connecticut DPUC to regulate Transit Service even though the FCC has not

definitively determined that transit is an interconnection obligation of ILECs like AT&T. SNET

v. Comcast should persuade the Commission that it can order IP interconnection (as two other

state commissions have done) despite the absence of definitive FCC action.

Thus, the Commission should find that:

1) Section 251(c) applies to IP interconnection;

2) AT&T and its affiliate, AT&T Corp., together operate an IP network and
maintain technically feasible points for IP interconnection; and

3) Sprint is entitled to connect with AT&T in IP, with specifics to be worked
out in further negotiations, or a subsequent arbitration.

A. Introduction

Going forward, carriers will increasingly interconnect with each other in IP, and the

importance and prevalence of TDM-based switching equipment will decline. AT&T wants this

change to occur outside the regulatory construct of the 1996 Act so it can wield monopoly power

unchecked. Ironically, AT&T is asking the FCC to allow it to decommission its own TDM
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network and transition to an all-IP network while maintaining that Sprint must interconnect using

TDM technology. Tr. page 562, lines 13-22, page 563, lines 1-6 (Albright). And while the FCC

has ordered ILECs to negotiate for IP interconnection in “good faith,” AT&T flatly refuses to

interconnect with Sprint in IP.

The ALJs have accepted AT&T’s contract language, which will cause Sprint to

indefinitely use inefficient and less dynamic TDM technology, manage costly and duplicative

TDM interconnections, purchase unnecessary Interconnection Facilities from AT&T, and

needlessly convert IP traffic to TDM just to have AT&T convert it back to IP for delivery to its

increasingly large U-verse VoIP customer base. In addition, offering competitors

interconnection under the 1996 Act only in the old TDM technology fits into AT&T’s larger

strategy to transition its network to IP21 and shield itself from Commission oversight and the

Act’s requirement to interconnect at cost-based rates. Sprint Ex. 4.0 (Burt Rebuttal) pages 5-6,

lines 116-121, page 16, lines 340-349.22

By reversing the PAD and accepting Sprint’s position, the Commission can ensure that it

will have an ongoing role in enforcing the obligations of ILECs under Section 251(c), thereby

securing vibrant retail competition. The Commission can also guarantee that the next wave of

interconnection agreements will be negotiated in good faith and, if necessary, resolved under its

21 Exhibit JRB-1.6 is an AT&T press release describing that AT&T is transitioning its network
from TDM to IP for 75% of its customer base, and “[i]n the 25 percent of AT&T’s wireline
customer locations where it’s currently not economically feasible to build a competitive IP
wireline network, the company said it will utilize its expanding 4G LTE wireless network … to
offer voice and high speed IP Internet services.” See also Exhibit JRB-1.5 (AT&T’s Petition to
Launch a Proceeding Concerning the TDM-to-IP Transition, GN Docket 12-353).
22 Sprint Ex. 4.0 (Burt Rebuttal) page 16, lines 340-349 (“It is reasonable to anticipate that as its
network evolves, AT&T will segregate its network into the regulated portion and the unregulated
portion in an attempt to only expose to regulation the TDM portion (exactly what it is attempting
to do here regarding IP interconnection). Thereafter, AT&T’s IP network will be unregulated
and only available to interconnect on commercial terms that are not subject to Commission
oversight.”).
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watch. The importance of this issue is underscored by the intervention requests of CLECs also

interested in obtaining IP interconnection with AT&T.23 This Commission oversight will be

good for consumers and carriers, both of which need the protection that Commission oversight

brings. Significantly, Sprint has raised no complicated technical issues in this proceeding, and

asks only for a finding that it is technically feasible for Sprint to connect in IP with the

AT&T/AT&T Corp. network (which is being used to serve AT&T ILEC customers), and for

contract language that requires AT&T/AT&T Corp. to interconnect with Sprint in IP format

upon request, subject to Commission resolution under Sections 251 and 252 of the Act. The

Commission should accept Sprint’s proposed language, direct the parties to proceed once Sprint

informs AT&T of its desire to implement IP interconnection, and then, if necessary, resolve any

remaining disputes following negotiations.

In contrast, the language recommended by the ALJs (which allows AT&T to reserve all

jurisdictional arguments) will force Sprint to immediately raise the issue again before the

Commission, and AT&T will argue again that the Commission has no jurisdiction to consider IP

interconnection under Sections 251 and 252. The parties and the Commission will be forced to

spend additional resources to argue these same issues a second time. Instead of requiring the

parties to jump through more procedural hoops, thereby delaying more efficient IP

interconnection, the Commission should resolve the jurisdictional question now, as it is

statutorily required to do. See 47 U.S.C. § 252(b)(4)(C) (“The State commission shall resolve

each issue set forth in the petition and the response…”).

In this section, Sprint will identify the facts relevant to this portion of the parties’ dispute,

explain why Section 251(c) encompasses Sprint’s request for IP interconnection, and then show

23 See Cbeyond Communications et al. Petition to Intervene and Reply in Support of Their
Petition to Intervene, filed April 26, 2013 and May 3, 2013.
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that its proposed contract language is reasonable and should be accepted instead of AT&T’s

language recommended in the PAD.

B. Facts That Bear on the IP Interconnection Dispute

There are several key findings of fact the Commission should make that bear on the legal

issues presented in this Section. None of these findings were made by the ALJs and, with one

minor exception, none were even discussed.

1. AT&T and its affiliate AT&T Corp. together operate an IP network
and maintain technically feasible points for IP interconnection

Sprint takes exception to the ALJs’ failure to find that AT&T and its affiliate AT&T

Corp. together operate an IP network and maintain technically feasible points of IP

interconnection. AT&T focused its factual presentation on the IP interconnection issue on the

division between AT&T and its affiliate, AT&T Corp. PAD at 32. As Sprint discusses below,

that corporate distinction is without legal significance in this case. What is important is that

AT&T and AT&T Corp. together operate an IP network that is used by AT&T to provide

telephone exchange service and exchange access, and that it is technically feasible for Sprint to

connect in IP with that network.

a. AT&T and AT&T Corp. together operate an IP network that is
used by AT&T to provide telephone exchange service and
exchange access

AT&T and AT&T Corp. together operate an IP network because each owns and operates

a portion of the network necessary to serve AT&T’s U-verse subscribers. There is no dispute

that AT&T’s U-verse customers originate calls in IP format:

Q. ... Do AT&T Illinois U-verse customers right now initiate calls in voice
over IP format?

A. AT&T U-verse customers have the option. That’s one of the options
that’s available in the U-verse bundle.
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Tr. page 513, lines 15-21 (Albright). Those IP calls are originated using equipment on the

AT&T ILEC network. Sprint Ex. 1.0 (Burt Direct) page 31, lines 679-689; Exhibit JRB-1.7

(showing facilities); Sprint Ex. 4.0 (Burt Rebuttal) page 10, lines 202-211 (describing that AT&T

the ILEC cannot provide ubiquitous voice service to its retail VoIP customers without using

AT&T Corp.); AT&T Ex. 2.0 (Albright Direct) page 8, lines 191-195 (admitting that AT&T has

IP facilities).

Once originated, those IP calls are carried within a data stream on the AT&T ILEC

network, which connects to AT&T Corp.’s equipment. Sprint Ex. 4.0 (Burt Rebuttal) pages 13-

14, lines 281-292; AT&T Ex. 2.0 (Albright Direct) page 8, line 201 (data stream is delivered to

AT&T Corp. before any protocol conversion occurs).

From there, AT&T Corp. uses a softswitch that has effectively been incorporated with

AT&T’s ILEC network. That softswitch (like any switch) determines where a call needs to be

routed and sends it on the correct path. AT&T witness Albright confirmed that AT&T Corp.’s

switch is necessary for AT&T Illinois to provide telephone exchange services:

Q. Just so we have it clear. So AT&T – for AT&T Illinois to provide
telephone exchange service between those two customers (referring to
AT&T Illinois customers) located within the same exchange, it has to
utilize -- AT&T Illinois has to utilize a switching functionality that resides
in ATT Corporation; is that correct?

A. Correct.

Tr. page 555, lines 1-7 (Albright).

If a call from a U-verse customer is destined to another U-verse customer, the softswitch

routes the call back over the IP network without AT&T Illinois ever knowing the call was made.

Tr. page 555 (Albright) (AT&T Corp. would switch such a call, AT&T Illinois “would not even

know that the call occurred”). If a call is destined to another carrier interconnected with AT&T

Corp. in IP, the softswitch routes it to that other IP provider. Tr. page 553, line 14 – page 554,
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line 4 (Albright). And, finally, if a call is destined to a carrier connected with AT&T Illinois in

TDM (or if a call is destined to an AT&T TDM customer), AT&T converts the call to TDM for

delivery back to AT&T Illinois to be delivered over TDM facilities. Tr. page 554, lines 4-12

(Albright); Exhibit JRB-1.7. These facts establish that AT&T and its affiliate, AT&T Corp.,

together operate an integrated IP-TDM network that provides IP-based services to U-verse

subscribers, as well as the IP-TDM conversion services necessary to enable calls to and from U-

verse customers.

The ALJs neither discussed nor resolved these facts about AT&T’s IP network. PAD at

34.

b. It is technically feasible for Sprint to connect to the AT&T/AT&T
Corp. network

It was undisputed at the hearing that it is technically feasible for Sprint to connect in IP to

the AT&T/AT&T Corp. IP network. This was confirmed at the hearing by AT&T witness Mr.

Albright:

A. Well, I believe even today if Sprint wanted to connect IP-to-IP that ATT
Corp has an IP network with which it could interconnect. (Tr. page 521,
lines 8-9.)

…

Q. Okay. So it is technically feasible?
A. To interconnect with ATT Corp, yes.
Q. For Sprint to connect in IP format with ATT Corp; is that right?
A. Correct. (Tr. page 545, lines 7-11.)

…

A. I would say that if ATT Corp and Sprint choose to have an IP-to-IP
interconnection, that would support any IP traffic between the two parties
that they would seek to exchange. (Tr. page 585, lines 9-12).

In addition to it being technically feasible for Sprint to interconnect with AT&T Corp.’s switch

in IP, it is also important to note that AT&T ILEC and AT&T Corp. interconnect in IP. While
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performing verbal gymnastics to avoid stating that AT&T ILEC and AT&T Corp. interconnect in

IP in its testimony, AT&T’s data response to Sprint ATT-5 (admitted as Sprint Cross

Examination Exhibit 13), and Mr. Albright’s testimony at the hearing, confirm that AT&T ILEC

has an IP interconnection point on the AT&T Corp. network at the AT&T Corp. hub office.

Compare AT&T Ex. 2.1 (Albright Rebuttal) page 9, lines 217-226 (“AT&T Illinois and AT&T

Corp. do not have IP-to-IP interconnection even though they do have a connection of sorts (in

the generic, non-telecommunications sense of that word”)) with Sprint Cross Examination Ex. 13

(“IP interconnection points are on the AT&T Corp. network”) and Tr. page 578, lines 7-10

(Albright) (“Q. But you agree with me, there is an IP interconnection point on the AT&T Corp.

network, that’s what your data response say, right? A. Right. There is an IP connection, yes.”).

Technical feasibility – the cornerstone of a Section 251(c) interconnection inquiry – is simply not

in dispute as AT&T ILEC has an IP interconnection with its affiliate AT&T Corp. and AT&T’s

witness acknowledges that there are no technical impediments to Sprint interconnecting in IP

with AT&T Corp.

The ALJs neither discussed nor analyzed this evidence on technical feasibility. PAD at

34. Instead, the ALJs rejected Sprint’s proposed language based, in part, on their finding that

“Sprint’s language improperly finds that IP interconnection is technically feasible. On this

record, however, the Commission is not prepared to make this finding.” Id. Sprint takes

exception to this finding. As noted, AT&T does not dispute that it is technically feasible for

Sprint to connect in IP with the AT&T Corp. network. It is unclear and perplexing why the ALJs

would choose to sidestep the legal question, and then make a finding that is inconsistent with

AT&T’s own testimony.
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Because it is technically feasible for Sprint to interconnect with AT&T in IP, Sprint

proposed contract language providing that Sprint is entitled to establish IP interconnection within

AT&T’s network at the AT&T Corp. softswitch that supports the AT&T Illinois U-verse

operations. Sprint respectfully requests that the Commission address and accept that proposed

contract language.

c. AT&T’s IP network will continue to grow in size and scope

The testimony at the hearing also illuminated AT&T’s plans to continue to expand its IP

operations so that they will predominate, and eventually replace, the existing TDM network. Mr.

Albright agreed that AT&T is planning a “pretty aggressive expansion” of its IP network, with

the expectation that it will reach 75% of all customer locations by the end of 2015. Tr. pages

511, line 7 – 512, line 2. AT&T’s investment plans are coordinated with AT&T’s drive at the

national level to push for a transition to all-IP networks. See Exhibit JRB-1.5.

This is a significant point. The parties will enter into an ICA with a three-year term.24

By the end of that term, IP technology will have eclipsed TDM, and yet AT&T wants this

Commission to hold off on taking any action, even though such action is necessary to ensure that

the transition is, between carriers, efficient and evenhanded. The questions the Commission

should ask are: “If not now, when?” and “Will it be too late?” The Commission should not

allow its own oversight to lag behind technology, thereby putting Illinois consumers at risk.

2. AT&T is trying to use its affiliate to shield itself from regulation

Sprint takes exception to the ALJs’ failure to find that AT&T is using its affiliate AT&T

Corp. in an attempt to keep this Commission from exercising regulatory authority over the

implementation of IP interconnection. At the hearing, Mr. Albright testified that AT&T made a

24 And ICAs often extend many years past their original term. This has certainly been the case
between Sprint and AT&T, as they continue to operate under ICAs executed, between 1999 and
2003.
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conscious decision to use an existing Internet affiliate to hold IP-based network equipment,

rather than duplicate facilities within the ILEC:

A. We already had an internet affiliate. So there was no reason for AT&T
Illinois or any of the incumbent LECs to build a mirror image of an
affiliate that already provided us with internet services. So it was a
financial decision to utilize our affiliate internet service provider to
provide the internet services across -- in conjunction with the video
services for U-verse. So this was a purely financial decision since the
network already existed.

Tr. page 539, lines 12-20. AT&T then made a decision to maintain that separation and build on

the efficiencies of having an IP network serving local voice customers:

Q. So you mentioned that ATT Corp already owned certain soft switches,
right, before U-verse was initiated?

A. Before it was initiated, we had an internet affiliate. It was under the AT --
and this was back when we were SBC Communications. So there was an
internet affiliate, and that internet affiliate folded in as we became AT&T,
and folded in under ATT Corp. So with the genesis of Project Lightspeed,
which is now U-verse, it was determined that the synergies already existed
for us to have internet and internet type services provided through an
affiliate, rather than build out another network. Why build another one
when you already have it?

Tr. page 559, line 17 – page 560, line 8 (emphasis added).

Yet while AT&T has itself benefited from the efficiency of using AT&T Corp.’s network

to serve its ILEC operations, it has used the ownership structure to try to prevent competitors

from doing the same. As explained by Mr. Burt, AT&T’s conscious decision to keep certain

equipment within AT&T Corp. is best understood as a game of “hide-the-pea.” Sprint Ex. 4.0

(Burt Rebuttal) page 9, lines 177-185. While it is technically feasible for AT&T Illinois to

maintain and operate an IP network,25 it chooses to maintain separation, hoping for an order that

AT&T’s IP network is unregulated and not subject to Commission oversight. Sprint Ex. 4.0

(Burt Rebuttal) page 16, lines 347-349; id. page 33, lines 747-750. The Commission should see

25 Tr. pages 555, 561-562 (Albright).
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AT&T’s actions as what they are and recognize it has set up and maintained its network to try to

avoid regulation.

The PAD neither discusses nor identifies Sprint’s proposed fact finding on this point.

3. IP interconnection does not dictate whether calls undergo a net
protocol change

AT&T has asserted as a “fact” that calls exchanged in IP “would require a net protocol

conversion,” and provide for “integrated” voice and data services. AT&T Ex. 2.0 (Albright

Direct) page 5, footnote 1. AT&T uses this “fact” to argue that calls delivered via IP are

“information service” calls excluded from the scope of Section 251(c)(2). Id. The ALJs did not

address this issue in the PAD, but AT&T will certainly raise it in response to these exceptions.

Setting aside the legal issue (which is addressed below), neither factual statement is true.

First, AT&T misstates what a “net protocol conversion” is, and the Commission should find that

the presence (or absence) of IP interconnection in no way affects whether any particular call

requires a net protocol conversion. A net protocol conversion, as the word “net” suggests, must

look to whether the protocol is different at the end of the call than it was at the start of the call.

And whether retail customers are provided with “integrated” voice and data depends on the

service they obtain from their provider, not the method of interconnection between carriers.

In fact, in 2004, the FCC resolved this very issue in a petition filed by AT&T. AT&T

had argued that by converting TDM calls into IP (and then back again) during the transmission

phase, it had created a net protocol conversion, giving end users the ability to have integrated

voice and data platforms. In the Matter of Petition for Declaratory Ruling that AT&T’s Phone-

to-Phone IP Telephony Servs. Are Exempt From Access Charges, 19 FCC Rcd. 7457, Order,

¶¶ 1, 12-13 (2004) (“AT&T IP Telephony Order”). The FCC rejected AT&T’s argument.
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Whether a call involves a “net protocol conversion” is not impacted by processing occurring in

the middle of the call. The FCC said:

Users of AT&T’s specific service obtain only voice transmission with no net
protocol conversion, rather than information services such as access to stored
files. More specifically, AT&T does not offer these customers a “capability for
generating, acquiring, storing, transforming, processing, retrieving, utilizing, or
making available information;” therefore, its service is not an information service
under section 153(20) of the Act. End-user customers do not order a different
service, pay different rates, or place and receive calls any differently than they do
through AT&T’s traditional circuit-switched long distance service; the decision to
use its Internet backbone to route certain calls is made internally by AT&T. To
the extent that protocol conversions associated with AT&T’s specific service take
place within its network, they appear to be “internetworking” conversions, which
the Commission has found to be telecommunications services.

Id. ¶ 12 (emphasis added). Just as the FCC decided, Sprint’s proposal to interconnect in IP

would, at most, involve “internetworking conversions” that do not impact the regulatory

treatment of the call on an end-to-end basis. Id. ¶ 1. Moreover, AT&T admits that there are no

net protocol changes when an IP customer calls another IP customer even in another state. Tr.

page 566, lines 10-15, pages 557, line 12 – 558, line 12 (Albright). The Commission should find

that the implementation of IP interconnection will not impact whether calls undergo a net

protocol conversion.

4. It is undisputed that IP interconnection is more efficient than TDM
interconnection, and it would be wasteful to require conversion of
traffic from IP to TDM for regulatory reasons alone

Sprint takes exception to the ALJs’ failure to recognize the efficiencies of IP

interconnection. Importantly, while AT&T refuses to interconnect with Sprint in IP, the parties

agree that IP networks use bandwidth more efficiently, are less costly to manage and implement,

and are more dynamic. Any network configuration that would require an interconnecting party

to maintain an unnecessary TDM network would be economically wasteful and exorbitantly

expensive. An AT&T witness described why IP technology is more efficient:
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A. … In an IP packet format packets can be utilized so that the
communications … can be carried or traffic can be carried more
efficiently, where if you have a dedicated circuit it may or may not be
utilized. So you may have idle channels while you have other channels
that are being used. In IP format, anything that’s idle, they can use this for
other things. So the packets allow them -- the IP protocol allows you to
manage that bandwidth more efficiently.

Tr. page 494, lines 1-10 (Albright). AT&T’s pleadings at the FCC describe IP networks

similarly, stating that “converged IP networks are more dynamic, versatile, resilient, and cost-

efficient than legacy TDM networks.”26 Mr. Burt also explained why IP interconnection is

superior to TDM interconnection:

Efficiently designed IP Interconnection involves fewer points of interconnection
and more efficient use of interconnection trunks due to the inherently more
efficient Internet protocol. Therefore, IP interconnection will substantially reduce
Sprint’s costs as compared to today’s TDM Interconnection configuration,
enabling Sprint to better compete.

Sprint Ex. 1.0 (Burt Direct) page 19, lines 415-419.27 The record proves that use of IP brings

advantages for both Sprint and AT&T that cannot be ignored and should not be delayed.

Moreover, Sprint, AT&T, and Staff recognize that it would be wasteful for Sprint to

convert IP traffic to TDM just for interconnection purposes and then have AT&T convert it back

to IP for delivery to its U-verse customers. Mr. Burt of Sprint explains:

Sprint does not intend for the parties to maintain two interconnection networks,
one IP and the TDM. Maintaining two interconnection networks would make
interconnection more complicated and more expensive – both of which are
contrary to Sprint’s intended purpose for moving to IP interconnection.

Sprint Ex. 4.0 (Burt Rebuttal) page 24, lines 521-525.

26 Exhibit JRB-1.5, page 4. When questioned about the statements in the AT&T pleadings, Mr.
Albright agreed that IP networks are more dynamic, versatile, resilient, and cost efficient than
TDM networks. Tr. page 500, lines 1-9. Mr. Albright explained those terms in more detail in
oral testimony and confirmed the advantages of IP over TDM. Tr. pages 500-504.
27 See also Sprint Ex. 4.0 (Burt Rebuttal) pages 31-32, lines 699-716 (describing among other
items that IP interconnection could allow Sprint to reduce the number of POIs with AT&T from
more than 70 to 1-2 IP POIs, and thereby eliminate the interconnection facility expense
associated with maintaining dozens of TDM POIs).
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AT&T’s written documents, filed at the FCC in its effort to try to convince the FCC to

transition its networks from TDM to IP, state that “maintaining both a TDM-based and an IP-

based network is economically wasteful and exorbitantly expensive, and the threat of that

outcome reduces carriers’ financial incentives to invest in new, IP-based networks and services.”

Exhibit JRB-1.5, page 16; Tr. pages 506-507 (Albright generally agreeing that maintaining two

networks for interconnection purposes is economically wasteful).

Finally, Staff witness Dr. Zolnierek commented that he, too, sees inefficiencies in

unnecessary protocol conversions.

[I]f 100% of the traffic AT&T Illinois originates in IP format were destined for
providers using IP format, then it would be seemingly unnecessary and inefficient
for AT&T Illinois to convert such traffic from IP-to-TDM. Not only would this
require AT&T Illinois to make an unnecessary conversion, it would also require
the receiving carrier to make a second unnecessary and inefficient conversion
from TDM-to-IP.

Staff Ex. 1.0 (Zolnierek Direct) page 21, lines 420-425. The ALJs should have found that IP

networks are more efficient, less costly, and are state-of-the-art technology. Unnecessary

conversions from IP to TDM for regulatory purposes alone are economically wasteful and should

be discouraged.

C. Legal Issues: Sprint is Entitled to Arbitrate Its Demand for IP
Interconnection, and AT&T Cannot Hide Behind Its Affiliate

The primary legal issues regarding IP interconnection are 1) whether AT&T is obligated

to provide requesting carriers with IP interconnection under Section 251 of the Act and, 2) if so,

whether AT&T can claim such interconnection is infeasible because it has placed equipment

necessary for IP connections within its affiliate’s network. The ALJs addressed neither of these

questions. The Commission should reverse the PAD and resolve both of these questions in the

best interests of Illinois consumers.
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1. Section 251 provides the Commission with jurisdiction and authority
to arbitrate Sprint’s demand for IP interconnection

The Commission should find that it has jurisdiction and authority to arbitrate Sprint’s

demand for IP interconnection. The applicable provisions of the Act are technology neutral, the

FCC’s rules suggest no exclusion for IP interconnection, and two state commissions have already

found IP interconnection to be within the scope of Section 251. The ALJs made no attempt to

analyze these issues, simply noting that they were issues of first impression in Illinois. PAD at

34.

a. The Act and the FCC’s rules extend to IP interconnection

The Commission’s authority to arbitrate Sprint’s demand for IP interconnection emanates

from Sections 251 and 252 of the Act. Section 251(c)(2) obligates AT&T to provide “the

facilities and equipment” for interconnection with its network. This is, on its face, technology

neutral – there is no reference to TDM, IP, or any other specific technology. Nor do the

limitations that follow speak to any particular technology. Instead, interconnection must be

“technically feasible,” and “at least equal in quality to that provided by the local exchange

carriers to itself or to any subsidiary [or] affiliate.” 47 U.S.C. § 251(c)(2)(B)-(C). There is

nothing in that language that would distinguish TDM technology from IP technology.

The FCC’s rules confirm that Section 251(c) brings new technologies into play. FCC

Rule 51.305 incorporates the same “technically feasible” standard mandated by Congress, with

no limitation on technology. 47 C.F.R. § 51.305. The FCC then went further, stating that

technically feasible points included:

. . . at a minimum:
(i) The line-side of a local switch;
(ii) The trunk-side of a local switch;
(iii) The trunk interconnection points for a tandem switch;
(iv) Central office cross-connect points;
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(v) Out-of-band signaling transfer points necessary to exchange traffic
at these points and access call-related databases; and

(vi) The points of access to unbundled network elements as described
in § 51.319.

47 C.F.R. § 51.305(a)(2) (emphasis added).28 This list, based on 1996 technology, was not made

exclusive. Instead, the FCC “anticipate[d] and encourage[d] parties and the states, through

negotiation and arbitration, to identify additional points of technically feasible interconnection.”

First Report & Order, ¶ 212. Furthermore, FCC Rule 51.305(c) provides:

(c) Previous successful interconnection at a particular point in a network,
using particular facilities, constitutes substantial evidence that interconnection is
technically feasible at that point, or at substantially similar points, in networks
employing substantially similar facilities. Adherence to the same interface or
protocol standards shall constitute evidence of the substantial similarity of
network facilities.

47 C.F.R. § 51.505(c) (emphasis added). In the underlined sentence, the FCC recognized that

there could be multiple protocol standards that are technically feasible.

The FCC affirmed in the CAF Order that “section 251 of the Act is one of the key

provisions specifying interconnection requirements, and that its interconnection requirements are

technology neutral – they do not vary based on whether one or both of the interconnecting

providers is using TDM, IP, or another technology in their underlying networks.” CAF Order,

¶ 1342. While it agreed to take further comment on IP interconnection issues, the FCC

unequivocally directed carriers to negotiate in good faith:

[E]ven while our FNPRM is pending, we expect all carriers to negotiate in good
faith in response to requests for IP-to-IP interconnection for the exchange of voice
traffic. The duty to negotiate in good faith has been a longstanding element of
interconnection requirements under the Communications Act and does not depend
upon the network technology underlying the interconnection, whether TDM, IP,
or otherwise.

28 Illinois interconnection rules, which largely mirror the federal rules, are also technology
agnostic and not limited to TDM interconnection. See ILL. ADMIN. CODE tit. 83, § 790.310
(2003); Tr. page 878, lines 4-21 (Zolnierek).
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CAF Order, ¶ 1011. When it ordered good-faith negotiations, the FCC plainly invoked Section

251 – the only place in the Act one can find an obligation to negotiate in “good faith.” 47 U.S.C.

§ 251(c)(1). The FCC must have expected these negotiations to lead to IP interconnection, and it

did not preempt states from doing their part to ensure this result. Now that Sprint and AT&T

have negotiated, the Commission is obligated to “resolve each issue set forth in the petition and

the response.” 47 U.S.C. § 252(b)(4)(C).

No matter one’s interpretation of the FCC’s statements in the CAF Order, the Second

Circuit’s SNET v. Comcast decision explains that state commissions are not obligated to wait for

additional FCC guidance on issues such as this because the Act “permits state commissions to

regulate interconnection obligations so long as they do ‘not violate federal law and until the FCC

rules otherwise.’” SNET v. Comcast, Docket No. 11-2332, slip op. at 8. The court thus rejected

AT&T’s argument that the commission was obligated to wait until definitive FCC action. This

Commission should reach the same conclusion here in the context of IP interconnection. Unless

and until the FCC establishes national rules, the Commission can and should act on Sprint’s

request for IP interconnection in the manner the Commission deems consistent with the Act, the

FCC’s rules and orders, and state law. The Commission should reverse the PAD and help turn

good-faith negotiations into something tangible.

The ALJs have proposed that the Commission defer and thereby fail “to carry out its

responsibility” to resolve all open issues presented. 47 U.S.C. § 252(e)(5). If this is not

corrected, Sprint would then have the ability to go directly to the FCC for resolution, and this

important decision would potentially be taken out of this Commission’s hands. See, e.g., In the

Matter of Petition of WorldCom, Inc. Pursuant to Section 252(e)(5) of the Commc’ns Act for

Preemption of the Jurisdiction of the Virginia State Corp. Comm’n Regarding Interconnection
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Disputes with Verizon Virginia Inc., and for Expedited Arbitration, 17 FCC Rcd. 27039,

Memorandum Opinion & Order, ¶ 2 (2002) (“FCC Va. Arbitration Order”) (standing “in the

stead of the Virginia State Corporation Commission” when the Virginia Commission refused to

exercise jurisdiction over Section 252 arbitration). The Commission should not allow this

important issue to be decided without its input.

The Commission should address the threshold jurisdiction question and hold that the Act

and the FCC’s rules and orders compel a finding that IP interconnection is within the scope of

Section 251.

b. Two state commissions have decided that IP interconnection is
within the scope of Section 251

Given the clarity of federal law, it is not surprising that one state commission has already

arbitrated the issue of IP interconnection and another has implemented rules ensuring that it can

arbitrate demands for IP interconnection. In 2012, the Puerto Rico Telecommunications

Regulatory Board (“PRTRB”) arbitrated a demand by a competitive carrier (Liberty Cablevision)

to obtain IP interconnection from an ILEC (Puerto Rico Telephone). In the Matter of Liberty

Cablevision of Puerto Rico, LLC Petition for Arbitration, PRTRB Docket No. JRT-2012-AR-

0001, Report & Order (Sep. 25, 2012) (Exhibit JRB-1.3). Puerto Rico Telephone had argued,

predictably, that the PRTRB was without jurisdiction and authority to do so. Exhibit JRB-1.3,

page 13. Not convinced, the PRTRB recognized the FCC’s clear commitment to the promotion

of IP-based services, and determined that “Liberty’s request for a means to drive IP-to-IP

interconnection negotiations to conclusion is consistent with the FCC’s perspective.” Exhibit

JRB-1.3, page 14. The PRTRB also found that “Liberty’s request is reasonable, not prohibited

by federal law, consistent with the FCC’s guidance regarding promotion of IP broadband

networks, and consistent with the Board’s duty to promote competition, investment, and
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interconnection in Puerto Rico.” Exhibit JRB-1.3, page 15. Ultimately, the contract language

the PRTRB approved is similar conceptually to that proposed by Sprint, allowing parties to work

out the details in further negotiations, subject to dispute resolution before the PRTRB. Exhibit

JRB-1.3, page 13.

The Public Utilities Commission of Ohio reached a similar conclusion late last year. In

the Matter of the Commission’s Review of Chapter 4901:1-7, of the Ohio Administrate Code,

Local Exchange Carrier-to-Carrier Rules, Ohio Commission Case No. 12-922-TP-ORD,

Finding & Order (Oct. 31, 2012) (Exhibit JRB-1.4). Rejecting arguments made by AT&T,

Cincinnati Bell, and other ILECs, the Commission adopted rules that will allow it to arbitrate

demands for IP interconnection. Exhibit JRB-1.4, page 4. The Ohio Commission found that

“federal law is technology neutral,” and that no federal law prohibits the Commission from

implementing the FCC’s expectation that parties will negotiate in good faith for IP

interconnection. Exhibit JRB-1.4, page 5.

The Commission should follow the lead of the PRTRB and the Ohio Commission and

arbitrate Sprint’s demand for IP interconnection under the terms of Sections 251 and 252.

c. AT&T’s “information service” argument is meritless

AT&T argued that calls exchanged via IP interconnection are “information services” and,

thus, do not involve the routing of “telephone exchange service and exchange access.” AT&T

Ex. 2.0 (Albright Direct) page 5, fn.1. This argument was not addressed by the ALJs, but should

not persuade the Commission if argued on these exceptions.

As noted above, calls exchanged in IP may or may not involve a “net” protocol

conversion, and may or may not involve “integrated” voice and data services. What is certain is

that the use of IP as an interconnection protocol has no impact on either question. This means –

as the FCC held in 2004 – that whether a call involves an information service is an issue that
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looks to the end of the call, not the middle. AT&T IP Telephony Order, 19 FCC Rcd. 7457, ¶ 24

(“We find AT&T’s specific service, which an end-user customer originates by placing a call

using a traditional touch-tone telephone with 1+ dialing, utilizes AT&T’s Internet backbone for

IP transport, and is converted back from IP format before being terminated at a LEC switch, is a

telecommunications service and is subject to section 69.5(b) of the Commission’s rules.”).

Ultimately, AT&T’s argument is nonsensical. AT&T agrees that interconnection

facilitates Sprint’s provision of telephone exchange service, but then argues the use of an

alternate interconnection protocol – something the FCC has said has no regulatory significance –

takes those calls out of the “telephone exchange service” category. AT&T’s argument is

baseless and should be rejected. See also Time Warner Cable Request for Declaratory Ruling

that Competitive Local Exch. Carriers May Obtain Interconnection Under Section 251 of the

Commc’ns Act of 1934, as Amended, to Provide Wholesale Telecomms. Servs. to VoIP

Providers, 22 FCC Rcd. 3513, Memorandum Opinion & Order, ¶ 15 (2007) (finding “the

statutory classification of a third-party provider’s VoIP service as an information service or a

telecommunications service is irrelevant to the issue of whether a wholesale provider of

telecommunications may seek interconnection under section 251(a) and (b)”).

2. AT&T cannot hide equipment in its affiliate and claim IP
interconnection is not feasible

The Commission should apply well-established law and find that AT&T cannot claim

that IP interconnection is infeasible by arguing the equipment necessary to connect in IP is

conveniently part of its affiliate’s network. To the extent the ALJs rejected Sprint’s “technical

feasibility” argument for this legal reason (something not evident in the PAD) Sprint takes

exception. The controlling case that the ALJs should have discussed and followed on this issue

is Ass’n. of Commc’ns Enters. v. FCC, 235 F.3d 662, 668 (D.C. Cir.), amended by Ass’n of
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Commc’ns Enters. v. FCC (D.C. Cir. Jan. 18, 2001) (“ASCENT”). The ASCENT case was an

appeal of an FCC decision that authorized the 1998 merger of Ameritech and SBC. ASCENT,

235 F.3d at 663. There, the FCC approved the merger and permitted the new company to offer

advanced services through a separate affiliate, and thereby avoid the resale obligations it would

otherwise have under Section 251(c). ASCENT, 235 F.3d at 665. The FCC decided that Section

251(c) obligations applied to ILECs and their successors and assigns, but not to separate

affiliates. Id. at 665. According to the FCC’s reasoning, any ILEC would be entitled to “set up a

similar affiliate and thereby avoid § 251(c)’s resale obligations.” Id. at 665.

The D.C. Circuit reversed the FCC, holding that ILECs’ affiliates are within the

definition of “ILEC” in Section 251(h) and, thus, subject to Section 251(c) obligations. The

court analyzed the structure of the Act, including Section 251 and Section 271, and concluded

that Congress “specified [in Section 271] when an ILEC may avoid the Act’s burdens by

providing telecommunications service through a separate affiliate.” Id. at 668. With no such

affiliate structure within Section 251(c), “we must assume that Congress did not intend for

§ 251(c)’s obligations to be avoided by the use of such an affiliate.” Id. at 668.

Shortly after the ASCENT decision, the FCC applied the court’s ruling in a case involving

Verizon. In the Matter of Application of Verizon New York Inc., Verizon Long Distance, Verizon

Enter. Solutions, Verizon Global Networks Inc., and Verizon Select Servs. Inc., for Authorization

to Provide In-Region, InterLATA Servs. in Connecticut, 16 FCC Rcd. 14147, Memorandum

Opinion & Order (2001). The FCC noted:

In January 2001, the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit held, in ASCENT v. FCC, that data affiliates of incumbent LECs are
subject to all obligations of section 251(c) of the Act.

Id. ¶ 28. Then, the FCC concluded that, pursuant to ASCENT, Verizon is required to allow a

competitive LEC to resell DSL service (a Section 251(c) obligation) over lines on which the
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competitive LEC resells Verizon’s voice service “even though the DSL service is provided

exclusively by Verizon’s advanced services affiliate.” Id. ¶ 28. This FCC decision is wholly at

odds with AT&T’s current claims that AT&T Corp.’s equipment cannot be considered part of

the ILEC network in this case.

ASCENT has been good law for over ten years. And, in the CAF Order, the FCC invoked

the ASCENT case again, this time to address industry concerns on IP interconnection and ILECs

attempting to avoid their section 251(c) obligations by using affiliates to offer certain services:

In addition, the record reveals that today, some incumbent LECs are offering IP
services through affiliates. Some commenters contend that incumbent LECs are
doing so simply in an effort to evade the application of incumbent LEC-specific
legal requirements on those facilities and services, and we would be concerned if
that were the case. We note that the D.C. Circuit has held that “the Commission
may not permit an ILEC to avoid § 251(c) obligations as applied to advanced
services by setting up a wholly owned affiliate to offer those services.”

CAF Order, ¶ 1388 (quoting ASCENT). Of course, that is exactly what AT&T is doing in

Illinois. Given the evidence that AT&T ILEC is attempting to avoid its Section 251(c)

obligation to interconnect in IP with Sprint, this Commission should act on the FCC’s concern

noted in the CAF Order.

This case law compels the Commission to consider AT&T Illinois and AT&T Corp.

together as the ILEC subject to Section 251(c) interconnection obligations. AT&T Illinois and

AT&T Corp. together provide IP services to end users in Illinois, and it is feasible for AT&T

Corp. to provide Sprint with IP interconnection. As such, AT&T’s claims that AT&T Illinois

cannot provide IP interconnection is without legal significance.29

29 The Commission should be mindful that if it allows AT&T to hide this Section 251(c)
equipment in an affiliate, there is no telling what other assets AT&T will place in AT&T Corp.
Sprint Ex. 4.0 (Burt Rebuttal) page 34, lines 754-763. This is not a road the Commission should
go down.
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3. Policy considerations support the Commission’s exercise of authority
over IP interconnection

Strong policy considerations weigh in favor of a Commission decision to regulate

AT&T’s provision of IP interconnection. The FCC has set an “express goal of facilitating

industry progression to all-IP networks, and ensuring the transition to IP-to-IP interconnection is

an important part of achieving that goal.” CAF Order, ¶ 1335. Transitioning of service provider

networks to IP – without IP interconnection between carriers – is nonsensical. The FCC further

noted in the CAF Order that incumbent LECs may have incentives to refuse reasonable

interconnection to other network operators and that negotiations between ILECs and requesting

carriers are not equivalent to traditional commercial negotiations. CAF Order, ¶ 1337. If the

Commission accepts AT&T’s arguments, AT&T will have an incentive to further delay

widespread implementation of IP interconnection while at the same time continuing to deploy its

own IP network. And this will only be more pronounced if the Commission sets rates and

interconnection requirements that give AT&T a financial incentive to hold on to its TDM

network as long as possible. Tr. pages 595, line 22 – 596, line 7 (Albright admitting that AT&T

has a financial incentive not to allow Sprint to reduce the number of TDM POIs). A strong

message from the Commission in this case will ensure that Illinois is not left behind the rest of

the nation.

Commission jurisdiction is also necessary to ensure that AT&T cannot exploit its

monopoly power to maintain inefficient networks for its own financial gain. Sprint Ex. 4.0 (Burt

Rebuttal) page 32, lines 718-725. As Mr. Burt explained, Sprint maintains over 70 individual

TDM POIs in Illinois for the exchange of wireless traffic. Sprint Ex. 4.0 (Burt Rebuttal) pages

31-32, lines 708-711. With IP interconnection, virtually all of these POIs can be eliminated and

replaced with 1-2 IP POIs. Sprint Ex. 4.0 (Burt Rebuttal) page 32, lines 711-713. Yet as long as
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AT&T is permitted to maintain outdated TDM network architecture that requires unnecessary

facilities (and unnecessary charges), it will do so. If the Commission allows negotiations to

occur on a commercial basis, without a regulatory backstop, AT&T will never be incented to

allow other carriers to enjoy the efficiency of IP interconnection on reasonable terms. Sprint Ex.

4.0 (Burt Rebuttal) page 32, lines 713-716.

These policy considerations should give the Commission comfort that the right

interpretation of federal law is also the right result for Illinois consumers. See, e.g., WWC

License, L.L.C. v. Boyle, 459 F.3d 880, 891 (8th Cir. 2006) (“First, all else being equal, if a

provision of the Act is vague we are inclined to interpret the provision in a manner which

promotes competition. It is undisputed that Congress passed the Act with the intention of

eliminating monopolies and fostering competition.”).

4. AT&T cannot be allowed to discriminate in favor of itself and its
affiliates

At the hearing, AT&T’s witness admitted that AT&T’s affiliates do interconnect with

AT&T (via AT&T Corp.) so they can exchange traffic in IP and utilize more efficient IP

transport. For example, a call made by an AT&T Illinois U-verse customer to an AT&T North

Carolina U-verse customer would be switched by the AT&T Corp. softswitch, would traverse the

AT&T IP network, and would be delivered to AT&T North Carolina. Tr. pages 557-558. This

form of interconnection allows both AT&T ILEC entities to avoid unnecessary protocol

conversions, inefficient TDM interconnection, and expensive TDM transport – things Sprint

cannot avoid under AT&T’s proposal here.

Section 251(c)(2) requires AT&T to provide interconnection that is “at least equal in

quality to that provided to itself or any subsidiary [or] affiliate ….” 47 U.S.C. § 251(c)(2)(D).

Sprint wants what AT&T North Carolina has – efficient and technically feasible IP
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interconnection with AT&T Illinois (via AT&T Corp.). The ALJs did not acknowledge or

address this issue. The Commission should adopt Sprint’s proposed resolution of the IP

interconnection issues to comply with Section 251(c)(2)(D).

D. Exceptions to DPL Issues

1. Issue 1

Sprint Issue 1: Should this Agreement preclude the exchange of
Information Services traffic; or, require that traffic be exchanged in
TDM format?

AT&T Issue 1: Should the ICA provide for IP-to-IP interconnection or
should it provide that all traffic that Sprint delivers to AT&T under the
ICA must be delivered in TDM format?

The Commission should go beyond the PAD and resolve Issue 1 by affirming its

jurisdiction to arbitrate Sprint’s demand for IP interconnection. As demonstrated above, Section

251(c) extends to IP interconnection and, absent a specific FCC exclusion, there is no legal basis

to decline jurisdiction. In addition, Sprint has demonstrated that IP interconnection is feasible,

and has proposed a mechanism for the parties to negotiate (and arbitrate if necessary) specific

terms. Sprint’s proposed language is eminently reasonable: “when the Parties utilize IP

Interconnection, the Agreement may be used to exchange traffic in IP format.”

If the Commission is inclined (as recommended by Dr. Zolnierek) to affirm the

Commission’s authority over IP interconnection but defer a decision on all terms, then it should

also accept the alternate language recommended by Mr. Burt in his reply testimony that:

3.11.2.2 Subject to Section 3.11.2.2.1 and 3.11.2.2.2, traffic delivered by
one Party to the other over Interconnection Facilities established pursuant to this
Agreement will be delivered in TDM format.

3.11.2.2.1 After the Effective Date, Sprint may develop and propose to the
other, language prescribing any additional rates, terms, and conditions as may be
necessary for the implementation of voice IP-to-IP Interconnection under this
Agreement, including such provisions as may be necessary to transition from
voice TDM-to-TDM Interconnection (an “IP Interconnection Proposal”). If, after
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Sprint makes such a proposal, the Parties do not agree on an amendment, the
proposing Party may seek resolution of the matter by petitioning the Commission
pursuant to Sections 251/252 of the Act to include its proposed language in the
Agreement, and the Commission shall be the forum for resolution of such
petition.

3.11.2.2.2 As of the Effective Date, it is technically feasible and AT&T
Illinois does, in fact exchange, subject to Section 251/252, voice traffic between
AT&T Illinois’ IP customers and other carriers’ customers, using IP network
elements that are provided in part by an AT&T Illinois’ affiliate. For the
purposes of an IP Interconnection Proposal, any AT&T Illinois’ affiliate IP
network element used to exchange any AT&T Illinois voice IP traffic with any
other carrier is deemed to be part of the AT&T Illinois network, subject to all of
AT&T Illinois’ 251/252 obligations. Accordingly, neither AT&T Illinois nor its
affiliate can refuse a Sprint Interconnection Proposal to interconnect to exchange
voice traffic at a technically feasible point on any IP network provided by an
AT&T Illinois’ affiliate, that is used to exchange AT&T Illinois voice traffic with
any other carrier, on the ground that such IP network is not part of the AT&T
Illinois’ network.

Sprint Ex. 4.0 (Burt Rebuttal) page 36, lines 808-836. This language is an acceptable addition as

it definitively states that the Commission has authority over IP interconnection pursuant to

Sections 251 and 252 without addressing specific POI locations. Moreover, this language

acknowledges that there is no legal significance to AT&T Corp.’s ownership of facilities used to

provide the IP/TDM switching and diverse routing functionality used by AT&T ILEC.

The Commission should reject AT&T’s proposed language, accepted by the ALJs, which

would require all traffic to be delivered in TDM, and deny Sprint the interconnection it has

requested. Practically, AT&T’s proposed language would have the effect of “kicking the can

down the road.” If adopted, the parties would have to negotiate for specific terms, without

knowing whether the Commission will take jurisdiction and apply Section 251(c) to resolve IP

interconnection disputes. Without direction on these basic parameters, negotiations will go

nowhere, and the Commission will be faced with the same issues Sprint presented in this

arbitration. And at that point, the Commission will have missed an opportunity to be proactive
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and keep current with the technology. While that advances AT&T’s interest, it is not good for

competition or consumers, and is not a good use of the Commission’s resources.

2. Issue 11

Issue 11: Should terms and conditions regarding IP Interconnection
be included in the Agreement?

The Commission should reverse the PAD and resolve Issue 11 by adopting Sprint’s

proposed language, which will simply confirm that IP interconnection will occur at Sprint’s

option, and allow the parties to then negotiate specific terms and conditions following a request.

3. Issue 18

Sprint Issue 18: How and where will IP POIs be established?

AT&T Issue 18: Should the ICA address POIs for IP-to-IP
interconnection and, if so, is Sprint’s proposed language just and
reasonable?

On Issue 18, the Commission should reverse the PAD and adopt Sprint’s proposed

contract language in the final DPL, with one exception. As noted above, Sprint revised its

proposed § 2.2.2, Attachment 2, to read:

When Sprint designates IP Interconnection and the Parties utilize IP
Interconnection, Sprint and AT&T ILLINOIS will exchange Authorized Services
traffic at the AT&T Corp. switch that serves AT&T’s Illinois U-verse operations
or such additional IP POIs as may be mutually agreed. It is both feasible and
efficient for the parties to exchange voice traffic, in IP, at this location.

This sets the proposed interconnection point at a location the Commission knows is feasible and

serves Illinois customers.

V. POINTS OF INTERCONNECTION (ISSUES 15, 16 AND 17)

A. Issue 15

Sprint: What is the appropriate definition of the “Point of
Interconnection”?

AT&T: Should the POI serve as both the physical and financial
demarcation point between the parties’ networks?
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Sprint takes exception with the ALJs’ proposed resolution of Issue 15 (PAD at 35). The

ALJs erred in determining that the POI is the “physical and financial demarcation point between

the parties’ networks.” PAD at 35. The ALJs apparently relied solely on prior Commission

decisions, such as the Sprint Communications Arbitration Decision. This reliance on the Sprint

Communications Arbitration Decision or similar Commission decisions to decide Issue 15 is

misplaced. The parties’ financial responsibility for the shared Interconnection Facilities must be

dictated by FCC Rules 51.703(b) and 51.709(b), not by the location of the POI. The

Commission should reject the ALJs’ decision on Issue 15 and instead adopt Sprint’s language.

Sprint further takes exception to the ALJs’ adoption of AT&T’s definition because it

improperly implies that the Interconnection Facilities are part of Sprint’s network. Compare

AT&T’s version (“‘Point of Interconnection’ (‘POI’) means a point on the AT&T ILLINOIS

network (End Office or Tandem building) where the Parties’ networks meet for the purpose of

establishing Interconnection….”) to Sprint’s version “‘Point of Interconnection’ (‘POI’) means a

point on the AT&T ILLINOIS network (End Office or Tandem building) where the

Interconnection Facilities connect with the AT&T ILLINOIS network for the purpose of

establishing Interconnection….” It is inaccurate to say, as AT&T’s definition does, that the

Interconnection Facilities are part of Sprint’s network. The Interconnection Facilities are owned

by AT&T and are physically part of AT&T’s existing network. TRO Remand Order, ¶ 137; 47

C.F.R. § 51.319(e)(1) (2012); Talk Am., 131 S. Ct. at 2262. Sprint’s language properly avoids

this inaccuracy because it makes clear that the POI is simply a demarcation point between the

Interconnection Facilities and the rest of AT&T’s network.

B. Issue 16

Sprint: Must Sprint obtain AT&T’s consent to Sprint’s designation of a
POI at a technically feasible location on AT&T’s network or Sprint’s
removal of a previously established POI?
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AT&T: Must Sprint obtain AT&T’s consent to Sprint’s removal of a
previously established POI?

Sprint takes exception to the ALJs’ proposed resolution of Issue 16. The ALJs rejected

Sprint’s proposed language, which makes clear that Sprint need not obtain AT&T’s consent to

disconnect leased facilities that Sprint no longer needs. PAD at 37. Sprint will begin this section

by discussing the record evidence on Sprint’s intention to reduce its number of POIs, and will

then discuss the applicable legal authority, binding on the Commission, that prevents the

Commission from imposing limits on Sprint’s ability to maintain interconnection that is

technically feasible and, as determined by Sprint, economically efficient.

1. Facts on decommissioning

a. Existing POIs were established on a voluntary basis, are
inefficient, and need to be reduced

Sprint takes exception to the ALJs’ failure to find that Sprint’s existing POIs were

established on a voluntary basis, are inefficient, and need to be reduced.

(1) Sprint has established over 70 POIs in Illinois under terms
of voluntary agreements

Sprint has been interconnected in Illinois with AT&T (and its predecessors) since the

early 1990s. AT&T Ex. 2.0 (Albright Direct) page 18, lines 455-456. During this time, Sprint

has interconnected under the terms of voluntary ICAs. See., e.g., AT&T Cross Examination Ex.

2 (parties’ current ICA). As the Commission is aware, voluntary agreements are encouraged and

are approved without significant substantive review. 47 U.S.C. §§ 252(a)(1), 252(e)(2)(A).

Under those voluntary agreements, Sprint has established, and now maintains, over 70 POIs with
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AT&T in Illinois, despite Sprint’s right to demand in arbitration that AT&T allow Sprint to

connect at only one point per LATA. Sprint Ex. 5.0 (Felton Rebuttal) page 41, lines 804-806.30

Sprint takes exception to the ALJs’ failure to find that Sprint’s existing POIs were

established on a voluntary basis.31

(2) Existing facilities were purchased under tariffs that allow
disconnection

Sprint takes exception to the ALJs’ failure to specifically find that the facilities at issue

were purchased under special access tariffs that allow disconnection. Tr. page 416, lines 2-6

(Pellerin). The only charges that AT&T might be due for disconnection of such facilities are

early-termination charges:

There may be early termination charges if it is terminated prematurely. (Tr. page
429, lines 5-6 (Pellerin).)

…

And they are all obtained from the special access tariff today, Sprint would need
to issue ASRs to terminate those tariffed services, and there may or may not be
early termination charges, depending on what Sprint originally ordered and how
long they had maintained those facilities in place. (Tr. page 436, lines 2-7
(Pellerin).)

There are only two possibilities. If Sprint is beyond the applicable term, it is therefore entitled

under AT&T’s tariff to cancel its facilities without charge. There could be no legal or factual

basis to prevent Sprint from doing so. Or, if Sprint is within a term, it can terminate facilities at

its option by paying the early-termination charge. Assuming Sprint pays the applicable early

termination charge, there are no additional costs or reasons to prevent disconnection.

30 For example, the parties’ current 2001 voluntary agreement requires a second POI when traffic
exceeds 1 DS1. AT&T Ex. 2.0 (Albright Direct) page 27, footnote 22. This is 1/336 of the OC-
12 threshold this Commission established in an arbitrated context in the Level 3/Ameritech
Arbitration Decision discussed infra. Staff Ex. 2.0 (Liu Direct) page 30, lines 730-733.
31 The fact that these POIs were established under the terms of voluntary ICAs is significant
because now, for the first time, Sprint and AT&T Illinois are asking the Commission to
determine what is required by the Act, not to simply rubber stamp terms agreed to by the parties.
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It appears that the ALJs recognized, at least for some purposes, that AT&T cannot stand

in the way of Sprint’s exercise of its right under a tariff to disconnect facilities, subject to any

applicable early-termination charge. On Issue 49, the ALJs recommend that the Commission

“make[ ] clear that AT&T may not impose any non-recurring charges or termination liabilities on

Sprint for the conversions that have not been approved by the Commission or the FCC and/or

agreed to by the parties.” PAD at 30. The ALJs then recognize that Sprint will need to look to

the existing ICA and applicable early termination liability “before issuing the appropriate

orders.” Id. Yet, the ALJs did not make the same finding within their decision on

decommissioning. This inconsistency in the PAD should be corrected. The Commission should

make clear that Sprint can disconnect facilities under terms of the existing ICA and tariff, even if

that would eliminate connectivity at a specific POI location.

(3) Sprint’s current number of POIs is inefficient and needs to
be reduced

Sprint takes exception to the ALJs’ failure to find that Sprint’s current number of POIs is

inefficient and can be reduced without adversely affecting AT&T’s network.

Sprint wants its Illinois network to be more efficiently engineered in the coming years.

There are several reasons for this. First, Sprint is in the process of eliminating one of its two

CMRS networks. Sprint Ex. 5.0 (Felton Rebuttal) page 41, lines 794-796. Since acquiring

Nextel in 2005, Sprint has been operating both the Sprint PCS network and the Nextel iDEN

network, each with its own carrier codes, POIs, and Interconnection Facilities. Now, as Sprint

sunsets the iDEN network and migrates traffic to the Sprint PCS network, those iDEN POIs will

be obsolete, vacant, and unnecessary. Tr. page 175, line 21 – page 176, line 14 (Felton). In

addition, Sprint is in the process of constructing a 4G network, which will require network

modifications. Sprint Ex. 5.0 (Felton Rebuttal) page 41, lines 795-796. Sprint’s 4G plans and
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the migration of iDEN traffic demonstrate why telecommunications networks are considered

dynamic.

Mr. Felton also explained that the vast majority of the current POIs are not, due to

historical reasons, efficiently sized based on the OC-12 traffic threshold this Commission

adopted in the Level 3/Ameritech Arbitration Decision.32 Sprint Ex. 5.0 (Felton Rebuttal) page

41, lines 805-806. One of Sprint’s goals in this arbitration is to consolidate POIs as called for by

its own sound engineering practices, furthering both network and economic efficiencies. Sprint’s

plans are not abstract. In fact, Sprint identified 34 end-office POIs that it would immediately

decommission because they are inefficient and unnecessary. Sprint Ex. 5.0 (Felton Rebuttal)

page 47, lines 901-916 and Sprint’s Resp. to DR-1 Part 3 (within Albright Direct Schedule CCA-

2); Tr. page 136, lines 1-12 (Felton). Even Mr. Albright does not object to Sprint’s plan to

significantly reduce its number of POIs:

Q. Okay. So do you think it’s a problem if Sprint decreased its number of
POIs from six dozen to a dozen? Would there be sufficient network
reliability if Sprint decreased the number of POIs from 72 to 12, for
example?

A. Well, depending -- and we have had some off -- sidebar type
conversations with Sprint. They have approached us regarding some
possible solutions to this, and I think that depending on how those
negotiations go out, I would fully expect that we do go down to something
more on that line. I think during the discussions at one point AT&T had
acknowledged that under the TELRIC model that Sprint sought here that
DEOTs would probably be the first thing to go, and I believe you
identified that as being interconnections. So there is half right there.

32 Level 3 Commc’ns, Inc., Petition for Arbitration Pursuant to Section 252 (b) of the
Telecomms. Act of 1996 to Establish an Interconnection Agreement with Illinois Bell Tel. Co.
d/b/a Ameritech Illinois, Docket No. 00-0332, Arbitration Decision (I.C.C. Aug. 30, 2000).
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Tr. page 592, lines 1-8.33 Despite this undisputed record, the ALJs failed to make Sprint’s

requested finding on this point.

(4) Sprint’s proposed decommissioning will not adversely
affect AT&T’s network

Sprint takes exception to the ALJs’ finding that “the evidence provided by AT&T lends

further support” to the need to allow AT&T to oppose decommissioning. PAD at 37. AT&T

offered no specific evidence that any of Sprint’s plans to decommission POIs and re-engineer its

network are technically infeasible or would adversely impact AT&T’s network. To the contrary,

a POI is nothing more than the “parties plugging their equipment into ports on a switch.” Tr.

page 602, lines 2-8 (AT&T witness Albright). And, there is no record to support any finding of

“costs to reconfigure the existing interconnection arrangement.” The ALJs do not explain how

“plugging equipment into ports” could possibly require so much “work” by AT&T that “it would

be inappropriate to allow this to be” decided solely at Sprint’s option. PAD at 37. AT&T asks

the Commission to simply presume that Sprint’s past network configuration is the most efficient

going forward,34 and relies on unsupported, non-specific assertions that re-engineering the

network “would increase the risk of tandem facility exhaust, make the network more susceptible

to failure and unnecessarily increase AT&T Illinois’ costs.” AT&T Ex. 2.0 (Albright Direct)

pages 15-16, lines 459-460. Yet AT&T never answered the questions that are raised by such

generalities: What exactly is the increased risk of tandem exhaust? And at what specific

tandems? What “network” would be more susceptible to failure? Why? What are the costs that

33 The Commission should hold AT&T to Mr. Albright’s testimony on this point, especially
given his admission that AT&T has a financial incentive to prevent Sprint from reducing the
number of POIs. Tr. pages 595, line 13 – 596, line 7.
34 AT&T Ex. 2.0 (Albright Direct) page 16, lines 470-472.
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would be increased? By how much? Without the answers to these questions, AT&T has proven

nothing.35

In fact, when asked at the hearing, Mr. Albright said he was not really speaking to

“tandem exhaust” at all (despite using that term in his testimony):

Q. Have you provided any evidence in this proceeding that AT&T’s TDM
tandems are exhausting?

A. I am not talking about the tandem. I’m talking about facilities. That
would be the facilities, the interoffice transport between specific tandems.

Tr. page 587, lines 10-15. And even then he admitted:

Q. Okay. Have you provided any evidence that the facilities are exhausting
at this point in time?

A. No.

Tr. page 587, lines 16-18. The ALJs apparently, then, relied on “no evidence” in making their

pro-AT&T finding.

Mr. Albright’s testimony on cross-examination should have prompted the ALJs to reject

AT&T’s position on decommissioning. For example, Mr. Albright suggested that AT&T did not

generally object to reducing the number of POIs significantly because “[t]here is a big difference

going down from 70 to 12 or 15 and going from 70 down to 1.” Tr. page 599, lines 4-6. Mr.

Albright was not previously aware that Sprint intended to take down its iDEN network, and

conceded “those are naturally going to go away.” Tr. page 605, line 19. Mr. Albright admitted

that his concern was that Sprint pay any disconnection costs for early termination (which, to the

extent original terms had not already been satisfied, would have to be paid by Sprint as a matter

of tariff). Tr. pages 603, line 15 – 604, line 9. Further, Mr. Albright admitted that if the

Commission maintains its OC-12 threshold for a second POI, then Sprint would have to be

allowed to decommission POIs when doing so would not exceed that threshold:

35 Similarly, Staff offered no evidence on this point. Staff witness Liu does not know whether
the existing configuration is efficient. Staff Ex. 2.0 (Liu Direct) page 23, lines 567-568.
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Q. And so if the OC-12 threshold is adopted by the Commission, then is it
your testimony that Sprint could decommission all the POIs where it has
less than an -- an OC-12 or less of traffic?

A. Yeah.

Tr. page 607, lines 18-22. On this record, there is no basis to allow AT&T to stand in the way of

the network re-engineering Sprint intends to accomplish. See also Sprint’s Post-Hearing Reply

Br. pp. 15-16 (AT&T overstates the record on decommissioning).

Under these circumstances, the ALJs’ finding that “the evidence provided by AT&T

lends further support” to the need to allow AT&T to oppose decommissioning must be reversed.

PAD at 37.

b. If Sprint cannot take down a POI, it will be obligated to continue to
purchase facilities from AT&T or another provider

POIs are established when Sprint leases facilities from its switch to the POI, almost

always from AT&T. See, e.g., Sprint Ex. 2.0 (Felton Direct) page 24, lines 521-522, page 26,

lines 557-564, page 28, lines 603-605; Tr. pages 602-604 (Albright). Accordingly, a prohibition

on taking down a POI could be seen as equivalent to an affirmative mandate that Sprint continue

to buy facilities (likely from AT&T) that Sprint neither wants nor needs.36 This is bad policy and

unsupported by law. The ALJs failed to address Sprint’s argument on this point.

c. AT&T intends to impede progress to prevent the implementation
of the CAF Order

Sprint takes exception to the ALJs’ failure to acknowledge that AT&T admitted it would

oppose decommissioning for reasons contrary to the FCC’s goals in the CAF Order. In the CAF

Order, the FCC decided that CMRS providers and LECs would exchange traffic immediately at

36 Sprint reads the PAD as recognizing that Sprint may cancel existing facilities under the
existing ICA and special access tariffs by ordering disconnection and paying any applicable
termination liability. PAD at 30. So, at least for existing facilities, Sprint does not believe the
PAD’s decision on decommissioning would apply, but makes this argument in an abundance of
caution.
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bill-and-keep. CAF Order, ¶ 988. Thus, going forward, neither party will pay the other usage-

based rates for calls subject to reciprocal compensation requirements, and each party must

recover the costs of transporting calls on its own network from its own end users. See, e.g., CAF

Order, ¶¶ 775-76 (network costs inside the “edge” of the network “would be recovered from

carriers’ customers … rather than from other carriers”). So, when Sprint delivers a call to an

AT&T tandem switch, AT&T must collect from its own end user the cost to 1) deliver the call to

the end office, and 2) terminate the call.

One way for AT&T to undermine this FCC reform is to force Sprint to maintain POIs at

end offices, well inside any network “edge.” If AT&T succeeds, then, under the same example

presented above, Sprint will pay the cost of delivering the call from the tandem to the end office,

and Sprint will have to recover those costs from its end user, contrary to the FCC’s directive.

AT&T’s witness Albright admitted that AT&T opposes Sprint’s elimination of end-office POIs

so Sprint will have to continue to bear costs the FCC stated are now AT&T’s responsibility:

In this agreement, Sprint and AT&T Illinois have agreed to a bill-and-keep
compensation arrangement for non-access traffic, so they will be exchanging that
traffic without charging one another. Mr. Felton’s suggestion that Sprint should
be able to unilaterally decommission existing POIs would necessarily shift
Sprint’s transport costs onto AT&T Illinois, at a time when AT&T Illinois has no
means to recover those costs.

AT&T Ex. 2.1 (Albright Rebuttal) page 18, lines 420-424. (The FCC disagrees that AT&T

would have “no means to recover those costs” – the “means” are through AT&T’s charges to its

end users. CAF Order, ¶ 775.) Mr. Albright’s testimony makes clear that AT&T simply

disagrees with what the FCC has decided, and that AT&T will stand in the way of efficiency to

protect its own bottom line, even when the “costs” at issue are those the FCC has assigned as

AT&T’s responsibility.
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AT&T’s honesty on this point also shows the problem with AT&T’s proposal to allow

Sprint to go to the Commission in the event of a deadlock. If AT&T’s goal is to keep

unnecessary facilities in place to push transport costs onto Sprint, it can do so by raising

objections and forcing Sprint to bear the cost of initiating a Commission docket (to be litigated

subject to an undefined “sufficient justification” standard), anytime Sprint seeks to

decommission an existing POI. AT&T would benefit by imposing these transaction costs on

Sprint, and by achieving a delay that such a process would require. The ALJs erred by failing to

acknowledge this problem presented by AT&T’s decommissioning proposal.

2. Legal argument on decommissioning

a. The Act and the FCC’s rules give Sprint the right to choose how
and where to interconnect

Section 251(c)(2)(B) of the Act imposes on AT&T the obligation to provide “technically

feasible” interconnection to any requesting carrier. The FCC has ruled definitively that “an

ILEC must allow a requesting telecommunications carrier to interconnect at any technically

feasible point, including the option to interconnect at a single POI per LATA.” Developing a

Unified Intercarrier Comp. Regime, 16 FCC Rcd. 9610, Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, ¶ 112

(2001). The FCC reaffirmed this ruling in the CAF Order: “Competitive LECs have the option

to interconnect at a single point of interconnection (POI) per LATA.” CAF Order, ¶ 1316. This

Commission has incorporated that standard in its own rules: “the ILEC may not require the

requesting carrier to interconnect at more than one technically feasible point within a local access

and transport area (LATA).” ILL. ADMIN. CODE tit. 83, § 790.310(a)(2) (2012). The

Commission has also recognized that “if it were the desire of the FCC or the legislature to

require more than one POI per LATA, that could have been expressed in the statutes.” Level

3/Ameritech Arbitration Decision, Docket No. 00-0332 at 31. This means that the Commission
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does not have the legal authority to keep Sprint from choosing its points of interconnection, and

cannot prevent Sprint from taking down interconnection points it previously established. The

ALJs did not specifically reach this legal issue.

AT&T concedes this law, but argues that the law applies only to “new entrants ... during

initial market growth,” and that “Sprint isn’t a new entrant.” AT&T Ex. 2.0 (Albright Direct)

pages 21-22, lines 520-552. But neither the Act nor the FCC’s rules distinguishes new entrants

from established competitors. See Tr. pages 593, line 18 – 594, line 1 (Albright admitting there

is no such legal distinction). Instead, Section 251(c) imposes obligations on AT&T in its

capacity as an ILEC, for the benefit of Sprint in its capacity as a “requesting telecommunications

carrier.” 47 U.S.C. § 251(c). The FCC was clear:

The interconnection obligation of section 251(c)(2), discussed in this section,
allows competing carriers to choose the most efficient points at which to
exchange traffic with incumbent LECs, thereby lowering the competing carriers’
costs of, among other things, transport and termination of traffic.

First Report & Order, ¶ 172.

There is no basis in the statute, the rules, or any FCC order to apply the law differently to

an “established” competing telecommunications carrier than it would to a “new” competing

telecommunications carrier. The Commission must reject AT&T’s request that it apply the

statutory obligations differently to Sprint than it would to a new entrant. The ALJs do not appear

to have accepted AT&T’s argument, and the Commission should reject it if made by AT&T in

response to these exceptions.

The Commission should also reject Staff’s position, argued to the ALJs, that Section

251(c)(2) does not apply to “dismantling or managing existing interconnection.” Staff Ex. 2.0

(Liu Direct) page 26, lines 634-635. To the contrary, Section 251(c)(2) could hardly be more

broad – AT&T is obligated to provide any interconnection that is “technically feasible.” AT&T
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has certainly not claimed it would be infeasible for Sprint to eliminate POIs it no longer needs to

use.37 And the FCC’s statement that a requesting carrier has the “option to interconnect at a

single point of interconnection per LATA” is unconditioned. CAF Order, ¶ 1316. The FCC

certainly has never imposed a temporal limitation on this option, and it has never suggested this

option could be waived through voluntary action. Furthermore, it would be inconsistent with law

to read Section 251(c) as imposing obligations on Sprint to maintain POIs. See, e.g., Atlas Tel.

Co. v. Ok. Corp. Comm’n, 400 F.3d 1256, 1265 (10th Cir. 2005) (“The RTCs’ interpretation

would impose concomitant duties on both the ILEC and a requesting carrier. This contravenes

the express terms of the statute, identifying only ILECs as entities bearing additional burdens

under § 251(c).”). On these exceptions, the Commission should reject Staff’s argument and find

that Sprint’s right to manage interconnection within its network is the same as its right to

interconnect in the first instance. See, e.g., MCI Telecomm. Corp. v. Bell Atl.-Pa., 271 F.3d 491,

517 (3d Cir. 2001) (“If only one interconnection is necessary, the requirement by the commission

that there be additional connections at an unnecessary cost to the CLEC, would be inconsistent

with the policy behind the Act.”).

b. The MCI/SBC Arbitration Order is not instructive

The ALJs improperly resolved Issue 16 based on the Commission’s MCI/SBC Arbitration

Order, Docket No. 04-0469. That decision is inapplicable for two reasons. First, when that

decision was made, the Commission did not subject the “decommissioning” question to a Section

251(c) analysis. At that time, the Commission believed “interconnection” did not include any

obligations regarding the provision of facilities: “SBC is required, under Section 251(c)(2), to

provide interconnection, but not interconnection facilities.” MCI Arbitration Order, Docket No.

37 Tr. page 423, line 16 (“[t]echnical feasibility is not the question”). If AT&T had made such an
assertion, it would have the burden to prove technical infeasibility. 47 C.F.R. § 51.305(e).
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04-0469 at 79. The Commission later corrected itself and the issue was settled by the Supreme

Court in Talk America. 131 S. Ct. at 2261-62 (deferring to the FCC’s judgment that “its

regulations require AT&T to provide access at cost-based rates to its existing entrance facilities

for the purpose of interconnection”). The ALJs were obligated to revisit the Commission’s prior

conclusion by applying Section 251(c)’s “technical feasibility” standard, something not

previously done. The ALJs did not conduct this analysis, nor did the ALJs even evaluate

Sprint’s argument on this point. PAD at 37.

Second, Sprint believes the MCI/SBC Arbitration Order was predicated on the fact that

MCI was asking to deconstruct fiber meet point facilities that MCI and AT&T had jointly

constructed (creating stranded ILEC investment), and was not focused on POIs established with

leased facilities. Sprint Ex. 2.0 (Felton Direct) pages 26-27, lines 551-566. Staff’s

recommendation in that case was:

it is simply bad policy to permit a CLEC the discretion to dismantle an established
interconnection arrangement that is co-financed and co-owned by the ILEC and
the CLEC.

MCI/SBC Arbitration Order, p. 88. Here, however, there are no “co-financed and co-owned”

facilities in play – instead, there are simply ports to be unplugged, and early termination

provisions in tariffs will either apply or they will not. There is no reason for the Commission to

place impediments to simple facility disconnection orders, that require only that a port be

unplugged.

c. The change of law in the CAF Order requires the Commission to
revisit its prior decision on decommissioning POIs

Even if the MCI/SBC Arbitration Order remained good law, things changed when the

FCC issued the CAF Order. As explained above, the FCC immediately transitioned CMRS-LEC

traffic to bill-and-keep and required each party to bear its own transport costs. This change
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affected the economics associated with establishing POIs, maintaining POIs, and delivering

traffic. The FCC specifically designated its action in the CAF Order as a change in law:

We do, however, make clear that our actions today constitute a change in law, and
we recognize that existing agreements may contain change-of-law provisions that
allow for renegotiation and/or may contain some mechanism to resolve disputes
about new agreement language implementing new rules.

CAF Order, ¶ 815. Instead of reopening the prior agreements to implement the CAF Order,

including adjusting POIs to reflect the FCC’s decision on transport costs, Sprint raised the exact

same CAF Order implementation issues in an arbitrated successor agreement.

There is no basis for the Commission to hold Sprint to its prior POI locations, established

before this significant change in law. Instead, Sprint is entitled to determine interconnection

based on the new regime established in the CAF Order, take a “fresh look” at its points of

interconnection, and re-engineer its network as it deems appropriate. Sprint must be allowed to

do so without being subject to AT&T’s consent, which, as noted, supra, will be withheld for the

purpose of blocking the implementation of FCC policy. Again, the ALJs failed to even

acknowledge, much less evaluate, Sprint’s argument on this point. PAD at 37.

3. The Commission lacks authority to hold up decommissioning based
on alleged costs to AT&T or to “promote facilities based competition”

AT&T’s witness Albright proposed that the Commission rely on two unlawful

considerations in evaluating the availability of interconnection. First, he asked the Commission

to consider AT&T’s costs when evaluating terms of interconnection:

Sprint’s proposal to unilaterally modify the existing interconnection arrangements
… would … unnecessarily increase AT&T Illinois’ costs. AT&T Ex. 2.0
(Albright Direct) pages 18-19, lines 458-461 (addressing Issue 16).

…

A single POI approach, coupled with default bill-and-keep compensation for
CMRS traffic, would impose a significant transport burden on ILECs without
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reciprocal compensation as a means of cost recovery. AT&T Ex. 2.0 (Albright
Direct) page 28, lines 678-680 (addressing Issue 17).

However, as Staff witness Liu made clear, the Commission must adhere to the requirement that

the ILEC’s costs cannot be a consideration in determining the availability of interconnection:

The key criteria for Section 251(c)(2) interconnection is technically feasible,
which “refers solely to technical or operational concerns, rather than economic,
space, or site considerations.” In fact, the 1996 Act “bars consideration of costs
in determining ‘technically feasible’ points of interconnection” under Section
251(c)(2). The “technically feasible” standard does not include consideration of
costs or balanced investment.

Staff Ex. 2.2 (Liu Direct) page 31, 753-757 (footnotes omitted). Any costs of “expensive”

interconnection are to be addressed in the rate-setting process – not by denying the

interconnection demanded. First Report & Order, ¶ 199 (“In the 1996 Act, Congress

distinguished ‘technical’ considerations from economic concerns…. Of course, a requesting

carrier that wishes a ‘technically feasible’ but expensive interconnection would, pursuant to

section 252(d)(1), be required to bear the cost of that interconnection, including a reasonable

profit.”). The Commission cannot deny Sprint’s requested interconnection based on AT&T’s

alleged costs. The ALJs did not accept AT&T’s argument on this point, and the Commission

should reject AT&T’s argument when it is made on these exceptions.

Second, Mr. Albright asks the Commission to reject Sprint’s interconnection demands in

order to “promote facilities-based competition.” AT&T Ex. 2.0 (Albright Direct) page 24, lines

591-594. Yet, as AT&T witness McPhee admitted on cross examination, Section 251(c)

obligations cannot be redefined by this Commission based on such policy considerations. Tr.

page 804, lines 11-17 (competition does not relieve ILEC of Section 251(c) obligations).

Moreover, a policy requiring competitors to build facilities for interconnection where they could

be more efficiently provided by the ILEC is the opposite of what Congress intended by Section

251(c). See, e.g., First Report & Order, ¶ 172 (“The interconnection obligation of section
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251(c)(2), discussed in this section, allows competing carriers to choose the most efficient points

at which to exchange traffic with incumbent LECs, thereby lowering the competing carriers’

costs of, among other things, transport and termination of traffic.”). And, as the Commission

aptly stated in a comparable case:

The Commission concludes that Focal should not be required to establish a POI
within 15 miles of the rate center for an NXX code that Focal uses to provide
FXX service. If such a requirement were adopted, Focal could be required to
construct or lease interconnection facilities, regardless of whether the
interconnection was warranted by overall traffic volumes. Ameritech’s proposal
is not required by federal or state law.

Focal Commc’ns Corp. Petition for Arbitration Pursuant to Section 252(b) of the Telecomms.

Act of 1996, Docket No. 00-0027, Arbitration Decision at 18 (I.C.C. May 8, 2000) (emphasis

added) (“Focal Arbitration Decision”). The Commission should reverse the ALJs on the law,

and, in so doing, must disregard AT&T’s request to resolve these issues based on such unlawful

considerations.

VI. TRANSIT (ISSUE 43)

What is the appropriate rate that a Transit Service Provider should
charge for Transit Traffic Service?

On Issue 43, Sprint takes exception to the ALJs’ proposed conclusion that “the provision

and pricing of transit services at TELRIC is not explicitly required by the 1996 Act or the Illinois

Public Utilities Act.” PAD at 45. The ALJs are wrong as a matter of law, as confirmed by SNET

v. Comcast. Sprint does not object to the ALJs’ recommendation that AT&T be ordered to price

transit service at TELRIC, or their requirement that AT&T initiate a cost docket to establish a

transit rate. PAD at 45. Sprint does, however, take exception to the ALJs’ proposal that AT&T

continue to charge its current rate in the interim. The only way that rate can be used in the

interim is if Sprint’s payments are explicitly subject to a later true up, whereby AT&T would be

obligated to refund the difference between what it collected and what is found to meet TELRIC
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standards. Moreover, given the absence of evidence supporting AT&T’s current rate, the

Commission should have ordered that AT&T charge Sprint’s proposed proxy rate during the

interim.

A. Introduction

Issue 43 requires the Commission to set a rate for AT&T’s Transit Service. AT&T has

agreed to provide Transit Service, but proposed tariffed rates that were set using TELRIC more

than ten years ago. Sprint demanded that this critical service be priced at a current TELRIC rate.

The key legal question is whether AT&T is required to provide Transit Service to competitors at

regulated TELRIC rates pursuant to Section 251 of the Act. The Commission should overrule

the PAD and answer that question in the affirmative, as the great weight of the authority –

including the SNET v. Comcast decision issued after the PAD – compels a finding that the

provision of Transit Service is a Section 251(c) obligation. And, because AT&T has put its head

in the sand and offered no current TELRIC rate, Sprint’s proposed proxy rate of $0.00035 per

minute should be used in the interim, or else the Commission should make clear the interim rate

charged by AT&T will be subject to true up to whatever TELRIC rate is later adopted.

B. The ALJs Erred: As a Matter of Law, AT&T Must Provide Transit Service
at a TELRIC Rate

1. Section 251(c)(2) Requires AT&T to Provide Transit Service

a. Transit Service is integral to Section 251

Section 251 of the Act establishes three levels of obligations imposed on various types of

carriers. First, Section 251(a) requires all carriers to “interconnect directly or indirectly with the

facilities and equipment of other telecommunications carriers.” Second, Section 251(b) imposes

additional obligations on local exchange carriers, including the obligation to establish reciprocal
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compensation arrangements with requesting carriers. 47 U.S.C. § 251(b)(5). Third, Section

251(c) imposes more stringent obligations on ILECs, including the obligation to provide for the:

facilities and equipment of any requesting telecommunications carrier,
interconnection with [ATT’s] network (A) for the transmission and routing of
telephone exchange service and exchange access.

47 U.S.C. § 251(c)(2). The parties dispute whether this more stringent obligation to provide

interconnection in Section 251(c)(2)(A) encompasses the obligation to provide the Transit

Service that facilitates the indirect interconnection in Section 251(a).

Before answering this question, one must understand indirect interconnection. Congress

required all carriers to interconnect with each other, but required only ILECs to connect directly.

Compare 47 U.S.C. § 251(a) with 47 U.S.C. § 251(c). To achieve indirect interconnection, then,

a carrier must utilize the Transit Service of a carrier like AT&T. Sprint Ex. 3.0 (Farrar Corrected

Direct) page 19 and Diagram 1. As explained by the FCC, “[c]arriers are said to be indirectly

interconnected to the extent they use transit services to exchange traffic.” FCC Va. Arbitration

Order, 17 FCC Rcd. 27039, ¶ 218. Thus, indirect interconnection is the link that is necessary to

ensure the interconnection among carriers envisioned by Congress.

Under Section 251(c)(2)(A), ILECs must allow interconnection to facilitate “transmission

and routing of telephone exchange service and exchange access.” When an ILEC provides

Transit Service, it is providing indirect “interconnection,” and that interconnection is a necessary

component of the provision of the competitive carrier’s “telephone exchange” and “exchange

access” service. Indirect interconnection, or transiting, is nothing more than the exchange of

telephone exchange service between two carriers interconnected to the ILEC tandem. Because

of the breadth of Section 251(c)(2)(A), and the importance of indirect interconnection in Section

251(a), the Commission should find that AT&T must provide Transit Service. The ALJs did not

analyze or discuss indirect interconnection of Section 251, but simply agreed with AT&T that
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Transit Service is not “explicitly required by the 1996 Act or the Illinois Public Utility Act.”

PAD at 45.38

b. The ALJs have proposed to ignore federal court precedent

The ALJs have chosen to disregard, without explanation, the guidance of the only two

federal district courts to address this issue. In Qwest Corp. v. Cox Nebraska Telecom, LLC, the

court agreed with the Nebraska Commission and held that “the unambiguous language of Section

251 demonstrates that an ILEC must provide transit under Section 251(c)(2).” 2008 WL 5273687,

at * 2 (D. Neb. Dec. 17, 2008). Because Congress permitted carriers to satisfy their interconnection

obligations through indirect interconnection, the court concluded that “Congress clearly

envisioned that indirect interconnection would be an available means of interconnection ....

Because transit service is essential to indirect interconnection, the text of Section 251(a) strongly

indicates that an ILEC is required to provide transit under the Act.” Id. at *2. The court further

reasoned:

When Section 251(a) is read in conjunction with Section 251(c), it is clear that
Congress imposed this obligation in Section 251(c) of the Act. …. Accordingly,
an ILEC must provide transit service when a CLEC interconnects with the ILEC
for the purpose of indirectly interconnecting with a third carrier. Otherwise, the
indirect interconnection could not be used “for the transmission and routing of
telephone exchange service and exchange access,” and an ILEC could frustrate
the flow of traffic and prevent carriers from indirectly interconnecting. Such a
finding would render the “indirectly” language in Section 251(a) meaningless.
The clear language of Section 251 requires ILECs to directly interconnect with
competitors and facilitate competitors’ ability to indirectly interconnect.

Id., at *3. The Cox decision is directly on point.

38 It is somewhat unclear what the ALJs meant when they said Transit Service is not “explicitly”
required. PAD at 45. If the ALJs meant that the word “transit” does not appear within the Act or
the Illinois Public Utilities Act, then Sprint agrees. That is why one must understand indirect
interconnection and the mechanics of Transit Service, and apply those understandings to the
language of Section 251(c)(2). If the ALJs meant that Transit Service is not required at all
(whether explicitly or implicitly), then Sprint disagrees. Sprint has assumed, for purposes of
these exceptions, that the ALJs intended to accept AT&T’s argument that Transit Service is not
required at all.
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The federal district court in Connecticut reached the same conclusion, rejecting all of the

same arguments that AT&T offers here. In The S. New England Tel. Co. v. Perlermino, AT&T

appealed the Connecticut Commission’s decision that it was obligated to provide Transit Service

under Section 251(c)(2). 2011 WL 1750224, at *2 (D. Conn. May 6, 2011). Like the Cox court,

the Perlermino court relied on the critical nature of Transit Service to indirect interconnection

contemplated by Section 251(a): “[i]ndirect interconnection is therefore necessary to ensure that

new CLECs to a market can connect at nominal cost so as to promote competition within the

market.” Id. at *5. The court’s ruling was definitive:

Reviewing the applicable FCC regulations and decisions as well as the relevant
case law, the Court must conclude that interconnection under section 251(c)
includes the duties to provide indirect interconnection and to provide transit
service.

Id. at *4. The Perlermino court rejected all of the arguments that AT&T makes now. For

example, the court rejected the argument that the FCC precluded the classification of Transit

Service as a 251(c) service in the 2002 WorldCom arbitration. Id. at *4. AT&T witness McPhee

makes this same argument at page 5, lines 105-110 of his rebuttal testimony (AT&T Ex. 4.1).

Perlermino, 2008 WL 5273687 at *4. The court also rejected AT&T’s end user argument,

pervasive in this case, that:

[Transit Service] cannot constitute interconnection because it does not involve the
mutual exchange of traffic as required by 47 C.F.R. § 51.5. ….

Id. at *6. Instead, the court held that:

AT&T Connecticut misreads the regulation. …. A plain reading of the regulation
does not require that there be the mutual exchange of traffic originating within
each LEC’s network. …. AT&T Connecticut’s reading of the regulation would
add language that does not exist. Namely, that the traffic is originated within the
AT&T Connecticut system. As an incorrect reading of the regulation, the Court
will reject it.
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Id. at *6. The court then dispatched AT&T’s argument that the exclusion of “transport and

termination” from the definition of “interconnection” means transit service is excluded: “The

exclusion of transit and termination from interconnection does not affect [Transit Service].” Id.

The ALJs should have followed these two federal court decisions and held that Transit

Service is a Section 251(c) service.

c. SNET v. Comcast confirms that the ALJs are wrong

As noted above, the Second Circuit has affirmed the Perlermino decision and, in so

doing, has provided a road map for confirming that federal law does require AT&T to provide

Transit Service at TELRIC rates as a Section 251(c) service. SNET v. Comcast, Docket No. 11-

2332, slip op. That court also recognized the importance of indirect interconnection:

In requiring universal interconnection, the [Act] aims to ensure that customers of
all carriers will be able to exchange telecommunications traffic with each other.

Id. at 3. The court agreed that it would be contrary to sound public policy for an ILEC to

leverage its regulatory status and increase competitors’ costs:

It would be inconsistent with the stated purpose of the [Act] to allow AT&T to
charge higher negotiated rates for this service because this would impose
additional costs and competitive disadvantages upon new entrants. Such an
imposition would allow AT&T to further exploit its status as a former monopolist.
(Id. at 4.)

AT&T argues, because transit service does not involve AT&T end users, we must
conclude that it cannot constitute an interconnection obligation under § 251(c).
However, nothing in the language of § 251 suggests that the interconnection duty
relates only to the transmission and routing of traffic between a CLEC and the
ILEC’s end users. . . . Therefore, the obligations associated with interconnection
are not limited to situations where AT&T terminates the traffic. (Id. at 16.)

And, the court rejected AT&T’s arguments, made in this case, that FCC inaction in this area has

decided this issue in AT&T’s favor:

The FCC’s comments and inaction relating to transit do not preempt the [state
commission] here.
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Id. at 7. The Commission should follow this precedent so that its resolution of Issue 43 is in line

with federal law.

d. Sixteen state commissions agree that ILECs must provide Transit
Service

If the Commission follows the guidance of Cox and Perlermino, it will also follow the

great weight of state commission authority – authority that the ALJs ignored. There is wide

consensus on this issue, with at least sixteen other state commissions having explicitly concluded

that ILECs such as AT&T must provide Transit Service. SNET v. Comcast, Docket No. 11-

2332, slip op. at 8 n.2. See also Sprint Ex. 3.0 (Farrar Corrected Direct) pages 22-23. For

example, the California Commission said:

Transiting is an obligation under § 251(c). In particular, § 251(c)(1) requires
negotiation by the ILEC of all the duties in § 251(b) and (c). If unable to resolve
by negotiation, the matter may be arbitrated. Pursuant to § 251(c)(2)(A), each
ILEC is required to negotiate interconnection with any requesting CLEC for the
transmission and routing of service and access. Any CLEC may interconnect
directly or indirectly under § 251(a)(1). An indirect interconnection is a right
given to each CLEC that the ILEC cannot by itself deny or vacate. The ILEC has
the duty to negotiate the provision of interconnection, including indirect
interconnection, and if negotiations fail, it may be arbitrated.

Application by Pac. Bell Tel. Co. d/b/a SBC Cal. (U 1001 C) for Arbitration of an

Interconnection Agreement with MCImetro Access Transmission Servs. LLC (U 5253 C)

Pursuant to Section 252(b) of the Telecomms. Act of 1996; California Public Utilities

Commission Decision 06-08-029; Application 05-05-027 at 8 (Aug. 24, 2006). Likewise, the

Indiana Commission held:

Similarly, we find that SBC must provide transit services pursuant to Section
251(c)(2), which mandates that SBC interconnect with telecommunications
providers “for the termination and routing of telephone exchange service and
exchange access.” Again, nothing in Section 251(c)(2) limits SBC’s
interconnection duty to the exchange of traffic between SBC and Level 3, as SBC
contends. Rather, Section 251(c)(2) demands the parties exchange all traffic
regardless of origination or termination.
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In re Level 3 Commc’ns, 2004 WL 3140675, at *12 (In. U.R.C. Dec. 22, 2004) (decision vacated

at request of parties who had negotiated 13-state ICA, March 16, 2005). This Commission

should correct the PAD for these same reasons.

e. The Commission’s prior decisions do not prevent the Commission
from implementing federal law

AT&T has argued that the Commission’s prior decisions preclude the Commission from

accepting Sprint’s argument. The ALJs did not accept this argument, and the Commission

should reject that argument on these exceptions. The first flaw in AT&T’s position is the

proposition that a prior Commission decision is binding on this issue in this arbitration. It is not.

Congress must ensure that the arbitrated ICA adopted through this process meets the

requirements of the Act and the FCC’s Rules. 47 U.S.C. § 252(c). While the Commission

generally strives to achieve consistency, the Commission is neither compelled nor allowed to

simply rely on a prior Commission order. Instead, if federal law compels a particular result (as

three federal courts have recently found), then the Commission must defer to federal law, not its

prior decisions. See, e.g., Verizon N. Inc. v. Strand, 367 F.3d 577, 587 (6th Cir. 2004) (“no

matter ... the consistency of the ... [Michigan Commission’s] prior ruling, this [Michigan

Commission] order cannot stand if it is inconsistent with or prevents the implementation of the

interconnection agreement provisions of the 1996 Act”).

The second flaw in AT&T’s argument is that, in the Big River case relied on by AT&T,

the Commission did not rule that Transit Service was exempt from 47 U.S.C. § 251(c)(2).

Rather, the Commission ruled it did not have to make a decision because AT&T had already

agreed to provide Transit Service. Specifically, the Commission agreed with Staff’s

recommendation that:

Whether or not AT&T Illinois must provide transit service to Big River, is a
determination that the Commission need not make in this proceeding.
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Ill. Bell Tel. Co. Petition for Arbitration with Big River Tel. Co., Docket No. 11-0083 at 24, 38

(I.C.C. June 14, 2011) (“Big River Arbitration Decision”). And, as discussed below, the ultimate

question was not whether TELRIC rates were required, but instead what proposed rates met that

standard. Id. at 33.

2. Section 251(c)(2)(D) Compels AT&T to Provide Transit Service at
TELRIC Rates

If the Commission decides that Transit Service is a Section 251(c) service, or if it affirms

the ALJs’ recommendation that Transit Service should be provided at TELRIC, it must follow

TELRIC principles. The Act established a mandatory cost-based pricing standard for Section

251(c)(2) interconnection services. 47 U.S.C. § 252(d)(1). The FCC’s First Report & Order

established a TELRIC framework that is “forward-looking” and, therefore, considers the costs

that a carrier would incur in the future. First Report & Order, ¶ 690. The solution must also be

a least-cost solution, and must be based on the “most efficient technology available.” First

Report & Order, ¶ 690. This methodology strictly prohibits a commission from setting rates

based on costs incurred in the past, also known as “embedded costs.” First Report & Order, ¶¶

704-705; 47 C.F.R. § 51.505(d)(1). To further protect competitors from ILEC misdeeds, the

FCC placed the burdens of production and proof on the LEC:

We note that incumbent LECs have greater access to the cost information
necessary to calculate the incremental cost of the unbundled elements of the
network. Given this asymmetric access to cost data, we find that incumbent LECs
must prove to the state commission the nature and magnitude of any forward-
looking cost that it seeks to recover in the prices of interconnection and
unbundled network elements.

First Report & Order, ¶ 680; see also 47 C.F.R. § 51.505(e).

Federal courts police the requirement that state commissions comply with TELRIC

methodology. For example, in 2003, the Seventh Circuit evaluated the Commission’s

application of TELRIC in an arbitration involving Illinois Bell. ATT v. Ill. Bell, 349 F.3d 402
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(7th Cir. 2003). While recognizing that “TELRIC is a framework rather than a formula; there is

considerable play in the joints,” id. at 405, the court made clear that the framework must be

applied so that “any rate ... comply with TELRIC when adopted.” Id. at 411. Noting that

“technology has changed,” the court concluded that “a rate ... generated by combining some

factors that are six years out of date with two other factors that are not forward-looking cannot

possibly satisfy the requirements of federal law.” Id. at 411.

In another case, Illinois Bell came to the Commission relying on a stale cost study that

did not incorporate the most advanced available telecommunications technology. Ill. Bell v.

Wright, 245 F. Supp. 2d 900, 906-07. A federal court affirmed the Commission’s ruling that this

outdated study could not meet the TELRIC framework because the ILEC failed to meet its

burden to prove, using a cost study, that its proposed rate did not exceed TELRIC. Id. at 907-08.

As a matter of law, once the Commission decides that Transit Service is a Section

251(c)(2) service, it must strictly apply the FCC’s TELRIC framework to determine AT&T’s

maximum rate.

3. State law also requires AT&T to provide Transit Service

While the Commission has never found Transit Service to be required by Section

251(c)(2), it reserved the right to do so based on federal law, state law, and public policy

considerations:

[W]e clearly reserve[] the issue of whether public policy concerns might cause the
Commission to impose transiting as an obligation on an incumbent local exchange
carrier if the parties present it as an unresolved issue in an arbitration.

MCI Telecoms. Corp. Petition for Arbitration Pursuant to Section 252(b) of the Telecomms. Act

of 1996 to Establish an Interconnection Agreement with Ill. Bell Tel. Co. d/b/a Ameritetch Ill.,

Docket No. 96-AB-006, 1996 WL 33660256, Arbitration Decision (I.C.C. Dec. 17, 1996) (“1996

MCI Arbitration Decision”).
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State law fully supports Sprint’s and Staff’s proposed finding that Transit Service is

required under Section 252(c)(2). The ALJs did not address this question of state law. Section

13-801 of the Public Utilities Code requires an ILEC to provide interconnection “to the fullest

extent possible to implement the maximum development of competitive telecommunications

services offerings,” and to do so at “cost based rates.” 220 ILCS § 5/13-801(a). The

Commission cannot fully accomplish this goal if competitors are subject to AT&T’s above-cost

rates for interconnection services that are essential to indirect interconnection and, thus, to local

competition. The Commission should invoke state law (as well as federal law) and order AT&T

to provide Transit Service at TELRIC rates.

4. The Commission Cannot Allow AT&T to Continue to Charge an
Outdated Rate Absent True Up Language

The ALJs properly rejected AT&T’s argument that AT&T’s current rate, which is over

ten years old, remains TELRIC compliant. PAD at 45.39 Instead, the ALJs recognized that the

record evidence raised sufficient questions to require a new cost docket. Id. The ALJs thus

properly ordered AT&T to initiate a new cost docket to set a new rate. Id. The ALJs have erred,

however, by recommending that AT&T be allowed to charge its “current TELRIC rates” in the

interim. Id. If AT&T has not proven that its rate satisfies TELRIC, there is no legal basis for it

to be used at all. AT&T’s rate is either TELRIC compliant or it is not, and if it is not, the rate

cannot be incorporated into the ICA, even on an interim basis.40 See also Sprint’s Post-Hearing

Br. pp. 97-100 (addressing other reasons why AT&T’s rate cannot be accepted).

39 The ALJs’ conclusion is supported by the testimony of Staff witness Rearden: “It seems
obvious that AT&T Illinois’ current rate [for Transit Traffic Service] is well above current,
forward-looking TELRIC.” Staff Ex. 4.0 (Rearden Direct) page 17, line 381.
40 While AT&T’s transit rate of $0.005034 may have been TELRIC compliant in 1998-2001,
those rates cannot be accepted more than a decade later. Sprint Ex. 3.0 (Farrar Corrected Direct)
page 24. The FCC requires TELRIC rates to be set based on “currently available” and the “most
efficient” technology available, and the “lowest cost network configuration.” 47 C.F.R. §
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Finally, the Commission cannot allow AT&T to charge its tariffed rate when it provides

Transit Service to its affiliate at a much lower rate. Tr. pages 725-26 (Oyefusi) (admitting the

provision of Transit Service to a wireless affiliate at a rate less than half of that proposed).

AT&T is obligated to provide Sprint interconnection – including Transit Service – at rates that

are non-discriminatory. 47 U.S.C. § 251(c)(2)(D). This Commission has a similar proscription

on such discriminatory treatment. ILL. ADMIN. CODE tit. 83, § 790.310. The PAD rejects Staff’s

proposed proxies (one of which was the AT&T – AT&T Wireless rate) because it comes from a

commercially negotiated agreement. PAD at 47. Yet, that negotiated rate is much preferable to

an outdated, non-TELRIC compliant rate that is at least twice as high as a market rate. The

ALJs’ proposed result would undoubtedly sanction discrimination and monopoly rents. Any

order that Sprint pay the non-TELRIC tariffed rate, while AT&T’s affiliate obtains better

treatment, would be an additional violation of both federal and state law. The PAD must be

reversed.

5. The Commission Should Expressly Require a True Up

The ALJs agree with Sprint and Staff that AT&T should be required to provide Transit

Service at TELRIC, and that AT&T’s current rate is not TELRIC-compliant. PAD at 45. Thus,

the only way the Commission could authorize AT&T to continue charging its current rate is by

explicitly requiring that interim rates be subject to a retroactive true-down if the TELRIC rate

later set is lower than the proxy. In other words, if the Commission allows AT&T to charge its

existing 10 year-old rate of $0.005034, and a later TELRIC study produces a rate of $0.0005,

then Sprint must be entitled to be a refund of $0.004534 for every minute it paid in the interim.

51.505(b)(1). It is logically impossible to have a ten-year-old, forward-looking rate. See ATT v.
Illinois Bell, 349 F.3d at 411 (rejecting 1998 data in 2003). In fact, AT&T itself concedes that its
current rate is not TELRIC compliant. (AT&T Ex. 4.1 (McPhee Rebuttal) page 35, lines 822-
836. Mr. McPhee agrees that there is “no valid cost study” before the Commission); (Currie
admits he simply does not know what a TELRIC would be)). Tr. page 313, lines 8-13.
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This true-down process would ensure that Sprint will not be charged a rate greater than TELRIC,

and is necessary to keep AT&T from benefitting financially by failing to meet its burden of proof

under FCC Rule 51.505(e).

A 2006 case decided by the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission (“MPUC”), and

affirmed by the Eighth Circuit, is instructive. In Qwest Corp. v. Koppendrayer, the MPUC

agreed with CLECs that, much like in this case, TELRIC rates set in an earlier proceeding “no

longer complied with TELRIC due to changes in market conditions and technology.” 436 F.3d

859, 863 (8th Cir. 2006). The MPUC declared that all rates would be subject to review, and

would be “deemed interim and subject to true-up payments after the MPUC set permanent rates.”

Id. Qwest, the dominant ILEC in Minnesota, appealed that decision on numerous grounds, and

the Eighth Circuit affirmed. Id. at 864-66. The court determined that the “need for correct

economic signals actually supports the use of interim rates and true-up payments,” quoting the

Seventh Circuit’s observation that “a ‘rate that is long out of date ... frustrates the goals of

TELRIC.’” Id. at 865 (quoting AT&T Commc’ns of Ill., Inc. v. Ill. Bell Tel. Co., 349 F.3d 402,

411 (7th Cir. 2003)). Using an interim rate subject to true-up (or true-down) allowed the MPUC

to meet its “responsibility to ensure that the rates charged by ILECs comply with the cost-based

standards of the 1996 Act,” sent the right pricing signal to the market, and was consistent with

FCC practice and procedure. Id. at 865-67. This Commission took similar action in 2000 when

it set a rate for ISP-bound traffic subject to reciprocal compensation:

At this time, we will adopt Focal’s proposed reciprocal compensation rate of
$0.005175 per minute. However, the companies should take note that the
Commission may subject this reciprocal compensation rate to an adjustment,
including a possible true up or retroactive payment, based on its ultimate
conclusion reached in the reciprocal compensation proceeding. Should the
Commission order an adjustment to this reciprocal compensation rate, including a
possible true up or retroactive payment, it will not apply to any period of time
prior to the approval of this interconnection agreement.
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Focal Arbitration Decision, Docket No. 00-0027 at 12.

As in Qwest v. Koppendrayer, and the Commission’s Focal Arbitration Decision, if the

Commission decides to order a proxy interim rate not proposed by Sprint (i.e., the AT&T

Mobility rate or AT&T’s tariff rate), it must order that the rate will be subject to a true-down in

the event that the final, approved TELRIC rate is lower.

6. The Commission Should Accept Sprint’s Proposed Rate

As noted above, Sprint takes exception to the ALJs’ decision to use AT&T’s existing rate

as an interim rate. Sprint proposed a reasonable proxy rate of $0.00035 per minute that would

apply until AT&T meets its burden to prove TELRIC rates. This rate is reasonable, based in

fact, and the only alternative that does not violate the law. The ALJs rejected Sprint’s proxy as

either the product of negotiated agreements or as based non-Illinois costs. PAD at 45-46.

Sprint’s proposed rate of $0.00035 per minute should have been adopted. It was

generated from the reciprocal compensation rate that AT&T charges in most states, including

Illinois, which is $0.0007 per minute. Sprint Ex. 3.0 (Farrar Corrected Direct) page 33, lines

732-735. This $0.0007 rate has been in use for over ten years as an FCC proxy for the cost to

tandem switch, transport, and terminate traffic. In re Implementation of the Local Competition

Provisions in the Telecomms. Act of 1996, 16 FCC Rcd. 9151, Order on Remand & Report &

Order, ¶ 8 (2001). As Mr. Farrar demonstrated, the transit function at issue is only one of several

functions the FCC deemed would be compensated for by payment of $0.0007. Sprint’s Ex. 3.0

(Farrar Corrected Direct) pages 34-35. As such, Sprint’s proposal to use one-half of that rate to

compensate for less than one-half of that functionality is reasonable given AT&T’s failure to

sponsor a cost study. Sprint Ex. 3.0 (Farrar Corrected Direct) page 35, lines 754-759. Cf. 47

U.S.C. § 251(b)(4)(B) (when a party fails to respond to a request for information the

Commission may proceed on the “best information available to it”).
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Sprint provided other evidence that supports its proposed proxy. First, Sprint offered

AT&T’s own analysis of switching costs provided to the FCC in 2008. Exhibit RGF-3.1. In that

public forum, AT&T admitted that the incremental cost of switching is below $0.00035 per

minute, explaining that it “is between $0.00010 to $0.00024” per minute, and “comfortably

below ... $0.0007.” Exhibit RGF-3.1. This benchmark supports Sprint’s proposed proxy. Sprint

Ex. 3.0 (Corrected Farrar Direct) page 31, lines 680-687. The ALJs did not explain why

AT&T’s own statements on cost could not be used to form a better proxy than a 10+ year-old

rate that is not TELRIC compliant.

Second, Sprint offered record evidence that AT&T’s transit rates in other states are

comparable to Sprint’s proposed proxy, and far less than AT&T’s current tariffed rates. Sprint

Ex. 3.0 (Farrar Corrected Direct) pages 32-33, lines 695-727. So while Sprint used those other

rates to provide a reality check that fully supports Sprint’s proposed proxy, it did not ask the

Commission to import rates from other states.

Third, Sprint showed that Frontier has agreed to a reciprocal compensation rate of

$0.0004. Sprint Ex. 3.0 (Farrar Corrected Direct) page 35, lines 763-767. Again, Sprint has not

asked the Commission to adopt this negotiated rate, but the fact that Frontier is voluntarily

charging $0.0004 for transport plus termination shows the profit built into AT&T’s current

tariffed rates, and should give the Commission additional comfort that Sprint’s proposed proxy is

fair, reasonable, and in compliance with the Act.

Sprint’s well-reasoned proxy, as supported by these other benchmarks, makes this case

different from the Big River case decided by the Commission in 2011. In that case, Big River’s

proposed alternative to the tariff rate was a rate that was “older,” “not supported by cost data,”

and from another state. Big River Arbitration Decision, Docket No. 11-0083 at 38. Pursuant to
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federal law, the Commission can (and must) revisit this issue now that Sprint has supported its

proposal in way that Big River did not. Sprint Ex. 6.0 (Farrar Rebuttal) pages 17-18, lines 392-

421.

For these reasons, the Commission should revise the PAD and use Sprint’s rate, not

AT&T’s current rate, in the interim.

C. Proper Resolution of Issue 43

The Commission should resolve Issue 43 by finding Transit Service is a Section 251(c)

service that must be provided at TELRIC rates. The Commission should then affirm the PAD’s

conclusion that AT&T’s existing tariff rate is not TELRIC compliant, and its order that AT&T

initiate a docket to set a rate that is TELRIC compliant. Since AT&T chose not to prove

TELRIC rates, the Commission should accept Sprint’s proposed proxy, which is fully supported

by the record. In the event the Commission allows AT&T to charge its current rate in the

interim, it must make that subject to true up following the establishment of a final, TELRIC rate.

VII. INTRAMTA TRAFFIC AND INTERMTA TRAFFIC (ISSUES 5, 6, 7-8, 36, 37, 39-
40, 41, AND 70)

Sprint takes exception to most of the ALJs’ recommendations on the “IntraMTA Traffic

and InterMTA Traffic Issues” addressed in this section. The ALJs decided that all InterMTA

Traffic is subject to access charges without even evaluating or applying the new FCC Rules

enacted in 2011. Instead, the ALJs recommend a result they opine is consistent with industry

practice and the current ICA (PAD at 62), neither of which can guide the Commission’s

resolution of an open issue in arbitration. The Commission should reverse the ALJs on this key

legal question, and on the issues that are impacted.

An InterMTA Traffic call originates on the network of a party in one MTA, is delivered

over an Interconnection Facility, and is terminated on the network of the other party in a
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different MTA. Sprint Ex. 2.0 (Felton Direct) page 31, lines 663-667. To resolve the issues

relating to the treatment of InterMTA Traffic, the Commission must 1) understand the applicable

InterMTA call flows, 2) identify what services each party provides on each kind of InterMTA

call, and 3) strictly apply the FCC’s rules to evaluate AT&T’s access charge compensation

demands. In short, based on a plain reading of the FCC’s rules adopted in the CAF Order,

access charges apply only to calls that are subject to an additional “toll” charge assessed to the

end user, and only when a carrier is providing “exchange access” to an IXC. Sprint has proven –

and it is undisputed – that only a de minimis number of calls meet these requirements. As such,

Sprint’s definitions and compensation terms should be accepted.

A. Facts

1. InterMTA call flows

Two types of InterMTA calls are in dispute. The first is a mobile-to-land call made by a

Sprint end user in one MTA, delivered by Sprint to AT&T in another MTA, and then terminated

to AT&T’s end user. An example of such a call is a call originated on Sprint’s network in

Carbondale, Illinois (MTA 19), delivered to AT&T over an Interconnection Facility in Chicago,

and terminated by AT&T to an AT&T customer in Chicago (MTA 3). Tr. page 379, lines 1-20

(Pellerin); Sprint Cross Ex. 6 (MTA map). Because of how wireless networks are engineered, it

is not feasible to route all InterMTA calls via long-distance facilities. Sprint Ex. 5.0 (Felton

Rebuttal) page 51, lines 978-980. So, while such calls represent a small percentage of total calls,

there will be some incidental InterMTA Traffic delivered by Sprint on Interconnection Facilities

along with the IntraMTA Traffic. Sprint Ex. 5.0 (Felton Rebuttal) page 51, lines 978-980.

The second InterMTA call type occurs when the AT&T ILEC network is used to

originate a local land-to-mobile call to a Sprint customer roaming in another MTA. Sprint Ex.

2.0 (Felton Direct) page 46, lines 985-988. The call begins when the AT&T customer calls a
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Sprint customer with a local telephone number (i.e., a number in the originating caller’s local

service area). That call looks to the end user and AT&T like a traditional local call, and it is

treated as such by AT&T. Sprint Ex. 2.0 (Felton Direct) page 46, lines 988-991. When the call

is delivered to Sprint’s network, Sprint arranges to deliver the call to the cell tower currently

communicating with its customer’s mobile device. Sprint Ex. 2.0 (Felton Direct) pages 46-47,

lines 998-1003. An example is a call from an AT&T customer in Chicago to a Sprint customer

with a Chicago telephone number who happens to be traveling in New York City. Sprint Ex. 2.0

(Felton Direct) page 46, lines 991-999.

2. AT&T performs the same network functions on InterMTA calls that
it performs on IntraMTA calls

Sprint takes exception to the ALJs’ failure to find that AT&T performs the exact same

network functions on InterMTA calls as it does on IntraMTA calls. This is explained by Mr.

Felton41 and was confirmed in AT&T’s Response to Sprint’s Data Request AT&T-8. For the

first call type, Sprint delivers a terminating InterMTA call to the exact same location (consistent

with LERG routing) as it would a terminating IntraMTA call. Id. Likewise, for the second call

type – an originating, land-to-mobile InterMTA call – AT&T delivers the call to the exact same

location as it would if the call were being terminated by Sprint’s customer locally. Sprint Ex. 2.0

(Felton Direct) pages 45-46, lines 983-1003. Ms. Pellerin admitted that “the functionality that

AT&T performs is the same.” Tr. page 466, lines 12-13; see also Tr. page 388, lines 14-22

(Pellerin).

The Commission should supplement the PAD with a finding of fact that the network

functions AT&T performs on both kinds of calls are identical.

41 Sprint Ex. 2.0 (Felton Direct) page 43, lines 912-920.
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3. Only a de minimis number of calls involve a “separate charge”
assessed to the subscriber

Sprint’s wireless services business model (as is common in the industry) is based on

providing its customers nationwide “local” calling. Sprint Ex. 2.0 (Felton Direct) page 42, lines

891-899. Under this business model, Sprint customers pay a monthly charge for calls made

nationwide, and are not separately charged on a per-call basis for calls that go across the state, or

even across the country. Sprint Ex. 2.0 (Felton Direct) page 42, lines 891-899. In only rare

instances is a customer today assessed a separate charge for making what has historically been

thought of as a “long-distance” toll call. Sprint Ex. 2.0 (Felton Direct) page 42, lines 891-899.

Mr. Felton testified, and AT&T did not dispute, that only a fraction of 1% of Sprint’s total billed

domestic wireless revenue is “toll” revenue. Sprint Ex. 2.0 (Felton Direct) page 44, lines 940-

945. Thus, based on the record evidence, the Commission should find that only a de minimis

quantity of mobile-to-land InterMTA calls delivered by Sprint to AT&T include a separate “toll”

charge. The ALJs appear to have accepted these facts as true. PAD at 61.

The same is true for the land-to-mobile InterMTA calls delivered from AT&T to Sprint –

those calls result in no separate “toll” charges being assessed to the customer making the call.

Recall that in the second call example, a Chicago customer of AT&T dials a local Chicago

number that is within his or her applicable local calling area. That call is made without an

additional toll charge. Sprint Ex. 2.0 (Felton Direct) page 49, lines 1037-1049. Then, Sprint

delivers the call to its Chicago customer that traveled to New York, without imposing an extra

charge. Sprint Ex. 2.0 (Felton Direct) page 50, lines 1056-1057.

4. AT&T provides telephone exchange service when it originates a land-
to-mobile InterMTA call

Sprint takes exception with the ALJs’ failure to find that AT&T provides telephone

exchange service when it originates a land-to-mobile, locally dialed InterMTA call. Such a
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locally dialed land-to-mobile call is delivered by AT&T to Sprint at the POI, and then delivered

by Sprint to a Sprint customer traveling in another MTA. On such a call, AT&T is providing its

own customer with telephone exchange service because the AT&T customer has purchased the

right to make a local call, and the wireless number is within that local calling area. Despite the

fact that all parties agree that AT&T is providing its customer with telephone exchange service

on that call type, the ALJs did not recognize this in the PAD. Tr. page 465, line 5 - page 466,

line 18 (Pellerin); Tr. pages 842, line 16 - page 843, line 19 (Rearden); Sprint Ex. 2.0 (Felton

Direct) page 49, lines 1039-1040.

This fact is important because, as noted below, AT&T proposes to invoice Sprint access

charges for those calls, even though it has handed the call to Sprint in its capacity as a provider

of telephone exchange service.

B. Legal Argument

1. The FCC’s current rules adopted in the CAF Order mandate that only
terminating “toll” calls can be subject to access charge compensation

While the parties have provided a significant amount of history regarding the treatment of

terminating InterMTA calls over the years, the Commission is obligated to resolve open issues

by implementing the Act, the FCC’s rules, and FCC orders, not industry practice. Today, it is

the CAF Order and the FCC’s amended rules that must guide the Commission’s decision to

categorize the terminating wireless traffic in dispute. The ALJs failed to go through this

exercise, and reached the wrong result.

a. The CAF Order’s new rules

In the CAF Order, the FCC fulfilled its promise to reform intercarrier compensation and

move the industry toward bill-and-keep. The FCC began by bringing all terminating traffic

under the umbrella of 47 U.S.C. § 251(b)(5):
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In this Order, we explicitly supersede the transitional access charge regime and,
subject to the transition mechanism we outline below, regulate terminating access
traffic in accordance with the section 251(b)(5) framework.

CAF Order, ¶ 764. This action both expanded the reach of Section 251(b)(5) and contracted

Section 251(g). Section 251(g) previously served as a transitional device that kept certain access

charges in place until superseded by FCC order. The CAF Order “supersede[d] that provision,”

rendering it meaningless going forward. CAF Order, ¶ 766.

With Section 251(g) gone, absent further action by the FCC, all terminating traffic –

including InterMTA Traffic – would be subject to reciprocal compensation (which for CMRS

traffic was immediately bill-and-keep). 47 C.F.R. § 51.705(a) (2012). The FCC took further

action to reauthorize the imposition of access charges (for a transition period) on the following

traffic:

telecommunications traffic exchanged between telecommunications providers that
is interstate or intrastate exchange access, information access, or exchange
services for such access, other than special access.

47 C.F.R. § 51.901(b)(2012) (emphasis added).42 The FCC defined this traffic as “access

reciprocal compensation” traffic. 47 C.F.R. § 51.903(h) (2012). Only calls that are within the

scope of this FCC transitional pricing requirement – based on a strict interpretation of the FCC’s

rules – can be subject to access charge liability. 47 C.F.R. § 51.701(a).

So, to implement the FCC’s new rules, the Commission must decide whether the mobile-

to-land InterMTA calls are “interstate or intrastate exchange access.” While AT&T wants the

Commission to ignore that question, the applicable standard of review compels the Commission

to conduct that analysis based on FCC rules currently in effect.43

42 AT&T does not claim that InterMTA calls are “information access, or exchange services for
such access, other than special access.”
43 Any close call on this legal question should be resolved in favor of advancing the FCC’s goals
in effecting this reform: “encouraging migration to modern, all IP networks; eliminating
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b. Terminating exchange access requires a toll service

Non-toll InterMTA Traffic is not subject to access charges. As noted, the FCC’s rules

define “access reciprocal compensation” as calls involving the provision of “interstate or

intrastate exchange access.” 47 C.F.R. § 51.903(h). The term “exchange access” is also defined

in the FCC’s rules. “Exchange access” means:

the offering of access to telephone exchange services or facilities for the purpose
of the origination or termination of telephone toll services.

47 U.S.C. § 153(16) (emphasis added). In turn, Congress defined the term “telephone toll

service” as:

telephone service between stations in different exchange areas for which there is
made a separate charge not included in contracts with subscribers for exchange
service.

47 U.S.C. § 153(55) (emphasis added). No sleight of hand is required to connect these dots: a

“separate charge” is mandatory for a call to be “telephone toll service;” “telephone toll service”

is mandatory for a call to be “exchange access;” and “exchange access” is mandatory for a call to

be subject to the FCC’s new transitional pricing rule. As stated by the Seventh Circuit, while

parties can “spend a good deal of time debating what the FCC ‘intended’ by its regulation, it is

enough to implement what the FCC said.” Illinois Bell Tel. Co. v. Box, 526 F.3d 1069, 1073

(2008). Sprint asks only that the Commission implement what the FCC enacted in its

regulations.

Admittedly, the FCC did not connect these dots in the CAF Order. Yet, the ALJs were

wrong to suggest the CAF Order makes clear that all InterMTA wireless calls are subject to

access charges. PAD at 62. To the contrary, the FCC failed to explicitly discuss InterMTA

Traffic anywhere in the CAF Order. Instead, the FCC adopted language that can only be

arbitrage and competitive distortions; and eliminating the thicket of disparate intercarrier
compensation rates and payments that are ultimately borne by consumers.” CAF Order, ¶ 764.
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interpreted to mean exactly what Sprint has proposed. The FCC recognized, in both its

Universal Service docket and in the CAF Order, that whether a wireless carrier provides a “toll

service” depends on what it charges its end user. In the Universal Service context, the FCC said

this inquiry looks to the size of the customer’s “home” calling area (local, regional or national)

and whether there is an additional charge for calls outside that home area:

Although some wireless plans may include an additional air time charge that is
the same for local and long distance calls, and therefore does not represent a toll
service charge, other plans assess an additional charge that applies only to calls to
points outside of the customer’s plan-defined home calling area, that is, a toll
charge.

In the Matter of Universal Serv. Contribution Methodology, 23 FCC Rcd. 1411, Declaratory

Order, ¶ 9 (2008). And, in the CAF Order, the FCC confirmed that “toll” does in fact require a

separate charge, just as Congress mandated:

The Act defines “telephone toll service” as “telephone service between stations in
different exchange areas for which there is made a separate charge not included in
contracts with subscriber for exchange service.” 47 U.S.C. § 153(55). The
Commission previously has described toll services as “services that enable
customers to communicate outside of their local exchange calling areas,” and that,
for wireless providers, this means outside the customer’s plan-defined home
calling area.

CAF Order, ¶ 944 n.1902 (emphasis added). If the FCC did not want a “toll” analysis to be

conducted on InterMTA CMRS calls following the CAF Order, it would have established an

alternate test. Since the FCC did not establish an alternate test, the only conclusion is that

wireless calls must have an “extra charge” to be subject to transition access pricing.44

44 AT&T has relied on Line Sys., Inc. v. Sprint Nextel Corp., No. 11-6527, 2012 WL 3024015
(E.D. Pa. July 24, 2012) to support its argument on this point. However, the court in that case
did not consider the FCC’s use of terms in the CAF Order, and did not apply the FCC’s new
Rule 51.901(b). See also Sprint’s Post-Hearing Br. at 65-66.
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c. It is undisputed that Sprint’s terminating InterMTA calls do not
meet the statutory definition of “toll service”

As documented above, the facts are undisputed that, except in rare circumstances, neither

Sprint nor AT&T assesses an extra charge on the InterMTA calls that are at issue in this case.

Because Sprint’s calls are not subject to an “extra charge,” there is no “toll service,” there is no

“access service,” and the calls cannot be “access reciprocal compensation” calls. As such, the

ALJs’ proposal to assess access charges for such calls conflicts with the FCC’s rules and must be

reversed.

2. AT&T does not provide “exchange access” service to Sprint on
originating InterMTA calls

The ALJs decided that Sprint owes AT&T access charges on land-to-mobile InterMTA

calls, concluding that AT&T “is providing exchange access” to Sprint on these calls. PAD at 63.

The ALJs’ conclusion is grounded in part on the improper (and, frankly, absurd) belief that the

call is routed over the Interconnection Facilities “because AT&T does not know the Sprint

customer is roaming.” PAD at 63. This suggests that, if AT&T knew that Sprint’s customer was

in another MTA, it would route these calls via IXC trunks. See also PAD at 20 (“For these types

of calls, AT&T cannot tell that it will ultimately be an InterMTA call and, therefore, AT&T may

route these over Interconnection Facilities as though it were a normal IntraMTA call.”). Yet

AT&T has not argued that locally dialed InterMTA calls could ever bypass local Interconnection

Facilities, and the ALJs’ conclusion on that point is wrong for at least three reasons.

First, on those calls, the AT&T customer has dialed a local telephone number and has

paid AT&T for the right to have that local call complete. AT&T cannot, consistent with its

obligation to provide local calling to its end users, require such call to be redialed as long

distance calls and routed via IXC trunks. Second, who would act as the IXC on such a call? The

customer’s selected IXC will only have the ability to charge the customer to make calls to
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numbers rated in other local calling areas, not the same calling area. The IXC is certainly not

going to charge an end user to make a Chicago-to-Chicago call, even if Sprint will later complete

the call to New York.

Third, agreed-to provisions in the ICA require AT&T to deliver calls to locally rated

numbers over the Interconnection Facilities. The ICA will include a dialing party requirement

the ensures AT&T end users will not have to dial “1+” to reach Sprint’s local numbers:

4.7.1 Each Party shall provide local dialing parity, meaning that each Party’s
customers will not have to dial any greater number of digits than the other Party’s
customers to complete the same call.

ICA § 4.7.1, Attachment 2. This is compelled by 47 U.S.C. § 251(c)(3). In addition, both

parties are obligated to “deliver all traffic destined for the other Party’s network in accordance

with the serving arrangements defined in the LERG,” which is based on the telephone number

dialed, not whether a caller has taken his or her mobile phone to another MTA. Id. § 4.8.1. This

locally dialed traffic will be delivered on Interconnection Facilities because it has to be, not

because AT&T “does not know” the traffic’s ultimate destination.

The ALJs’ miscomprehension of local calling requirements leads them to the incorrect

conclusion that AT&T provides “access service” to Sprint on what are actually local, telephone

exchange service calls. PAD at 63. This is simply not so – AT&T is providing telephone

exchange service and is being paid by its customer to do so.45 AT&T cannot have it both ways.

As Staff agreed, AT&T’s position that it provides Sprint an exchange access service – accepted

by the ALJs – lacks legal support, and would allow AT&T to obtain a double recovery by

charging Sprint for AT&T’s originated traffic. Staff Ex. 4.0 (Rearden Direct) pages 27-28, lines

45 Tr. page 466, lines 4-6 (Pellerin acknowledging AT&T would charge its local customer for
such a call).
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625-639. The Commission should reject the ALJs’ conclusion that AT&T provides exchange

access service for calls on which it is providing originating telephone exchange service.

The Commission’s analysis in 1998, when it was attempting to address compensation for

dial-up ISP calls, is instructive. At that time, the Commission was asked to resolve a dispute

between Teleport and Illinois Bell about whether dial-up ISP calls were “local calls” under the

parties’ interconnection agreement. Teleport Commc’ns Group Inc. v. Ill. Bell Tel. Co., Docket

97-0519, 1998 WL 34302216, Order (I.C.C. Mar. 11, 1998). Staff took two positions that are

notable. First, Staff argued that the calls were best categorized as “local” because “there was no

technical basis upon which” to distinguish those calls from other local calls. Id. In addition,

Staff noted that Illinois Bell billed its end users local service charges for delivering calls to ISPs.

When AT&T provides local service, and assesses local charges, that is “not exchange access

service.” Id. The Commission agreed and found such calls to be local, and not compensable at

access charge rates. Id. While the legal issues in that case were different than those raised here,

the concept – that when AT&T provides local exchange service it is not also providing exchange

access – applies here.

The Commission should correct the ALJs’ errors regarding this locally dialed traffic, and

revise the PAD.

C. Exceptions to DPL Issues

1. Issue 5

Sprint: What is the appropriate definition of “Section 251(b)(5)”
traffic?

AT&T: Should the Agreement contain a definition of Section
251(b)(5) Traffic? If so, what is the appropriate definition?
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Sprint takes exception to the ALJs’ resolution of Issue 5. Sprint proposed to use the term

“Section 251(b)(5) Traffic” in the ICA, and to define it in a manner that tracks the FCC’s use of

that term in the CAF Order. There, the FCC stated:

Consistent with our approach to comprehensive reform generally and the desire
for a more unified approach, we find it appropriate to bring all traffic within the
section 251(b)(5) regime at this time ….

CAF Order, ¶ 764.

AT&T and Staff suggest that a definition of “251(b)(5) Traffic” is unnecessary, ignoring

the fact that AT&T uses the term “251(b)(5)” to describe a narrow category of calls in its pricing

sheet language. Specifically, AT&T proposed to limit Section 251(b)(5) to mean only

“IntraMTA” calls, even though the FCC uses the term “251(b)(5)” to describe the entire universe

of calls that may be exchanged between two parties.

The ALJs declined to accept Sprint’s proposed definition (PAD at 47), although they did

not dispute that Sprint’s proposed definition is consistent with the FCC’s CAF Order. Instead,

the ALJs found that including an accurate definition of “Section 251(b)(5) Traffic” “could

potentially cause confusion or otherwise implicitly impact other definitions within the ICA.” Id.

That fact that the ALJs worried that an accurate definition of Section 251(b)(5) Traffic could

cause confusion when applied to other issues should be a signal to the Commission that the

ALJs’ reasoning on those other issues is flawed. The Commission should reverse the ALJs on

Issue 5 and accept Sprint’s proposed language.

2. Issues 7 and 8

Issue 7: What are the appropriate definitions related to “InterMTA
Traffic”?

Sprint Issue 8: What, if any, is the appropriate definition of “Switched
Access Service”?
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AT&T Issue 8: What is the appropriate definition of “Switched Access
Service”?

Sprint takes exception to the ALJs’ proposed resolution of Issues 7 and 8. PAD at 55.

Issue 7 is important because it is the starting point for determining what calls are, or are not,

subject to AT&T’s access charges. Sprint proposes to separately define “Non-Toll InterMTA

Traffic” and “Toll InterMTA Traffic” because, as explained above, access charges can apply

only to toll calls. Because AT&T’s proposal does not recognize this distinction, it must be

rejected as contrary to the FCC’s current rules.

In addition, Sprint’s definition of “Toll InterMTA Traffic” is properly limited to calls for

which the carrier is providing an “exchange access” service. As addressed above, AT&T

provides local exchange service, not “exchange access,” when it delivers a local call that Sprint

sends to another MTA. As such, access charges cannot apply.

Sprint’s proposed definition of “Switched Access Service” is appropriate because it

recognizes, as a regulatory matter, that “switched access” is a service provided by a telephone

exchange service provider to IXCs, as defined in a tariff. Sprint Ex. 2.0 (Felton Direct) page 59,

lines 1258-1262. As explained by Mr. Felton, Sprint is not an interexchange carrier, and (as

established above) Sprint provides “toll” service in only rare instances. Sprint Ex. 2.0 (Felton

Direct) pages 61-62, lines 1292-1308. The ALJs’ proposal would re-define “access” to include

services provided to entities who are not interexchange carriers, and on calls where no exchange

access service is provided. Sprint Ex. 2.0 (Felton Direct) pages 61-62.

3. Issue 36

Sprint: What categories of Authorized Services traffic are subject to
compensation between the Parties?

AT&T: (a) What are the appropriate classifications for traffic subject
to intercarrier compensation? (b) Should the ICA identify traffic that
is not subject to bill and keep? If so, what traffic should be excluded?
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Sprint takes exception to the ALJs’ proposed resolution of Issue 36. The ALJs rejected

Sprint’s proposed use of the term “Non-Toll InterMTA Traffic” to identify InterMTA Traffic not

subject to access charge compensation requirement. Sprint Ex. 2.0 (Felton Direct) page 52, lines

1108-1112. Once the Commission reverses the ALJs on that underlying issue, it should accept

Sprint’s proposed language on Issue 36.

4. Issues 39 and 40

Sprint Issue 39: What is the appropriate compensation for Non-Toll
InterMTA Traffic?

AT&T Issue 39: (a) Should the ICA include compensation terms for
Sprint’s term “Non-Toll InterMTA Traffic”? (b) What is the
appropriate compensation for mobile-to-land InterMTA Traffic? (c)
Should the ICA include terms for AT&T to estimate the percentage of
mobile-to-land InterMTA Traffic, if any, improperly routed over trunks
obtained pursuant to the ICA and bill Sprint for terminating access in
accordance with that percentage? (d) Should the ICA obligate Sprint
to provide JIP in the call records for its originating IntraMTA and
InterMTA Traffic or permit AT&T to use alternate methods to
determine jurisdiction?

Sprint Issue 40: What is the appropriate compensation for “Toll
InterMTA Traffic”?

AT&T Issue 40: (a) Should the ICA include compensation terms for
Sprint’s term Toll InterMTA Traffic? (b) What is the appropriate
compensation for mobile-to-land InterMTA Traffic?

The resolution of Issue 39 will follow the Commission’s resolution of the legal issues

argued above. If the Commission agrees that the FCC’s rules mean what they say, then it will

reverse the PAD and 1) require the final ICA to include a definition of “Non-Toll InterMTA

Traffic,” 2) exclude Non-Toll InterMTA Traffic from access charge compensation, and 3)

exclude land-to-mobile InterMTA Traffic from access charge compensation.

Sprint also takes exception to the ALJs’ recommendation on Issue 39(a) that would

require Sprint to estimate call percentages and populate the Jurisdiction Information Parameter
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(JIP) signaling field. PAD at 62. First, this is inconsistent with the ALJs’ recommendation on

Issue 30(b) that Sprint not be required to populate JIP because it is the subject of ongoing

industry discussions. PAD at 20. Moreover, neither the call percentages, nor AT&T’s JIP

measurements, will identify which calls are subject to compensation obligations. In fact, Ms.

Pellerin admitted that AT&T and Sprint do not use JIP today for these purposes – they negotiate

a percentage factor. Tr. pages 469-470. Moreover, in the CAF Order, the FCC rejected calls to

require “carrier usage of JIP,” citing concerns about accuracy, and deferring to final resolutions

by industry standard-setting bodies. CAF Order, ¶ 728. The Commission should follow the lead

of the FCC and refuse to impose administrative burdens with no corresponding benefits while

industry work continues.

Sprint takes exception to the ALJs’ proposed resolution of Issue 40. As noted above,

Sprint concedes that Toll InterMTA Traffic could be billed at interstate switched access rates per

the FCC’s CAF Order, and Sprint’s proposed contract language reflects that. But Sprint

proposes bill-and-keep for two reasons. First, Sprint’s language recognizes that each party sends

small amounts of InterMTA Traffic to the other over the Interconnection trunks. Sprint does not

believe that it is administratively efficient to continue to attempt to identify subcategories of

traffic to bill for de minimis charges. Sprint Ex. 2.0 (Felton Direct) pages 44-45, lines 947-954.

5. Issue 41

Sprint: Is either Party entitled to collect compensation on any of its
originated traffic? If so, what originated traffic is subject to such
compensation and at what rate?

AT&T: Is AT&T entitled to collect switched access charges on its
originating InterMTA traffic? If so, at what rate?

The Commission should reverse the ALJs’ proposed resolution of Issue 41 and hold that

AT&T’s originating land-to-mobile calls – local calls its customers dial to Sprint – are not toll
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calls, and do not involve the provision of exchange access service by AT&T to Sprint, and,

therefore, AT&T is not authorized to bill or collect access charges from Sprint on those calls.

Instead, the Commission should accept Sprint’s proposed contract language, which would make

clear that no compensation is due to either party for originating calls delivered to the other.

Sprint Ex. 2.0 (Felton Direct) page 51, lines 1088-1093.

As noted, supra, the ALJs’ analysis on this issue highlights their lack of understanding of

how calls are dialed and delivered. An AT&T call from one Chicago number to another Chicago

number is never a switched access call, regardless of where Sprint completes the call. AT&T

could never send this call to an IXC for completion, could never collect originating access from

an IXC, and could never provide “exchange access” service. Instead, AT&T is providing a

telephone exchange service, and is not entitled to be compensated by Sprint for doing so. The

Commission should reverse the PAD on Issue 41.

VIII. MISCELLANEOUS (ISSUES 50-51, 52, 53, 57, 58 AND 60)

To begin, Sprint notes that the ALJs’ resolution of the deposit issue generally assumes

that AT&T’s proposed deposit language is reasonable, rather than analyzing whether it is. This

is of particular concern where the ALJs have dismissed Commission Staff’s recommendations to

reject AT&T deposit provisions that Staff, along with Sprint, consider unjustified based on

policy and the record evidence.

A. Issue 51

1. Issue 51(c)

AT&T Issue 51: … (c) Under what circumstances should a deposit be
required and what should be the amount of the deposit?

Sprint takes exception to the ALJs’ proposed resolution of Issue 51(c) that allows AT&T

to demand a deposit if its “analysis of the AT&T Credit Profile and other relevant information”
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shows that, in its opinion, “there is an impairment of Sprint’s credit, financial health, or credit

worthiness.” See AT&T’s Proposed § 9.2.1. Significantly, there is nothing in the hearing record

that describes AT&T’s “Credit Profile,” let alone any evidence demonstrating that the “Credit

Profile” is a valid financial assessment tool that can be relied on to determine the

creditworthiness of a competitive carrier. Nor is there any record evidence on what constitutes

“an impairment” of Sprint’s credit, financial health, or creditworthiness sufficient to trigger a

deposit.

AT&T’s proposed language for this deposit trigger does not provide any guidance. It

simply states that AT&T’s impairment decision “will be based on information available from

Third Party financial sources.” Thus, under this test, information reported by any financial news

organization regarding any suspected or actual decline of any magnitude in Sprint’s “financial

health” or “credit” would be grounds to determine a deposit is necessary. This is contrary to

Commission precedent.

As noted by Staff, the Commission has, in previous interconnection arbitrations, focused

on actual nonpayment as the trigger for deposits. Staff Ex. 3.0 (Omoniyi Direct) page 13, lines

284-87. Staff believed this precedent could be appropriately expanded to allow deposits in the

face of substantiated risk of future nonpayment, i.e., the party is in bankruptcy or has publicly

declared it is unable to pay its debts as they come due. Staff’s Post-Hearing Reply Br. p. 50. The

ALJs’ conclusion that Commission precedent can be expanded further yet – to allow AT&T to

make a subjective determination that Sprint’s credit or financial health has been impaired

without reference to any standard whatsoever in doing so – should be rejected out of hand.

Sprint also takes exception to the ALJs’ determination that the amount of the deposit

should be equal to three months of anticipated billings, a determination reached without any
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discussion of the merits of the issue. Compare PAD at 66-69 with id. at 70. A deposit equal to

25% of the Billed Party’s annual billings risks being disproportionately high in relation to the

amount the Billed Party has failed to timely pay. Pegging the deposit to the larger of one

month’s billing or the undisputed past due amount results in a deposit that is necessarily

proportional to the risk the Billed Party bore as a result of the failure to timely pay.46 Sprint

Reply Br. pp. 72-73. A deposit that mirrors the risk of financial loss the Billed Party faced

cannot be dismissed as offering “no significant protection.” PAD at 70.

Allowing AT&T to use “anticipated billings” to establish the amount of the deposit is

similarly unwarranted, as it grants AT&T too much subjective leeway. The PAD correctly

rejected AT&T’s proposal to use increased anticipated billings to demand a deposit in the first

place, and they should not be used to set the level of the deposit either. The better approach is to

use the objective measures proposed by Sprint.

2. Issue 51(d)

AT&T Issue 51: … (d) What other terms and conditions governing
deposits should be included in the ICA?

The ALJs determined, without any discussion, that the deposit terms and conditions in

AT&T §§ 9.6 through 9.11 were reasonable. PAD at 70. Sprint takes exception to the ALJs’

recommendation for three of these terms and conditions.

a. AT&T should not be able to draw on a Letter of Credit or a Surety
Bond upon expiration or termination of the ICA (AT&T’s
Proposed § 9.8.3)

The Letter of Credit or Surety Bond is intended to cover the risk of nonpayment of

undisputed charges. The expiration of the ICA is not related to nonpayment of undisputed

46 To be clear, Sprint no longer proposes any minimum amount of undisputed, unpaid charges as
a trigger for demanding a deposit, nor is it proposing any deposit cap. See Sprint’s Post-Hearing
Reply Br. p. 73.
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charges, however. Nor is a termination of the ICA necessarily, or even likely to be, related to the

nonpayment of undisputed charges. Thus there is no justification for this provision. It presents a

significant harm to the Billed Party because any draw on a letter of credit or surety bond

necessarily impacts the evaluation of its creditworthiness. Thus drawing on a letter of credit or

surety bond must be limited to the recovery of undisputed charges the Billed Party has failed to

pay, not to the fact that the party’s ICA with AT&T happens to be ending.

b. AT&T should not be relieved of its obligations to perform under
the ICA if Sprint has not furnished AT&T with the assurance of
payment within 15 days after it is requested (AT&T’s Proposed
§ 9.10)

This is a stealth discontinuance of service provision. It provides that “notwithstanding

anything else set forth in this Agreement,” AT&T “shall have no obligation to perform under this

Agreement” if it does not receive an assurance of payment within fifteen calendar days of AT&T

requesting it. This provision is completely at odds with the ALJs’ resolution of Issues 57 and 58

on permanent disconnection of service for nonpayment. The resolution of those issues allows

discontinuation of only those services for which the Billed Party has failed to pay undisputed

charges, and the Billed Party must receive at least 35 days in which to remit payment to avoid

the discontinuation of service. PAD at 79, 81. As the ALJs noted, discontinuation of service is

“an extreme remedy” to be applied narrowly to services for which a Billed Party has not paid

undisputed charges. Id. at 79. There is no basis to allow discontinuation of services with respect

to an untimely presented assurance of payment, and under Illinois law any discontinuance of

service must be preceded by at least 35 days notice.
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c. AT&T should not be allowed to terminate the ICA if Sprint fails to
provide AT&T the assurance payment it has requested “or
otherwise fails to make any payment or payments required under
this ICA in the manner and within the time required” (AT&T’s
Proposed § 9.11)

This provision should be rejected for the same reasons discussed above with respect to

§ 9.10.

B. Issue 60

Sprint: Can a Party require that its form be used for a billing dispute to be
valid?

AT&T: Should the ICA require the Disputing Party to use the Billing Party’s
preferred form in order to dispute a bill?

Sprint takes exception to the ALJs’ conclusion that Sprint should use AT&T’s billing

dispute form. This is an issue unique to AT&T and Sprint. While other carriers use AT&T’s

billing dispute form, Sprint uses its own form when disputing charges it receives from AT&T or

any other carrier. Sprint Ex. 1.0 (Burt Direct) page 69, lines 1533-36. In fact, Sprint and AT&T

have been operating this way with respect to one another for years. Id.

Thus, AT&T’s proposal that its billing form be used is nothing other than an invitation to

the Commission to step in and change a long-standing operational procedure used by the two

carriers to reduce AT&T’s operational costs at the expense of increasing Sprint’s. The ALJs

accepted AT&T’s invitation to upset the status quo on two grounds: using the AT&T dispute

form will purportedly result in AT&T processing disputes more quickly and more accurately.

PAD at 82. Neither ground withstands scrutiny.

First, AT&T and Sprint agree that any quicker processing by AT&T will, of course, be

offset by slower processing by Sprint, thus shifting costs from AT&T to Sprint. Sprint Ex. 1.0

(Burt Direct) page 68, lines 1518-20; AT&T Ex. 3.1 (Greenlaw Rebuttal) at pages 22-23, lines
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556-61. Since the process will not be faster, the question is: Why should Sprint bear increased

costs so that AT&T’s can be reduced?

Commission Staff took the position that, as a matter of policy, Sprint should not bear the

increased costs because the Billing Party should bear the burden of the costs associated with its

internal processing of good faith billing disputes. Staff’s Post-Hearing Reply Br. p. 59. Sprint

and Commission Staff also noted that AT&T’s effort to shift costs onto Sprint focused on form

over substance to the detriment of a Billed Party’s right to dispute charges in good faith. Staff’s

Post-Hearing Br. p. 75; Sprint’s Post-Hearing Br. p. 132. Shifting costs would, in essence, have

a chilling effect on disputing charges.

AT&T Witness Greenlaw clearly hoped that would be the case. He testified that the

Commission could reasonably require Sprint to bear the increased costs to dispute erroneous

AT&T billing because there is no evidence in the record regarding the degree to which AT&T

billing is actually erroneous. AT&T Ex. 3.1 (Greenlaw Rebuttal) page 23, lines 561-567. In

short, AT&T argues that the Commission should assume that AT&T’s billing is not erroneous,

and if Sprint wishes to dispute AT&T’s billing, it should pay to do so. Id.

In fact, the record evidence is to the contrary. AT&T Witness Greenlaw specifically

testified to the fact that AT&T billing can be “voluminous and complex,” that “billing disputes

are frequent,” and that “AT&T Illinois receives many billing disputes from many carriers.”

AT&T Ex. 3.0 (Greenlaw Direct) page 53, lines 1387-88. There is therefore no basis for

concluding that any of AT&T’s costs for processing the “frequent disputes” brought by “many

carriers” because of its “voluminous and complex billing” should properly be shifted away from

AT&T.
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Second, there is no record evidence that Sprint’s use of AT&T’s dispute resolution form

will be more accurate. To the contrary, Sprint’s automated system provides AT&T all the

requisite information to accurately process a disputed charge. Sprint Ex. 1.0 (Burt Direct) page

68, lines 1520-22; Sprint Ex. 4.0 (Burt Rebuttal) page 73, lines 1656-59. As Commission Staff

observed, “[a]t no point while the record was open did AT&T Illinois argue that Sprint failed to

provide the necessary information in [Sprint’s] current dispute form.” Staff’s Post-Hearing

Reply Br. p. 60 (conclusory claims or argument in AT&T’s brief do not constitute record

evidence). Moreover, the ALJs did not identify any supporting record evidence. So, there is no

foundation for a finding that increased accuracy supports requiring Sprint to use AT&T’s dispute

resolution form.

In conclusion, it bears repeating that the parties have been successfully using the existing

billing dispute process for more than 10 years, and there is no record evidence demonstrating that

AT&T’s proposal to shift more of the costs of that process onto Sprint is justified. The

Commission should therefore reject AT&T’s request that Sprint be required to use AT&T’s

dispute resolution form.
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IX. CONCLUSION

Sprint respectfully requests that the Commission correct the ALJs’ errors and resolve the

open issues to comply with the law and the spirit of Act.
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